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Introduction 

Hello everyone,  

I am a fan of the Warhammer Fantasy Battle franchise made by GW. I was intrigued by the setting quite 

a while, but started to descend deeper into it due to the Total War Warhammer Trilogy.  

GW has created and cultured this setting over many decades. Their main approach was to create a 

battle royal of common fantasy tropes, mixed with historical templates for various factions and a few 

unique additions.  Some people may call this unimagitive if you e.g. take the Holy Roman Empire or 

France and give the former magic and more gunpowder and the later athurian motives of chivalry. 

However I like this approach to world building for a couple of reasons.  

 

First, it makes the factions easily identifiable. Even newcomers who have no previous experience in 

Warhammer can quickly identify certain factions based on common historical knowledge and 

knowledge of common fantasy tropes. Thus they gain an immediate understanding of most of the 

factions modus operandi, its position in the setting itself, and the potential relationships to other 

factions.  

 

Second, this approach makes it easy to expand the setting if necessary. As the worldmap of WFB is a 

distorted version of our own world, it is relatively easy to expand it with new factions and potential 

stories. Something GW did in the past. No part of our world is devoid of prestigious or unique cultures 

which could serve as a template for a faction. By fusing this historical template with local or common 

fantasy tropes it is easy to create a new Warhammer faction and to insert it into the setting without 

much friction. 

 

However this approach was not often used to the full extend by GW. Most of its development focus 

lied on the Old World in particular. This is on the surface not a bad idea, but as GW also established 

global factions it lead to something of a 2 class structure. Especially narratively where the factions 

outside of the OW, which I call rim factions as they are never in the centre of attention, on unequal 

footing. These factions include Tomb Kings, Lizardmen and the Ogre Kingdoms, but to a lesser extend 

also the Dark Elves. Most of these factions have very interesting backstories, but little else in a narrative 

sense or impact on the setting at large. The main reason for this is, that these factions exist in a vacuum.  

E.g. the Tomb Kings are the only faction to be placed in the Southlands. Araby exists as well, but is was 

treated as a footnote for the most part and was never allowed to have any impacts of other factions, 

outside of its short-lived invasion of Estalia. Similarly the Lizardmen have the Amazons and the Vampire 

Coast as potential neighbours, and Ogres have the Dawi-Zharr. But in GW main WFB-line these factions 

are rarely established as more as minor footnotes and never established to live up to their potential. 

This results these rim factions having little do nothing to do, as they have no important neighbours. All 

they can do is deal with a minor human colony or a skaven clan or raiders and marauders. But they 

have no interaction parts with which interesting stories could be told, or that would allow them to 

leave a significant impact. 

 

And even if the footnotes were properly established, if we compare the content for the Old World with 

the rest of the world, it remains full of unused spots and white holes. Naggaroth is a great example for 

this, as this continent is modelled after North America, which houses hundredths of prestigious 

cultures and civilizations and myriads of myths. All of these could act as an inspiration for multiple 

Warhammer factions. However the continent is devoid of unique content or content in general with 
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the exception to the dark elves, who are not even native to this continent and have most of their affairs 

focused on Ulthuan. So everything outside of their domain could be erased from existence and it would 

barley change the status quo. 

This leads to a kind of friction, as WFB is not only a tabletop game, but its campaigns were also often 

driven by narratives. These can be seen by events which were hosted by GW, like the Nemesis Crown 

or Storm of Chaos. However most of these events are centred on the Old World, as this is where most 

of the factions are placed. Factions outside of the OW must be forcibly written into the story to justify 

their presence, or are left out entirely. And because there is no considerable content established 

outside of the OW there is little reason to create major events outside of the OW or ones which span 

over multiple theatres of war. Some may say the historical/technological era of the setting is makes 

multiple war theatres hard to develop, especially if they stretch over multiple continents. However the 

Great War against Chaos, which was fought from Ulthuan to the Old World is an example for such a 

war. And even with the technological limitations of the WFB Setting they should be possible on a 

general basis, as many global or multi continental wars also existed on our own world around the same 

time period most of WFB is based on. 

Total War Warhammer acknowledged this problem, especially as they created a trilogy of games 

spanning over different parts of the world. This let to CA cooperating with GW to flesh out and even 

reinvent new factions, like Norsca, the Vampire Coast and for TWWH3 Cathay and Kislev. 

Though the problem that many continents have huge areas which are functionally non-existent is still 

present. For example the Spine of Sotek, the equivalent to the Andis. A critical mountain range of South 

America and home to 4000 Years of human civilizations, including one of the greatest South American 

empires of all time. But in WFB it is just an empty spot on a map. Or the southern parts of the 

Southlands, which are treated as a bland copy of Lustria, despite Africa being home to many 

civilizations like Ethiopia, Mali, Zulu or the Kingdom of Kongo and many, many more. 

As a fan of both history and Warhammer it was frustrating for me to see so much potential in the 

Warhammer setting, which was not fulfilled. My best guess is, that GW left these white spots 

intentionally to fill them out at a later point. But this never happened due to WFBs cancellation. 

 During the Covid-19 pandemic and several lockdowns I had a lot of free time to spare. To keep my 

brain occupied I tried to fill out some of these empty spots on the WFB world map with made-up 

factions of my own. These factions are not meant to be taken serious in any way. They are just rough 

templates, which are free to be used in any way or shape as you like. The concepts are primarily meant 

to be an enjoyable read to pass the time during the Covid-19 pandemic. But if they also ignite your 

own creativity, it is also a welcome outcome for me. You may do everything you want with the 

concepts. You may share them, expand upon them, restructure them, create additional content or just 

leave them alone. Warhammer games are after all about the personal creativity after all.  

Most of these factions are modelled after historical templates and/or well-known fantasy tropes. I 

tried to limit myself as much as possible to the rules established by the WFB setting. As such I rarely 

created entirely new stuff, but rather expanded stuff GW hinted at, or remoulded and recombined 

elements GW itself used. I tried to be as close as possible to established Warhammer lore, to contradict 

nothing major. All these new factions are also all stand-alone creations. So you can read each entry on 

its own without any cross-references or previous knowledge of the other factions. But the factions are 

also envisioned in such a way, that they do not exclude each other. 
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As a short overview the concepts include 7 factions which are in alphabetical order: 

The Chon: The Chon are harpy-like creatures that live in the mountainous regions and western Islands 

of the New World, with some enclaves around the Southern Chaos Wastes. These winged humanoids 

were spawned from Chaos influence but are not aligned with it. They incorporate the concept of Order 

within Chaos and thus fight against its agents. Their society is very strict and they are robotic in nature, 

as they supress any emotion. And they see very few other races as worthwhile or will even exterminate 

them like pests, if they think these races attract chaos attention. 

The Realm of the Desert Dwarfs (Dawi Izor): These dwarfs are remnants and refuges from Karak Zorn, 

who ventured into the great desert of the Southlands. South of Nehekhara and east of Araby they 

constructed a realm with various cities and citadels. Instead of mining, these dwarfs use their 

engineering and construction skills to create one of the most advanced irrigation systems of the world 

and turn the desert into a green garden. As a result they live mostly on the surface and erect huge 

ziggurats planted with greeneries (reminiscent of the hanging gardens of Babylon), in addition to many 

other deviations of normal dwarfs. They are partially inspired by the African kingdoms of Mali and 

Nubia, with some Mesopotamian influences as well.  

The Eddu Confederacy: The Eddu Confederacy is a coalition of three different species: First High Elven 

colonists in Naggaroth who escaped the Druchii onslaught after they made landfall. Second sasquatch-

like ogres (Yetis and Gorgors are already diverse looking ogre subspecies), and halflings, who both 

ventured into naggaroth before the arrival of chaos. The adaption to Naggaroths harsher climate and 

cultural syncretism let to these three people to develop very different cultures their old world 

counterparts. All three are united in an everlasting hatred for the druchii and inhabit the central 

mountains, swamps and forest of Naggaroth. A part of their inspiration were the Seminoles and 

Haudenosaunee of North America and some nothamerican folktales. 

The Kingdom of Epunt: These dark-skinned humans were isolated from most other Warhammer 

factions and thus developed a unique culture Ruled by an absolute monarchy epunts peoples live 

primarily in the southern WEM, but also in the surrounding savannahs and jungles on the south-

eastern part of the Southlands. They eschew iron in favour of bronze tools and pray to various spirits 

and smaller deities. In combat they field huge organized infantry armies together with tamed 

warbeasts. . They are primarily based on Ethiopia but contain some incan influences as well. 

The Realm of Izwan: The Realm of Izwan is placed on the coastal region of the Darklands with smaller 

colonies on the Dragon Isles or the eastern coast of the Southlands. This realm connects the dwarfen 

kingdoms in the west with Ind or the Ogre Kingdoms in the east and thus bridges the otherwise 

unpassable darklands, making travel and commerce between the two parts of the world possible. As 

such Izwan relies heavily on trade. It is also governed by an electoral oligarchy in which many political 

parties compete with each other, and is under constant threat of its less benefial neighbours, like the 

chaos dwarfs or the undead of Nagashizzar. Izwan is based on Persia and Palmyria, but with a 

Carthaginian inspired government system.  

The Nethun Kingdoms: The Nethun are primarily based on medival folktales about merpeople. In these 

older tales merpeople were often a mixture of seal or whale and men, instead of fish and men. They 

come in two variants, seal-like Forca and regular Mer-people. As mammals they must breathe air and 

prefer to rest on dry land. The Nethun inhabit the coastal regions of the western southlands and other 

uncivilized areas, such as the black gulf. There they erect floating cities of wood or well-fortified coastal 

towns. Their three main gods are their versions of Mannan and Stormfels as well as the Maelstrom in 
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the centre of the great ocean. The Nethun are partially based on Polynesian or Indonesian cultures as 

well. 

The Tanites: The Tanites are lovecraftian-inspired deep sea monsters. They lived there before the 

arrival of the Old Ones and were nearly exterminated by the ancient Lizardmen. As such they have a 

huge grudge against everything that the Old Ones brought into this world. This faction is mostly made 

up of a single species in different life-stages, reaching from numerous parasitic forms up to levitating 

deep sea horrors. They primarily inhabit the abyss, but have holdings in the Underworld Sea under 

Naggaroth and other places as well. 

 

That is all on my part. I hope you enjoy the read!  
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Faction Concept Collection: 

1. The Kingdom of Epunt: 

1.1. Overview:  

I hear a lot of made up stuff. Once a tilean traveller walked in and spoke of a strange realm deep in the 

south. With dark-skinned humans living in the mountains like dwarfs, fighting with state troops like the 

empire, believing in the spirits like the kislevites and riding huge war beasts like ogres. Did not believe 

a single word. The whole idea’s nuts. 

Amadeus Holzkopf, sceptical innkeeper. 

 

Epunt is human civilization located at the southern end of the World Edges Mountains and in the 

surrounding lowlands. They are loosely structured after the Ethiopian Kingdom and the Incan Empire. 

The name is derived from the legendary realm of Punt, a wealthy and exotic land, mentioned to be 

somewhere south of Egypt. Additional influences come from several Bronze Age cultures.  

 

Their main gameplay focus lies on huge armies of highly disciplined and organized soldiers, who use 

primarily bronze weapon. They fight in tight infantry formations reminiscent of ancient greek or roman 

combat styles. In addition, they have a strong focus on monstrous cavalry and war beasts in general, 

which are inspired by african wildlife or mythical beasts. 

 

1.2. Why: 

Despite the rich cultural history of the real African continent, the Southlands are for the most part 

barren of unique content. Especially the southern parts of the Southlands are more or less a blank slate 

and copy of Lustria, with a presents of skaven, diminished lizardmen and a few elven colonies, but little 

to no unique flavours or mentioning’s. Therefore I decided to implement the Kingdom of Epunt as a 

unique faction within the south-eastern parts of the Southlands, to give this region more variety, and 

potentially to create more dynamics with other factions.  

 

Humans are the most diverse species in Warhammer forming the majority of kingdoms and factions in 

the setting. Excluding the chaos aligned tribes of the north, there are still Albion, Araby, Bretonnia, 

Cathay, The Empire, Estalia, Kislev, The Kingdoms of Ind, Nippon & Tilea. Surprisingly despite humanity 

being described as highly adaptable, none of these factions are based in the mountains, as this is 

formerly the domain of greenskins, ores, dwarfs and skaven.  

This might be reasonable from a european perspective, as temperate mountains are in general not 

very hospitable especially on higher altitudes. But in the tropical regions’ mountains are a much more 

diverse habitat, showing all climate zones of the planet and therefore many liveable areas were a 

diverse range of crops can be grown. Depending on the height of the mountain or the plateau the very 

top can still be very habitable and have better climate conditions as the bottom.  

 

The kingdom of Ethiopia was a realm in eastern Africa, which is also relatively mountainous with high 

plateaus, steppes and deserts together with monsoon forests, lakes and rivers. In addition, Ethiopia is 

one of the oldest still existing african nations with roots reaching back to antiquity. It was one of the 
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first nations to convert to christianity and was isolated among muslim states for most of the medieval 

ages. Also, it was the one of the only counties in Africa, which was never colonized by Europeans, 

resisting all armies who tried. 

 

Furthermore the incan empire of South America is the prime example of a mountain based culture, 

with many cultural and technological adaptations to his landscape.   

 

Inspired by this premise I chose these templates in creation of a unique faction that is meant to be 

placed in the southern regions of the southlands. Yet the epuntian religion is more based on older 

semintic lore, and their social structure is loosely inspired by the Mita labour system of the incan 

empire.  

 

1.3. Society:  

The Kingdom of Epunt is an absolute monarchy. Its people are ruled over by a king/queen called 

negus/nigiste who are also the highest spiritual authority. These are the Ethiopian titles for their 

monarch and are commonly translated as emperor or empress.  

The negus has absolute rule for every subject. On his word entire cities can be removed elsewhere or 

its populous forcefully dispersed among the entire kingdom. In addition to taxes each citizen is also 

subject to give himself for royal projects. Depending on the skill of the individual or needs of the king, 

they can be forced into the army, work on construction sites, farm the royal fields or produce certain 

goods directly for the royal household. This strict system is enforced by overseers and administrators 

who belong to the nobility. 

 

The Kingdom itself can be roughly divided into three parts: 

 

First the mountains, where the largest part of the population lives. The people live in the fertile valleys, 

plateaus and on the mountain sides. They live primarily from farming but also from mining ores. Streets 

and tunnels carved through the massive stone connect the villages and city. Owing to the relative 

isolation each valley has slightly different customs and dialects than their neighbours. Fortresses 

protect strategic routes and most villages surround themselves with walls against the dangers of the 

mountains. For travellers and merchants watch stations are erected every half day trip along the roads. 

The mountaineers from the majority of the infantry forces and consider themselves highly disciplined 

and see people from the other regions of the kingdom with arrogance and a certain disdain. 

 

The second major people are the lowland tribes in the savannahs surrounding the mountains. They 

live as farmers along the rivers and water sources or as nomads, who follow their domesticated herds.  

For the longest time bitter struggle between the lowland tribes and the mountaineers plagued the 

kingdom, as the free-spirited lowlanders saw the far away royals of Epunt as tyrants and despots. 

For the longest time this inner conflict and the impenetrable jungle and large infections of savage orcs 

and beastmen to the north hindered the epuntians in their expansion. 

 

The third and youngest region is a coastal province along the south-eastern coast of the continent. It 

was established after the first contact with humans from the old world was made. It is a centre of 

commerce were outlanders can travel and trade freely.  

Despite it being the youngest province, it has already created an identity of its own. The people there 

are curious about the outside world, often going to sea as sailors or mercenaries. Some people there 

want to claim independence form the strict rule of the negus and create merchant republics. 
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They are loosely inspired by the trade cities and small sultanates around Zanzibar. 

 

On the counter side each citizen who is too old or can no longer care for himself, e.g. because of a lost 

limb, will be cared for and given daily food rations. This strict system of whip and bread was established 

due to the long periods of infighting and rebellions. 

 

1.4. Economy: 

The mountains contain varying climate zones. From tropical to temperate forest, to cold steppes 

everything is available. As such Epunt produces a huge diversity of natural goods from different types 

of timber to agricultural and animal products. To work with this rich environment and the rain/dry 

seasons, the people invented efficient agricultural systems, which are able to feed a huge number of 

people, leading to a high population. 

Domesticated horses and other cattle never reached this land. Therefore, the epuntians 

domesticated their own creatures: mountainous camels (aka llamas and alpacas) instead of donkeys, 

antelopes instead of goats and sheep etc. The most important beast of burden and war is the 

Ducornu, a hairless variant of the rhynox. (The name is derived from Duo, two, and cornus, which 

means horn.) The Ducornu are essentially domesticated rhinoceroses. 

 

Mining is another profitable business. It produces gold, gems and other minerals and ores.  

Epunt had no intense contact to elves, dwarfs or other technological advanced factions. Because of 

this bronze is the main meal of choice.  

The main reason why in the real world we shifted from bronze works to iron, is that bronze is an alloy 

of copper and tin. Copper is relatively abundant, but tin is rare. In ancient times the only sources known 

were in the hinterlands of Persia and the British Isles. Iron was everywhere in comparison. It is stronger 

than bronze but has disadvantages. E.g. before the industrial revolution it was not possible to melt iron 

into a fluid form. Therefore, it had forcefully hammered into the shape people wanted it to have. 

Bronze on the other hand could simply be melted, put into a form and left for cooling. After some 

additional fine grinding the product was done. Bronze items were easy to mass produce and if they 

broke the pieces were simply smelted and recycled.  

In addition, bronze is much more resistant to oxidation, which is useful in a tropical setting. Indeed, 

we never stopped using bronze. For example, even during napoleons time’s cannons was made out of 

bronze, as iron cannons were almost impossible to make and maintain. 

In this setting Epunt has easy access to tin and copper. Therefore, they can easily mass produce many 

kinds of bronze objects from arrowheads to tools to armour. Their equipment might not be as durable 

as iron, but it is far easier for them to outfit their large infantry armies with standardized weaponry. 

This leads to them thinking ironworks are not worth the effort of producing in high quantities. Yet this 

is also the reason why their equipment is not as durable, as that of other factions. 

 

1.5. Religion: 

The religion of the epuntians is based upon myriads of spirits and minor deities which are seen as 

personifications of the land. Each mountain, river etc. might be its own deity and has to be appeased 

separately. Priests are said to be able to speak to these spirits directly. They live in monasteries all over 

the land and have the duty to appease the local spirits and to oversee the kings many works.  

The priests have learned to wield the magic of the land from the spirits. This is represented through 

the Lores of Life, Beasts and Fire. They are also able to bind singular spirits into arks and to use their 

powers on the battlefield. 
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The epuntians believe, that the spirits act as guardians of their people and that they join the spirits 

after death, more or less becoming one with the land.  

According to epuntian tales the spirits of the ancestors are still able to guide and empower their 

descendants. They therefore abhor necromancy and the undead, as they consider them to be ripped 

from the afterlife and to be doomed for all eternity. 

1.6. Military: 

A charging Rhynox is bad news. But cladding them in thick armour and placing blades on its horns is 

terrifying. Whoever had this idea deserves a raise. 

Tilean mercenary after inspecting the epuntian army. 

 

The main playstyle of the faction is supposed to focus on large infantry armies in disciplined 

formations, supported by monstrous cavalry inspired by African wildlife and mythical beasts. 

Because of their reliance on bronze the epuntian combat equipment is often subpar to that of other 

factions. They cope with it through a higher number of soldiers per unit and strict discipline. 

The main offensive strength lies in their monsters, which hit hard but are relatively slow. Their 

skirmishers are mediocre but like the rest of the human units come in greater numbers. 

The main combat strategy is for their infantry to pin down the enemy and let the monsters charge the 

rear. The battles with the surrounding monsters also gave them talent for fighting large entities. 

 

The epuntians have problems with heavily armoured enemies and have no good answer to long ranged 

artillery. Their infantry formations are also rather slow. Quicker enemies can easily outflank them.  

 

1.6.1 Unit List: 

Lords:  

Ras:  

Ras are nobles who took up the duty to fight for the negus. They lead the army as an armoured melee 

lord. As nobles they have access to iron weapons and use a shotel and a shield. They can be mounted 

on a chariot, a ducornu or an elephant. 

High Priest: 

High priests are the caster Lord. They studied magic and the sprits their entire live and are the spiritual 

leaders of their community. As such their presence inspires the units surrounding them. They have 

access to the Lore of Beasts, Fire and Life and can be mounted on a chariot or use a spirit ark.  

 

Lowland Chieftain:  

Lowland chieftains spent the majority of their live as nomads in the savannahs and jungles. They are 

low armoured but fast and fight with spear and bow. Their time as expert hunters make them great 

against large units. They can mount a chariot or a nandi beast. 

 

Heroes: 

Balambaras:  

Balambara is an Ethiopian military title. In this scenario they are commoners who showed excellent 

combat skills. As such they were elevated to an officer rank and lead smaller parts of the army. They 

fight with a jile, a curved short sword from east Africa, and a shield and inspire nearby troops. 
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Priest:  

Hero sorcerer who can use the Lore of Beasts, Fire or Life.  

 

Master Hunter:  

Hero version of the hunter unit. Fights with spear and bow and is great against large units but has no 

amour. 

 

Infantry: 

Mountain warriors:  

In the remote regions of the mountains live hardy people. Far away from the reach of the negus they 

often must fend for themselves and are became hardy people. Nonetheless they are loyal subjects and 

fight for the negus in loose, unarmoured infantry formations. The soldiers are armed with a shield and 

the jile, a curved short sword from southern Araby and east Africa. They are deadly against 

unarmoured infantry and have a larger deployment zone. 

 

Shotel Soldiers:  

The shotel is a one-handed curved blade that looks like a sickle. The shape of the blade allows the user 

to circumvent the enemies shield and attack him from the sides. This can be reflected in an amour 

piercing attack or as lowering the enemy’s melee defence. These units may in an armoured and non-

armoured variant. 

Beast Warriors:  

Many lowlanders are hunters, but very few engage with the beasts in single combat. Those who are 

able to slay the beasts in single combat and wear the hides of their trophies on their body. To match 

the beasts, they have to be in an excellent physical shape, and they are immune to psychology. But 

their numbers per unit are low. They act as an elite light melee infantry. This unit is partly inspired by 

mythical heroes such as Heracles after the wrestled the nemeian lion. 

Pikemen:  

These highly disciplined soldiers are the core of the epuntian formations. Inspired by the incan 

kamayuks and Macedonian tactics, these warriors fight in a phalanx formation were three to four rows 

of soldiers can use their spears against the enemy They use 4-5m long lances. As such they have a 

charge defence against all and are very deadly for large entities. 

T’or Guard:  

The T’or guards act in the secondary line. If the phalanx is broken or its flanks in danger, these soldiers 

will fill the gap. They are clad in thick bronze armour and use bronze halberds. They are good for 

holding the line and attacking large entities. 

Ras Guard:  

The Bodyguard for officers and generals. They have the best combat equipment, including iron 

weapons. Can either use a shotel or a lance, making them either and elite anti-infantry or anti-cavalry 

respectively. 

 

Slingers:  

Cheap skirmishers that use projectiles made of stone or lead. 
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Archers:  

Archers. What else to say? 

Hunters:  

Hunters are dedicated anti-large units and therefore wield both a spear and a bow. They have good 

combat stats and were next to no armour to be quick. They can be accompanied by hunting dogs or 

tamed hyenas.  

 

Cavalry & Monsters: 

Ducornu:  

Docurnos are hairless, tropical versions of the rhinox. They are smaller and smarter than their 

relatives. They can also be tamed and used as a beast of burden. Their combat instincts make them a 

better choice for battle than the gentle elephants. The rider sits on its back and wields a long lance to 

reach the enemy, whilst the docurno plows through enemy formation. But in the heat of battle the 

beast is easy to enrage. 

 

Docurnu: Normal version of the war beasts. May come in group of up to four models. 

Ducornu (armored): The elite version of the docurnu. It is clad in thick bronze plates and its horns 

were augmenting with sharp blades. 

Docurno War Waggon: A docurnu pulls a chariot which is functionally similar to the empire war 

waggon. Six or eight soldiers sit well protected in the chariot. They either shot arrows at the enemy or 

use long lances to pierce them.  

 

War Elephant:  

If Araby were to be remodelled and rereleased in the future, and elephants were to be a signature unit 

of this faction, it may be redundant to include them into the rooster of Epunt. Otherwise elephants 

are used in the epuntian military as monstrous cavalry with howdahs on their back, with soldiers 

throwing and shooting javelins and arrows. They can easily trample and harm blocks of infantry, but 

due to elephants being gentler and easily scared, they have a much lower leadership, that ducournus.  

 

Nandi Beast: 

The Nandi beast is based upon the nandi bear, a mythical creature in eastern Africa. It is often depicted 

as a mixture of great cat and bear or hyena. A visual template could be vargs from the Lord of the Rings 

film. In this concept the Nandi Beast is the biggest mammalian predator in Epunt whose ferocity can 

rival manticores. They act similar to demigryph knights for the Empire and could come in various 

version: 

Nandi Beasts: The normal unit contains packs between six or twelve models.  

Armoured Nandi Beast: The elite version of the Nandi. It is slower but better protected. 

Nandi Beast Chariot: Functionally similar to the ice wolf chariot, except that the two wolfs are replaced 

by a single nandi Beast.  

 

Etosha Chariot:  

A light chariot drawn by antelopes. It is not meant for direct combat, but as a scouting and early 

skirmishing unit. It is also the fastest unit in the rooster of Epunt, but not as quick as horse drawn 

chariots. 
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Bouda:  

In Ethiopia and eastern Africa there are many tales about were-hyenas and were-lions. Often, they are  

wizards who have the ability to change their form.  

 

The bouda is a tribute to these myths. They are hybrids of men and hyena or lion which act similar to 

skin wolves on the battlefield, a quick monstrous infantry that is good against large targets.  

In this concept their origins are unknown to the epuntians, but several myths exists. E.g. that they may 

be spirits of the land who possess man or animal to protect the land, or that they were once wizards, 

who tried to gain more power until they changed into this form and were unable to turn back.  

 

Baboons:  

Baboons play an important role in Ethiopian folk tales. They are often represented as smart, almost on 

the same level as humans. And according to one folk tale from Ethiopia, a female baboon was the 

mother of all of humanity.  

 

The Baboons of Epunt can grow as large as a man and are respected animals. They are smart enough 

to follow complex commands. Their main role on the battlefield is to assists the humans, e.g. by 

bringing new ammunition to the archers. But they can also act as scouts and be trained to use clubs or 

daggers. Together with a human handler they can act as very light but also very quick infantry that are 

great in ambushes and to surround the enemy. 

  

Hyena hunting pack:  

Hyenas are prominent animals in Ethiopia. There are regions, where these creatures became so tame, 

that they walk freely in the streets of a city. This unit is meant to represent a tamed or domesticated 

version of the animal. It acts like warhound units of other races. 

 

War machines:  

Spirit Ark:  

Ethiopia is rumoured to be one of the resting places of the Ark of the Covenant. Other African 

communities, e.g. the Lemba, also claim to have possessed it. Some historians assume, that the copies 

of the main ark were crafted and brought to various battlefields as inspiration for the troops or for 

Israelites who leave their homeland.  

This unit shall reflect these myths. It is a magic chest with the essence of a spirit residing within. 

Depending on the essence of this spirit, it can have varying effects. 

 

Spirit Ark (Life): Units close to the ark are healed. 

Spirit Ark (Beats): Units close to the ark get a buff to melee attack and defence. Maybe also frenzy. 

Spirit Ark (Fire): The ark fires magical flames against the enemy. 

 

Onager: 

The epunti have sieged cities and fortifications for a long time. As such they are no strangers to units 

such as the Onager, a small catapult. It can either throw single rocks, pots containing burning oil, or 

baskets filled with snakes/insects. 
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1.7. History & relations: 
 

For thousands of years our land was isolated, lost. But no longer. We do not fear the threats of the 

world and we will not wait until they attack us in the night, picking us of one by one. We are hunters, 

not prey! And we will face the horrors of this world, as we have faced the horrors of our home. A spear 

in hand we will strike them down, on a time and a place we chose! 

Royal decree by the Negus to open the land for outsiders. 

 

In very ancient times tribes of men migrated southwards along the world’s edge mountains until they 

reached the southern end where mountain, forest and open grasslands met.  

The people settled in this diverse environment, splitting into several tribes. During the Great Chaos 

Incursion, the realm of the southland lizardmen was heavily damaged, allowing greenskins and 

beastmen to stalk the northern jungle and the mountains. Their domains proved unpassable for the 

humans in the south, thus isolating them from the rest of the world. 

Left alone they developed a unique culture without influences from races such as dwarfs and elves.  

Over time the human tribes started to farm the land and grew a close connection to it. Being far away 

from the polar gates the direct influence of Chaos was relatively weak. Epunt was also removed from 

the coast, protecting the people from dark elves raiders and isolating them from other seafaring 

people. Still numbers of beastman and savage greenskins were and ever-growing threat. This led the 

numerous tribes and kingdoms to form larger states.  

 

The people of the mountains soon learned that the best way to defeat the unorganized brutes was a 

disciplined army. The Lowlanders on the other hand chose to tame and fight with the savage animals 

of the plains against the aggressors.  

These two cultures came to clash with invasions from the mountains and raiding troops from the 

lowlands becoming frequent. In this mess of states, tribes and ever-changing fronts the Kingdom of 

Epunt rose to prominence. Over the course of several centuries it defeated and annexed all other 

human realms in its reach. 

 

To ensure control over their unruly subjects, the Kings and Queens of Epunt established an absolute 

monarchy. The Ruler was able to deport entire cities, removing them from their homeland and resettle 

them somewhere else, force every citizen to work on public projects or serve in the military, and thus 

having a huge work and fighting force at their disposal. 

 

1.7.1 Faction Relations: 

 

1.7.1.1 Skaven:  

The skaven learned about the Kingdom of Epunt after the first skaven civil war. Clan Pestilence was 

outraged about this human nation forming in its shadow. Clan Pestilence tried to destroy the kingdom 

on its own and in secret to the other skaven clans, as they did not trust the rest of skavendom to keep 

their back free. Its plagues were dreaded and killed tens of thousands of humans. The epuntian armies, 

who were used to fight in tight battle formations with hundreds or thousands of soldiers, were 

especially vulnerable.  

Even the land and the spirits were not immune against the plagues of pestilence. They urged a lowland 

priest to take action against the ratmen and to support the King of Epunt in this crisis. Thep priest 

refused at first, as the held grudges against the mountaineers, but he finally realized that all people of 
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Epunt would die, if he did nothing. Thus, he gathered many lowland tribes and started an irregular 

guerrilla campaign against the skaven. Small bands of hunters were to attack the Skaven, whenever 

they poped out of their holes and retreating, before the Skaven could counterattack. This limited the 

effectiveness of the pests and the skaven were driven back underground after many bloody years. This 

war let to a legacy of conflicts against the skaven. The epuntians see Skaven as underground demons, 

bringer of death and disease. Clan Pestilence and the skaven in general remained a constant thread 

and would strike against Epunt several times more. 

 

1.7.1.2 Elves:  

The Epuntians do not like elves at all, due to a history of strife and conflict with them. During Epunts 

Formation scouts would travel the surrounding lands and discovered the elven colonies on the coast 

of the Southland by chance. Surprised by the existence of civilized nonhuman creatures the ruling King 

of Epunt sent diplomatic convoy to the elves, led by his own son and heir. This heir was killed on his 

way back to the kingdom, when druchii raiders stroke.  

The epuntians were not able to see the difference the two elven factions and thought, that the high 

elves betrayed them. Thus, did the negus called to a war of revenge. This conflict ended quickly in a 

stalemate.  The epuntian forces were far away from home and had no experience in sieging coastal 

cities, whilst the elves lacked the numbers for a counteroffensive, hiding in their costal forts.  All the 

epuntians could do was ravage the land, until the returned home. Since then a state of cold war 

between Epunt and the asur colonies remained, which would escalate again in later years. 

 

1.7.1.3 Humans: 

The first contact to the other human realms was made in 1911 I.C. after a shipwrecked crew of tilean 

sailors made their way to the Kingdom of Epunt by accident. They were quickly recognized as other 

humans.  

This was an historic date, as it was the first contact with other humans since the unification of the 

kingdom.  Overnight the world became much larger. This realization and the tilean tales about the 

exotic lands let the negus of Epunt into a deep discussion. Should he isolate his country again, 

protecting it from outside dangers? This bore the risk that at some point in the future outside forces 

would invade without the epuntians having any knowledge or chance for preparation. Or should he 

become active, open his country to the outside world with the risk of inviting these dangers into his 

land? There were good arguments for both sides. He finally decided for the later and manned a great 

expedition of soldiers, workers and administrators to claim a coastal province and to connect it with 

the mainland. Then the tileans should show them how to produce ships and how to build harbours.  

The negus did not believe in innate hospitality and friendship from the outside races, least from other 

human, and therefore heavily fortified the new province.  

When the first trading ships arrived, the elven colonies demanded a tribute from all the profit the 

harbours would generate as compensation for the past hostilities. Of course, the negus declined, 

leading to new battles between Elves and Epunt. Other races saw their opportunity and participated 

in this conflict, leading to invasions from skaven, beastmen and greenskins. Open war and truces could 

change daily and preoccupied the kingdom of Epunt for a long time.  

 

Only when elves and skaven had to concentrate on the chaos invasion of Asavar Kul came this 

tumultuous period to an end. Epunt needed time to rebuild, as did the northern human nations after 

the Great War against Chaos. But finally, the descendants of the old Negus were able to open their 

lands for trade and stepped out of their isolation after so many years. 
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1.7.1.4 Chaos:  

Being far away from the polar gates, the direct influence of chaos on Epunt is relatively weak. But next 

to the orcs the other main thread for Epunt are the beastmen. They are an enemy since time 

immemorial, attacking, ravaging and corrupting the land. As such they are seen as monsters, servant 

of dark spirits, who want to destroy everything. The same evil spirits, or demons of chaos, try to 

convince the people of Epunt to remove themselves of the gods of the land. This has led to the 

formation of chaos cults within epuntian societies, which are hunted rigorously. Sometimes the cultists 

rise up or summon a demonic host. But Epunt was spared from full scale chaos invasions. For now. 

 

1.7.1.5 Undead:  

Of all the major threats for live in the Warhammer world, the undead have the weakest presence in 

Epunt. They existed as unresting spirits brought back to live by powerful concentrations of magic in 

specific areas, but not as an organized force. Because of its isolation, Epunt was spared from Nagash’ 

teachings. No necromancer, no vampire came close to these lands.  

But when Epunt established its coastal provinces to gain access to the sea and oversea trade, it had a 

horrible awakening. Vampires snuck into their land. Seeing the people’s naiveté of necromancy, they 

were able to take over a well-protected city in the mountains and raise and undead hordes. This was 

horrifying, as the epuntians had no experience with this kind of threat. Even more so, they strongly 

believed, that their deceased became part of the myriads of spirits that inhabited the land itself. Being 

raised as an undead, doomed the souls from this afterlife.  

Thus, the entire city was raised to the ground. But a few vampires and necromancers managed to 

escape the wrath of the negus and is now slowly rebuilding his influence in remote valleys and villages. 

 

1.7.1.6 Lizardmen: 

The cities of the lizardmen are well hidden from the epuntians. Many tales exist about these creatures, 

but most are more fantasy then truth. Expeditions out of the realm itself have been difficult for the 

most time, due to the infection of beastmen and greenskins and other dangers in this region. As such 

only few souls tried to discover these cities. And even fewer returned to tell the tale. However in many 

folktales these creatures are often praised as protectors and guardians, as their deeds against skaven, 

beastmen and greenskins are known and respected. 
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1.8. Characters 

 

1.8.1 Bethel of Epunt, the Mercenary King:  

Bethel and his twin brother Tedros were the oldest children of the late negus of Epunt. Together with 

their younger sister Ruth they were his only children. The late negus loved all his children dearly but 

he also saw flaws in each of them. He did not know whom of his two sons should be his formal heir.  

As such he had all three kids trained in royal duties of war, religion and politics.  

When the two brothers came of age the royal family marched to a remote monastery were the priests 

would ask the spirits if the new ruler had their blessing. As both brothers stood before the priest, he 

declared in confusion, that neither of the two were to be the next negus. Instead their younger sister 

was supposed to claim the throne.  

 

This revelation left both brothers shaken, as they had seen themselves as crown prince’s their entire 

live. But they were loyal to their father and their family. So, they respected the decision of the spirits.  

Half a year after the proclamation of Ruth becoming the crown princess, the late negus was killed. The 

assassin was a skaven from Clan Eshin. But only members of the royal family were told this truth to 

keep the peace in the country. To outsiders the Negus died peacefully in his sleep. All three children 

were devastated by these events. A heavy debate ensued between them, as Ruth was still too young 

to rule as nigiste of Epunt and both brothers wanted to be the formal regent, until she would come of 

age. In the end Ruth intervened and declared that another related noble should become her regent 

instead of one of her brothers, to keep the peace within the family.  

 

Distraught the three siblings went separate ways. Bethel wanted to be as far away from the royal court 

as possible and went to the coastal provinces. There he met outsiders from other countries. They and 

the  stories and tales of fellow eputnians who already travelled to other lands, intrigued the prince. He 

gathered a great host of loyal followers, soldiers and noble princes, whom he had commanded as 

crown prince. They formed a mercenary corps later called the Company of the Mercenary King and set 

sail for exotic lands. 

 

Their first destination were the far-off kingdoms of Ind. Over the next ten years Bethels forces would 

fight their way from Ind in the east all the way to Tilea in the west. Over this time there was no foe 

they did not battle. From the exotic beastmen of Ind over innumerable greenskins, chaos warriors, 

orgres, chaos dwarfs and more.  

The formerly pure epuntian army took in people of many different backgrounds and adapted to the 

new environments, e.g. by quickly replacing the bronze weapons of their home with steel.  

The enemy which they fought the most were skaven. Bethel never forget nor forgave the ratmen for 

murdering his beloved father. When he engaged their forces, he would turn his hatred into a great 

energy and mow them down like weed. He went so far as to wear the scalp of a grey seer as 

headgear, frightening the skaven when they encountered him. 

 

While resting near Remas during Geheimnisnacht Bethel had a vision under the bale light of Morrslieb. 

He saw his sister hiring the skaven assassin who killed their father. After awaking Bethel believed to 

have the full picture. His sister had paid the priests to claim her as the heir and then killed their father, 

therefore renouncing him from his rightful throne. Bitterness grew in Bethel. He swore by the spirits 

that he would take his throne back from this snake he once called sister. 
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He gathered his company, who after years of campaigning were entirely loyal to their commander, and 

the hired more mercenaries around Estalia and Tilea. Finally, he had his ten thousand strong host set 

sail to the south, to take back what is rightfully his. 

 

Bethel is a strong melee fighter and a great duellist. His special items consist of the Grey Seer Skalp 

which gives him fear and magic resistance, as well as a scarlet  shotel  made of blood steel from Ind. 

 

1.8.2 Tedros of Epunt: 

After his little sister became queen of Epunt Tedros decided to stay home and to defend it, as he always 

had as crown prince. He became a prominent general and hero to his people. Riding on his personal 

ducornu, which was given to him as a calf to raise, he commands the main military force of his country. 

He battled against pirates and druchii raiders, against beastmen and savage orcs and put down 

rebellions against his sister’s reign.  

But Tedros always harboured bad feelings about that day his throne way denied to him. He wanted to 

know why the spirits decided he was unfit to rule. So, he asked a priest to tutor him in the way of the 

spirits, learning to cast spells of lore of beasts in the process. This had the positive side effect of being 

an even better commander and general for his army. Yet the spirits stayed silent. 

 

Then, on the same day as his brother received his vision, the spirits showed Tedros the truth. He saw 

a man with his face at the head of an army of demons storming into the land, killing and destroying 

everything Tedros had so valiantly protected for the last decade. He saw how his image set the old city 

of Epunt itself ablaze and decapitating Ruth before taking a seat on the blood-stained throne. 

Tedros realized why the spirits had denied him the throne. They had known of the darkness that lured 

in the prince’s hearts. And they had foreseen that one of the brothers would fall to darkness and be 

the doom of their kingdom.  

Tedros was shocked and swore to prevent this future. He doubled his efforts to defend his beloved 

homeland. His deeds became so legendary among his people, that his sister could not ignore him. She 

never harboured any bad feelings against him, but she always feared that one of her brothers would 

try to take her throne away from her. But as Tedros’ deeds became more and more legendary the 

people whispered, that he was blessed by the spirits and a better ruler. To appease the masses, she 

wanted to appoint her brother as chancellor.  

 

At the ceremony for this appointment Tedros surprised the entire country. Before the entire capital 

he declared, that he was just a servant of Epunt and by the spirits had no right to rule the land. Instead 

it was his destiny to be the epunts shield that would drive the darkness away. With these words Ruth 

declared him commander in chief of epunt and gave him the finest weapons the kingdom could offer. 

Then the prince was allowed to go back to his never-ending vigilance. 

 

Tedros is no weak fighter, but his primary combat role is a general. As such he could have special skills 

to buff his soldiers. Furthermore, he is a weak spell caster for the lore of beasts.  

As special Items he has the Royal Banner, a banner that increases Loyalty of other soldiers near him 

and gives those better combat stats, as well as the star metal lance, a lance made of meteorite iron 

and blessed by the spirits. This legendary weapon was allegedly the weapon the first Negus of Epunt 

used to unite the Kingdom. In addition to this he can mount his ducornu, a hairless rhynox or 

rhinoceros. 
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1.8.3 Marjani Zalahi, the Royal Champion:  

Marjani is a lowland chieftain from the Zalahi tribe. Her tribe never truly accepted the reign of epunt 

over their land and over the centuries started countless uprisings and rebellions.  

After her father was captured during the last great rebellion, he was burned to death in front of her. 

Her mother made Marjani swear a sacred oath. As long as she would live Marjani would be an enemy 

of the royal house. Marjani took this oath very seriously and trained her entire life to replace her father 

as leader of the tribe.  

As soon as she took over the leadership of her tribe, she declared war upon the kingdom. For years 

she would battle against its armies. Not even the legendary Tedros was able to catch her as she 

escaped him multiple times. Both commanders respected each other’s combat and command talents, 

despite being enemies.  

 

Then Marjani had her greatest coup. Her forces were able to ambush a royal train. She had the Nigiste 

of Epunt and her children at her mercy. As Marjani stepped forth to take her long-awaited revenge, 

she hesitated. Seeing the young children, even younger than she was, when her father was killed in 

front of her, she could not bring herself to harm them. This brief moment of hesitation was enough to 

declare her oath broken. Within seconds her left hand and left part of her face would burn and grow 

pale white, a mark that she was an oath breaker, the greatest shame imaginable in epuntian society. 

Immediately she was shunned by her tribe and became an outcast.  

 

Queen Ruth however saw not a traitor but someone who was willing to overcome centuries of grudges. 

She thanked Marjani for saving both her and her children and declared Marjani champion of the royal 

house. With nowhere else to go Marjani accepted. Royal champion was an extremely prestigious 

position and the entirety of Epunt was disgusted that this office was given to an oath-breaker. Only as 

Tedros intervened on behalf of his former arch-rival were the loyalist in epunt willing to accept her. 

From this day on Marjani would protect the royal house and be its representative.  

 

Marjani is a hybrid combat specialist, fighting with both a spear and a bow. She is a great duellist but 

also lightly armoured. Her special items are the Eye of Epunt, a magical amulet given to the royal 

champion. It increases the overall magical and damage resistance. She can ride a nandi beast or an 

Etosha Chariot. But as she is a turncoat in the eyes of the lowland tribes their units have lower 

leadership when fighting under her command.  

 

1.8.4 Haile the Titan: 

Haile is a giant of a man. Everything on him is large. His body size, his strength, his appetite and the 

tales of his adventures. If even a small part of them is true, then is he one of the greatest warriors in 

the entire kingdom.  

His first recorded deed was to kill the Terror of Kassala, an albino nandi beast, with his bare hands no 

less after its fur proved impregnatable to spears and arrows. He also claims to have been a mercenary 

overseas, being drinking companions with the dwarf king, having killed a greenskin waaghboss with its 

own tusks, having fathered eighty children in one night, having drunken the entire wine reserve of a 

bretonnian lord (even if the average epuntian has no idea what bretonnia is) and many more 

outlandish tales.  

 

Experienced officers know that most of these stories cannot be true. But Haile is nonetheless a great 
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warrior. With his jovial nature he creates an intonations comradery with the soldiers under his 

command. His battle lust is legendary, and he is often the first to charge into a fight. He is not 

bloodthirsty, but he always enjoys a good brawl. He is not a regular officer in the epuntian army, but 

many commanders are happy to have him on his said. The tales of his legendary exploits are well 

known under their soldiers. To have such a legendary figure on their side inspires the men and they 

feel well protected. 

 

Haile is not a commander of men. Instead he is a wandering mercenary who joins different armies as 

he pleases. He is the physical strongest human character in epunt. His mere presence is enough to 

inspire men around him, giving them better leadership.  

His battle Items are his legendary Titan Mace, which he claims to have found in some forgotten city 

deep in the jungle, and Kassalas Hide, a pelt made from the skin of the nandi beast he once slew. The 

Club gives him better melee and armour-piercing capabilities. The hide protects him from missiles and 

causes fear. 
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2. Chon:  

Magister Weishaupt is a great teacher who can easily explain complicated topics about magic to 

newcomers like you. But do not believe every word he says, especially not about his journeys. And do 

not believe for a single second, that birdmen infused with Hysh exist. The only birdmen come from 

Catrazza and are completely human.  

Magister of the Order of Light in talks with a novice. 

 

2.1. Overview:  

The Chon are a species of winged humanoids who live on mountain tops and on remote islands along 

the western coasts of Lustria and Naggaroth. They are highly adept in magic and a very strict and 

dogmatic species that suppresses all emotion in an attempt to be immune against Chaos.  

 

The core of their gameplay focus lies on their elite units, which combine elements of elite infantry with 

flying units. These elites are few in number and the greater part of their army is composed of enslaved 

foot soldiers of other races. This composition is expanded through various pieces of magical artillery 

which can have their own special effects. 

 

Like the skaven they are creatures born from chaotic influence but are not aligned with it. They 

represent the Order aspect within Chaos but have no relation to the Gods of Order and are not meant 

to reintroduce them. 

To represent their contrast to Chaos the Chon are loosely based on angelic creatures. In addition, they 

have some influences of mythical and isolated places like Shangri-La. Other influences came from the 

Nazca-Culture and tales about advanced but lost civilizations. Their name comes from the Chonchon, 

flying beasts from mapuche folklore. 

 

2.2. Why: 

The concept of Chaos is very diverse force of nature which is feed by mortal emotions. Its self-

contradicting nature also encompasses the concept of Order. This diversity was presented in older 

editions through the Gods of Law, Alluminas, Solkan and Arianka. They are no longer supported, but 

the concept of Order within Chaos itself can be seen with the Lore of Light or the Wind of Hysh.  

Sadly, there has never been a race, which represents this internal structure of Chaos.  

In addition, Lustria and Naggaroth are mostly devoid of unique or interesting content outside of 

Lizardmen and the realm of the Dark Elves. Especially the western regions are empty. To fill up these 

white spots I decided to place the Chon there.  

 

2.3. Biology: 

The Chon base structure is humanoid, but their appearance can be unsettling.  

From a human perspective their facial features are distorted. They do not have a real nose, only 

nostrils. Similar to birds of prey, their eyes are huge with a white or golden colour, but unmoving. To 

look to the side, they have to rotate their entire head, which they can do to the same degree as owls. 

They also have small horns on their head that bring in mind beastmen horns.  

The skin of a Chon is normally pitch black, though lighter shapes exists. Often white or golden runes or 

tattoos are inscribed into the flesh. Like Harpies they have wings, which allow them to fly, and talons 
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instead of hands or feet. They can grab and hold objects with their feat almost as good, as with their 

hand, which comes in handy in an aerial fight.  

 

As natural flyers they have no problems to live in higher altitudes and can reach remote areas like 

islands or mountaintops easily. They are naturally drawn to those places, as they offer protection 

against hostile forces. 

 

2.4. Society: 

The Dark Elves send shades after us, when we escaped. I prayed to Sigmar, that he would help us. Then 

I saw these flying things. My first thought was harpies. But these things were different. With cold 

blooded precession did they descend. They slaughtered every shade to the last men. Then they focused 

on my group. They took every single one with them. Only I managed to escape. What happened to my 

brothers in chains, I dare not to say. 

Markus Tibler, (un)lucky slave 

 

The chon can feel emotions, but like the Vulcans from Star Trek, they chose to suppress them. As such 

they are highly logical and methodical. This means, that they will not act hot headed or feel a need for 

revenge. But it also means that they have no concept for banal things like mercy or compassion, if it 

does not suite a long-term goal. 

As a result, their society is very strict and authoritarian. For outsiders the chon appear robotic in their 

behaviour, which is reflected in their society. Every chon must follow the orders of its superior to the 

letter. The needs of the many outweigh the needs of the few every time. The individual is worth 

nothing, only the community is important. This means, that everyone is replaceable.  

Each appointed task will be executed with stoic energy. If a chon does not fulfil its purpose, it is 

discarded or replaced.  

Also, individual ambition not far spread. The only way to rise through the ranks is to be skilful enough 

to be considered a replacement. And the moment you take office, potential replacements are already 

appointed. This gives them a greater flexibility in times of crisis. Even if the head of an army is killed, 

someone else is always ready to take his/her place. 

 

The chon believe not directly into gods. Instead they try to live a perfected society without any 

corruption through emotions or unnecessary wants. As such they try to keep their society free from 

those things and try to enforce this worldview unto other races. Their final hope is, that chaos will be 

undone, when there is no one left to feed it. 

 

As a result of their hierarchical structure and robotic society, a form of caste system was established. 

 

The lowest position its hold by servants. As the numbers of pure chon are relatively low, these servants 

are an integral part of their society. They are composed of enslaved and captured individuals from 

other races. The servants are lobotomized and magically improved for their specific duty, which they 

will fulfil with the stoicism their masters expect from them.  

 

The next level is filled by those chon who somehow failed the high standards of their species. These 

chon, nicknamed fiends, have their wings removed and are themselves magically augmented but in a 

higher quality than the normal servants. 
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The rest is made up from the pure chon.  

Chon who are able to cast magic have a higher standing in society. They act as leaders and overseers 

of their society. Often, they will try to predict the best course of action through intense calculations 

based on available data. As stoic beings they can use different lores of magic, like the Lore of Light, 

Heavens, Metal and Death. 

 

Chon have fixed mating seasons, which occurs once per year. It is the only time when the stoicism of 

their culture is relaxed. Offspring’s are not cared for by the parents, but by specialized caretakers.  

 

2.5. Economy: 

The chon are great craftsmen and their want for perfection led them to produce many different 

magical machines and artefacts. But sparely do they engage in trade, as they have no real sense for 

commerce.  

Indeed, they have huge problems to even understand the motives of other races, especially irrational 

ones like greed. This makes them poor traders. Somehow others are not convinced to hand resources 

over simply because the Chon need them. Even stranger they always want something in return, often 

more than they would give. Such thoughts are alien to the Chon.  

For this reason, they think it is often easier to take the things they need by force. Only if the cost of an 

attack would be too high do they engage in trade talks. Otherwise they keep mostly to themselves. 

 

As their realms lies in the upper region of mountains or on remote, often barren islands in the boiling 

sea, most of their trade goods are crafted metal works. Much of their work is enchanted to fulfil its 

purpose extraordinarily well. But Chon do not live as long as elves and dwarfs. So, whilst their 

equipment is better than most things humans can produce, the individual Chon lack the centuries of 

experience or the creativity to create true master pieces.  

 

As mentioned, Chon are bad in thinking outside the box. But they are good in disassembling and 

understanding foreign technology and how to improve upon it. Through this they were able to create 

automatons and magic based weaponry after studying skaven, chaos dwarf and old one’s technology. 

 

2.6. Military: 

We rested near the mountains. We thought to be safe from rats and lizards. Sadly, we did not count in 

the birds. As massacre ensued when their army descended from the mountain like an avalanche. Half 

my unit was frozen before I could grab a sword. The other halve was cut down by strange harpy-like 

creatures. But the worst were the slave soldiers. Living but no better than a zombie did they came for 

us. I recognized fellow estalians under them. The dull expression on their faces as they slaughtered their 

kinsmen… Lustria takes everything and leaves only monsters. 

Alfonso Diaz, estalian ex-adventurer 

 

The chon have no real interest in war, except when they perceive it as unavoidable. But even then, the 

majority of their people has no real interest in fighting. Instead they will focus on producing combat 

equipment and manning the war machines from a distance.  
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The few pure chon who are chosen as warriors, train their entire live to gain perfection in their craft. 

They are remorseless killing machines, who feel neither joy nor frenzy, and will execute every order 

with perfection. Whilst these fighters are deadly, they are very few.  

To compensate for this, the majority of the chon army is based on servants and fallen chon, who were 

augmented for this task. 

These soldiers feel neither pain nor have they a fear of death. The good quality of their weapons and 

their direct execution of their combat directives makes them horrifying soldiers. But their lack of 

emotion also dulls their survival instinct and their perception of nuanced battle factors. This makes 

them more akin to the undead marionettes of necromancers than living beings.  

The fighting force is further strengthened by a diverse array of war machines, which include magical 

powered automatons. 

 

As such the majority of their army is composed of medium units that are difficult to route, 

supplemented with war machines and a few elite and fast-moving units. But those stronger units are 

very expensive. In addition, their armies lack cavalry or cheap flanking units, making the core of their 

forces vulnerable to flanking attacks.  

 

2.6.1 Units: 

Lords:  

Chosen:  

Chosen are the generals and officers of the Chon. Excellent warriors as well as excellent commanders, 

they led their forces into battle. They are armed with magical weapons and a shield for protection. 

 

Supreme Ascendant:  

Ascendants are the sorcerers of Chon society. Their talents are extremely useful for Chon society. Most 

of their focus lies on the production of weapons and war machines or on grander strategies. But in 

those cases, were a supreme ascendant leads the army, we will shred the enemy with is magical 

powers. They use the Lore of Light, Heavens, Death and Metal. Can be mounted on and Order Engine. 

 

Heroes:  

Ascendant:  

Hero version of the Supreme Ascendant and a hero magic caster. Can use the Lore of Light, Heavens, 

Death and Metal. 

 

Reforgers:  

Reforgers are the main alchemist of Chon society. They have limited magical abilties and are used in 

the workshops and factories. Their most common product are fiends and anointed. The Reforgers 

themselves are rarely seen on the battlefield. But if they are, they will buff war machines and servants 

close to them.  

 

Chained Fanatic:  

If singular Chon develops emotions but is deemed to effective to be transformed into a fiend, they are 

used on the battlefield as melee heroes and assassins. To the standards of the Chon they are madman 

and often its true, as they are easily overwhelmed by the emotions they tried to suppress for their 

entire live. As such they are chained with a magical bolt that can kill them in an instant, should they 
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prove a threat to the rest of the forces. Outside of battle they are hold in suspended animation and 

are seen more like a beast of war then a person. 

 

Infantry: 

Anointed:  

Captured members of other races, that were lobotomized and augmented for war. They cannot feel 

anything and are closer to robots, than real people. As such they are immune to psychology and have 

a high leadership but are less effective than most infantry soldiers.  

Their equipment may vary, depending on the chosen role, e.g: 

 

Anointed with Spear and Shield: Basic defence an anti-large unit. 

Anointed Crossbow: Basic ranged infantry unit. 

Anointed Sword and Shield: Basic infantry unit. 

 

Fiends:  

Those Chon who failed the high expectations of their culture in one way or the other are also 

lobotomized and magical augmented. But they are given more attention than the cannon fodder. 

Runes inscribed in their flesh increase their strength and durability. This makes them excellent soldiers 

who are immune to psychology and can bear heavier equipment. The following versions may exists: 

 

Fiend Aggressors: wield two-handed swords or glaves. Good anti-infantry unit. 

Fiend Breakers: Wield two-handed clubs or mazes. Good armour-piercing unit. 

Fiend Guardians: Wields a huge shield and a halberd. Good defence unit with anti-large and armour  

piercing abilities.  

Fiend Hunters: Wield large crossbows which have amour piercing capabilities.  

 

Exalted: 

Those pure Chon who are chosen for military service give their entire existence to this role. As such  

hey train constantly and are expert with all manner of weapons. They are heavily armoured and wield  

magical weapons, but low in numbers. As flyers they fill the practical role of cavalry. Whilst the basic  

nits ground the enemy, the exalted enter the battle to deliver the killing blow. The following versions 

may exists: 

 

Paladin: Standard exalted unit. They carry a sword and a shield. They are individually strong, but low 

in numbers.  

Devastator: Wields a two-handed magical artefact that shots magical projectiles at the enemy. 

Hunter: A group of exalted that wields large spears. They hunt large entities in the skies or on the 

battlefield. 

Piercer: Uses a long-ranged amour piercing weapon to snipe individual enemies. 

 

Exalted Fanatic:  

Sometimes it happens, that despite their training the intense emotions of the battlefield overflow the  

exalted. Formerly those warriors are expected to hand themselves over to the Reforgers to become 

Fiends. But sometimes the ever-logical Chon decide to use this rare outbreak of emotion, as long as 

the Chon does not endanger the rest of the army.  These fanatics are closely watched but are the 

greatest warriors of their species, as they combine their intense training with a passion for fighting and 
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often blind rage. They wield two light but extremely sharp sabres, that can cut the toughest of armour, 

they are excellent anti-infantry units. 

 

War Machines:  

Automatons: 

For the perfecting seeking Chon machines are the pinnacle of existence, as they are unwanting and do 

their task dutifully. This led to them building magical constructs in roughly humanoid shaped that can  

be moved by the will of their creator through magical inscriptions. Armed with halberds they are great 

in the defence and excellent against large entities.  

 

Order Engine: 

The pinnacle of Chon Engineering, this engine is composed of several metallic pieces which are hold  

together by magical energies. Its main design may vary, but its essential purpose is a monster sized 

anti-infantry unit that causes terror. 

 

Alluminas Gaze:  

A magical mirror like construct that shots beams of light at the enemy. Every unit hit will freeze in time  

and is de facto dead. If it hits an ethereal creature like a demon, it will very painfully be ripped apart, 

as the ever-changing nature is an anathema to the effect of this weapon. The name is just an Easter 

egg. 

 

Rigid Airship:  

A magical flying machine in the shape of a flying saucer. It can drop bombs filled with a toxic powder 

unto the enemy and shot. But it lacks any protective armour, as that would inhibit its flight capabilities.  

As a result, it is very vulnerable. 

 

Refractor:  

An artillery unit similar in function to the luminarch, but much more compact and slightly weaker. The 

weapon itself is placed upon a moveable, tripod-like platform and can easily be relocated. 

 

2.7. History/Race Relations: 

We do not enjoy killing. But we cannot tolerate your kind to close to us. Your unbalanced perspective 

attracts Those Who Hunt. We cannot allow this to happen. So, we remove you. Do not hate us for this. 

Can’t you see? Of course not. You are human after all. This can be fixed. You will understand tomorrow.  

Chon Reforger to a new host of servants. 

 

No one knows what species the chon were before Chaos entered the world. In the end it does not 

matter, least of all to the Chon. Their birthplace lies somewhere in the Southern Chaos Wastes. There 

the influence of Chaos transformed everything and mutated the Chon into their current form. With 

this the chon share their origin with beastmen and skaven. But the Chon do not possess the same 

malevolence than their distant relatives. As such they proofed ineffective servants for the forces of 

Chaos and were attacked by hordes of demons and beastmen early on.  

The chon fled to the coastlines and on islands surrounding the southern chaos waste. Chaos forces 

ignored them to concentrate on juicer targets like the elves and lizardmen. With a short chance to take 

breath, the chon were able to organize themselves into a culture.  
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From this beginning the Chon learned that Chaos feeds on emotion. To keep themselves safe from this 

threat, they decided to supress and remove their feelings. In addition, they studied magic to defend 

themselves against the deadly hordes.  

When the Vortex was established and the High Elves ruled the world supreme, Chaos was at its 

weakest. This allowed the Chon to grow and to establish colonies in other lands. They came into 

conflict with other races which expanded during this period, like the Elves and the Skaven. The Chon 

decided to settle the mountain range that would later be called Spine of Sotek, as well as the myriads 

of islands on the west coast of the New World. Other colonies exist in the Hinterlands of Kush, near 

the Gates of Calith, close to their birthplace. 

This expansion saved their species. With the arrival of Morkar, the first Everchosen, Chaos energies  

spewed forth and devoured the birthplace of their race. The few Chon who still lived close to the 

southern wastes were devoured by demon kind or forced into their armies.  

This has isolated many Chon colonies in remote places, and it took them a long time to re-establish 

communications, leading to differences between the enclaves. 

 

2.7.1 Relations: 

2.7.1.1 Chaos:  

Chaos it all its variants (Beastmen, Demons and Warriors) are THE bane for the chon since they first 

came into existence. Their earliest settlements and strongholds were overrun, and the survivors forced 

into exile. If the chon wanted to hate, they would hate Chaos with every fibre of their bodies. 

Whenever the chon encounter its forces, they will try to destroy it.  

Also, the chon sent expeditions into the southern Chaos wastes to reclaim their place of origin. But to 

this day none was successful.  

Knowing they could not defeat this foe; the chon try to make themselves untouchable to them by any 

means. They go to great lengths to protect their settlements from the eternal enemy, e.g. through 

magical wards that drain chaotic energy from the area, or through weapons like Alluminas gaze, that 

are especially designed to destroy chaos forces. They will also kill thousands of non-pure beings simply 

to eradicate the chance that they draw the attention of the enemy into their direction. Those things 

are easy for the chon. 

However, the truth goes further. As the chon are also children of Chaos and have an innate connection 

to it. There are chon who abandon the traditions of their species, either because they cannot hold back 

their emotion, or they come to the conclusion, that Chaos’ victory is inevitable and therefore they 

should be part of it. These traitors to chon society will give themselves to the corrupting influence of 

the four great goods and march side by side with their armies. 

 

2.7.1.2 Lizardmen:  

From all races the chon feel most closely connected to the lizardmen, as they have many overlapping 

views of the world. However, this curiosity is one-sided. The lizardmen see the chon as another Chaos 

race that has no place in the great plan and needs to be exterminated. That the chon like to take old 

one artefact for study, and that they use weak imitations of these in battle, is another great insult for 

the children of the old ones. Whenever possible the lizardmen will attack and destroy the chon. This 

has led to several campaigns in the mountain ranges of Lustria, but so far no side was able to remove 

the other. 
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2.7.1.3 High Elves/Dwarfs:  

Next to the lizardmen the high elves and dwarfs belong to the few other beings, whose actions and 

motives the ultra-rational chon can understand. While both have characteristics that the chon abhor, 

they are predictable enough for non-combat interactions. But the focus of the chon lies on the 

southern hemisphere and the New World, which limits the interaction with dwarfs. This leaves elven 

colonies as one of the few places with which the chon engage diplomatically or commercially on a 

somewhat regular basis. 

 

2.7.1.4 Dark Elves:  

Dark Elves Corsairs are a bane to the island settlements of the chon since the druchii came into being. 

Furthermore, the entire dark elven culture is the absolute opposite of the rational chon society. The 

hunt for greater highs and stronger emotions are an anathema to them. Even worse these acts are 

feeding chaos. As such the chon consider dark elves as one of their greatest enemies, only closely 

surpassed by the forces of chaos themselves.  

In their twisted way the dark elves return this disdain. A pure chon slave is a very valuable good on 

their slave markets. Chon are great in suppressing their emotions. And it takes the most talented of 

torturers to break this seal. A sought-after challenge in druchii society. 

 

2.7.1.5 Humans:  

Chon lack respect for humans. They are so numerous, so unpredictable, so weak. Worse they pose the 

risk to lure in chaos. As such the chon have a very dim view on these pathetic creatures. They are only 

useful as servants after modification. As such chon will ignore humans most of the time. But if they 

come to close, they will either kill the pests. And if they are in needs of new servants, they will capture 

them and bring them to the reforgers.  

For the humans of the Old World the chon are mere myths, encountered by travellers who made it to 

the Spine of Sotek, or seafarers who encountered them when they came to close to their costal 

outposts. But in the end, they are nothing more than one of the other thousands of myths that 

surrounds those distant regions.  

 

2.7.1.6 Savages & Skaven:  

The savage races like ogres and greenskin are seen as mere vermin that have to be exterminated. 

Thankfully for the chon interactions with them are rare. Ogres only encounter the chon when they 

travel as part of a mercenary force and are a foe like any other. And the greenskins have better things 

to smash than very hard to reach places on the mountaintops.  

Skaven are also pests that need extermination, but their warpstone machines are a curiosity to the 

chon, who will sometimes try to figure out how they work. But they do this only as an afterthought, 

after they destroyed the skaven force. 

The skaven hate the chon as they hate everything else. They will gladly attack their strongholds and 

try to take as many of their machines and artefacts, as they might prove useful.  

 

2.7.1.7 Undead:  

The Chon are fascinated by the undead, especially the tomb kings. They see them as a mirror to their 

own society, as many undead lack any emotion and individuality. The chon see this as a goal they 
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themselves want to reach for their society. But they dislike the use of black magic, that was necessary 

to create them. Furthermore, they have problems with the egos and intrigue of individual tomb kings 

and vampires. They have tried to lobotomize some of them, but the results were behind the 

expectations. Therefore, the chon view the Undead as imperfect prototypes of the state they want to 

achieve. As long as they do not pose a threat, they are tolerated. 

 

2.8. Characters  

 

2.8.1 Chicha:  

Chicha is the greatest military commander the chon possess. She was chosen for combat from a young 

age and trained for years to become one of the deadliest warriors imaginable. As expected, she fulfils 

her duty with no passion but instead with cold professionalism. Here main base of operation is close 

to the Southern Chaos Wastes. There she battles daily with servants of chaos who try to cross the sea 

at the Gates of Calith. In addition, she led several expeditions into the southern wastes themselves to 

reclaim the birthplace of her species. All of them were unsuccessful, but Chicha gained valuable 

insights into chaos’ inner workings.  

 

A chon commander is not expected to come up with plans for the chon society, as their duty should lie 

on the battlefield. The ascendants are the civil rulers after all. But Chicha has come to her own 

conclusions about chaos and the future of her species. Most ascendants plan to transform themselves 

and then the entire world into an emotionless state to starve out the gods of chaos. Chicha reached 

the conclusion, that this plan is not feasible. Instead she proposes another idea: to seal the holes in 

reality at the polar gates, or at least to confine chaos and its corrupting influence at these areas.  

She knows, that his plan has many, many problems. One prominent one is the moon, which is made 

from material chaos energy. Yet Chicha did study many Old One artefacts. Some of which she found 

uncorrupted within the southern wastes, others she gathered from the Dragon Isles or the Hinterlands 

of Khuresh. And she interrogated every elf she could find about the vortex of Ulthuan. From these 

teachings she calculated, that the chance for one of her plans to succeed is not zero, and therefore 

possible. 

She even assumed that her approach has a better chance of success than the other plans of her species.  

But coming up with her own ideas can be suicidal in chon society. First it is not hers but the ascendants 

duty to calculate the best course of their species. Secondly as she has spent decades battling chaos. 

Who can say that she did properly protect herself against its influence? Following this logic Chicha is 

trying to bring her plans to fruition in secrecy, even trying to form coalitions with other factions who 

might share the same goal.  

 

In battle Chicha is a great close combat fighter who, like all pure chon, is able to fly. She is not heavily 

armoured, but strong in attack and defence. Furthermore, here many campaigns in the chaos wastes 

gave her high magic resistance and debuffs against chaotic enemies, some of which are derived from 

magical artefacts made by her people or by the Old Ones. 

 

2.8.2 Gynech:  

Gynech is the supreme authority in chon society. This does not mean that much, as each position has 

potential replacements chosen as soon as they enter office, but Gynech has proven to embody the 

virtues of chon society and to be an efficient ruler. He is a powerful wizard with the Lore of Light and 

rules over the chon domains in the New World.  
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Gynechs rise to power is not that interesting, as he steadily worked himself up the ranks. But when he 

took office, he calculated the best course of action for his species. Gynech is determined to drive forth 

the chons goal by creating a perfect, emotionless society and to enforce this system of the other 

species.  

To this end did he send expedition into faraway lands, from the jungles of Lustria to the tombs of 

Nehekahara. One delegation even reached Ulthuan. Expedition and delegation have to be formulated 

carefully with the chon, who do not see much sense in intense negotiations and prefer to take the 

things they need by force, if it’s affordable. Indeed many of these expeditions had no interest in talks 

but took everything they deemed important, leading to many battles between chon and other species. 

This new activity had brought Gynech under the attention of several other players in the Southlands 

and Lustria, first and foremost the lizardmen and skaven. Both factions renewed their efforts to 

dislocate the chon, leading to new wars fought in the mountains and jungles. 

 

As is typical of a chon Gynech does not care for the suffering his expeditions cause, or the lives of his 

fellow chon. Yet there is one threat, that takes is utmost attention. In the far north Lucis the Fel is 

gathering his forces. This scenario is a huge problem for the chon overall, who cannot even fathom the 

concept of betrayal and revenge. For Gynech this individual is a dangerous anomaly who represents 

everything the chon abhor. As such he is more than determined to drive his efforts further, to 

strengthen his species against the coming onslaught of Chaos. 

 

In battle Gynech is a flying caster Lord who can use the lore of light. He is not good in combat, but a 

powerful and highly manoeuvrable sorcerer, who can give his troops a wide array different buffs. 

 

2.8.3 Lucis the Fel:  

Lucis the Fel was once a supreme ascendant, a leader of the chon. He was a great magic user and  

Archon of a settlement within Naggaroths Mountains. For decades did he govern his people with the 

cold-calculated efficiency the chon expected from their leader. But one day he was on a patrol route 

to inspect some outposts, when his entourage was ambushed by dark elves. Lucis was taken captive 

and brought to Clar Karond. On the slave markets of this city the chon ruler was sold as a slave to a 

local nobleman as a wedding gift to his new fiancée. Within the dungeons of this manor Lucis had to 

endure the greatest of tortures. Indeed, he was a small attraction and the noble family often presented 

him to guests, who of course were allowed to lay hands on him.  

 

In the beginning Lucis stood strong, yet his defence crumbled after years upon years of constant 

torture and other unspeakable horrors. He begged for death, but it was denied time and time again. 

Finally, he could not take it anymore and all the pain, all the agony he tried to hide for the last years 

broke out like an erupting volcano, burning away all logical structures his mind had erected. It was at 

this weakest of moments that Lucis heard the whispers of the dark gods.  

He had always seen them as the pure enemy of his people. But in one of the last lucent moments of 

his life, he had an epiphany. The chon were creatures of chaos who tried to fight against their very own 

nature. This was highly illogical and by this the total opposite of what the chon expected from 

themselves. Indeed, their entire civilization was just a charade, a lie everyone told himself.  

In this moment Lucis prayed to chaos. He prayed to Nurgle to give him the endurance needed to 

overcome the torture. He prayed to Slaneesh for a chance to deny the druchii their satisfaction. He 

prayed to Tzeentch to help and guide him into freedom. And the prayed to Khorne for a chance to 

take bloody revenge.  
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At last all four gods would give Lucis their blessings and he was empowered by Chaos Undivided. His 

magical and physical abilities had multiplied, his body changed, and his mind fully accepted the 

nature of chaos. With his newfound strength Lucis managed to break free. With his own claws and 

devastating spells, he killed every member of the druchii household and every one of their former 

guests. He laid fire to Clar Karond itself and painted the walls of the city red with the blood of elves 

and slaves alike. 

After escaping Lucis ventured northwards into the realm of Chaos itself. All the foul servants of the 

four gods flocked to the new champion, until he gathered a respectable warband. And soon Lucis 

plans to invade Naggaroth, to take revenge on both druchii and his former kin. 

 

In battle Lucis is a powerful hybrid spellcaster who can fight decently in melee and has access to some 

dark lores, e.g. a mix of death and fire spells. Like all pure chon he is able to fly. Furthermore, his army 

would be a hybrid force of chon and Warriors of Chaos.  

 

2.8.4 Primus:  

Primus’ story begins in the far away land of the empire. There primus was an acolyte of the colleges of 

magic, belonging to the gold order. Under what name he was called back then, he does not remember. 

But he remembers his passion. He was obsessed with one idea: an artificial, incorruptible, 

undefeatable army. An army that could protect the empires borders without scarifying the lives of 

humans. An army immune to treason, greed or the allures of Chaos. His colleagues laughed at him for 

this plan, but a few magisters thought that he could make one or two smaller, but useful discoveries 

in his research. Thus, did they sponsor his request for an expedition. 

 

Primus heard about the rune golems of the dwarfs and the constructs of the tomb kings and believed 

that these creations could help him with his dreams. As such he joined an expedition to old Nehekeara. 

There he had a chance to study ushabti and worse creations on the battlefield and robbed several 

powerful artefacts. When he tried to return to the empire, he was a lot wiser, powerful and extremely 

rich. But the tomb kings did not relent. Their fleet followed his ship and attacked him on the open sea, 

taking their treasures back. 

 

Primus was able to escape and drifted for weeks on a small boat, barley keeping himself alive with the 

few rations he was able to save. But whilst his body starved, his mind was as awake as always. He was 

constantly thinking about his vision, as he feared to be driven mad if he had nothing to focus on. In 

truth clinging to this single thought drove him equally mad.  

 

At last he was discovered by a chon patrol completely by chance. The chon took him in for investigation 

and finally decided to turn him into a servant. Primus was augmented, parts of his body replaced, his 

mind crippled. And yet he still retained more of his personality than normal servants. Maybe the 

procedure was done lacklustre, maybe the weeks of near starvation had changed his mind to much. 

The chon were willing to discard primus almost immediately as a failure, when they discovered the 

obsession of their new servant with the automatons and war machinery of the chon. 

Primus used his unique affinity to these creations to understand, replicate and improve upon this 

machinery, far beyond what would be possible with his augmentations. Of course, the chon 

investigated this anomaly and tried to replicate the result but were unable to do so. In the end they 

decided that this mere servant was too valuable to be discarded or used for his previous objective. 
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Thus, did Primus receive further augmentations, which enhanced his physical and mental capabilities 

but removed him even more from his previous persona. 

 

Primus is a chon servant, which means that he is a human being augmented and mentally conditioned 

by chon magic and machinery. He has lost almost all his former spells but instead received new skills 

which help him to increase the effectiveness of chon automata or other augmented. He is primarily a 

buffer lord and not that great in a melee battle. But he can mount different chon war machines from 

alluminas gaze up to an order engine. 
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3. Tanites:  

 

The arabyans advised us not to sail across the region they called bone reef. They said it contained 

demons of Stormfels or something like that. It’s the ara’s waters and I trusted them. My captain did 

not. He left me in Copher and vanished. The wreck of his ship was later found drifting on the open sea.  

Account of Gillmore, a bretonnian mariner 

 

3.1. Overview: 

Tanit is a famous middle-eastern sea monster and potential inspiration of the biblical leviathan. The 

Tanites themselves are based on Lovecraftian horrors like the deep ones. As such they live in the 

deepest tranches of the sea and are one of the oldest races in the world. Their appearance is overall 

based on crustaceans and molluscs. The pandorans from Phoenix Point show a good way how these 

creatures might be designed. 

In gameplay the tanites are a medium sized, ranged army. Their melee units are not that useful and 

exists mostly to give the ranged units more time to shoot. They are overall not very manoeuvrable and 

lack fast or flying units. They compensate this weakness with powerful magic and the ability to task 

illusions to hide and protect their more vulnerable units.  

 

3.2. Why: 

The oceans play an important role within the Warhammer Fantasy setting. Several attempts to create 

a ship warfare offspring exits, such as Mano’war or Dreadfleet. Factions which excel as mariners, like 

the high and dark elves are also part of the setting. But a true marine faction was thus far never 

introduced. Jokes about fish people existed between editions and the fluff mentions mysterious sea 

creatures here and there, but thus far nothing of consequence was done with it. 

This is why I want to show with this pitch how such a faction could have looked like and what a unique 

playstyle for them could be. The main inspiration for this faction is pop cultural distilled influence of 

H.P. Lovecraft. Other inspirations come from real life marine animals, which often possess very 

grotesque features and strange abilities.  

 

3.3. Biology: 

In real life crustaceans and many other marine animals undergo several huge changes in their 

appearance, as they go through their live stages. Often, they start as millions of microscopic larvae 

which can look totally different from the adult animal. The life cycle of barnacles is a good example for 

this various morphs.  

 

The tanites shall mirror these diverse life stages. Their basic units are essentially the same creature, 

but of different ages, even though they can look completely different and fulfil different purposes. 

They can reach from a marine animal to roughly humanoid shapes, to towering and bloated 

monstrosities. Each later stage is less numerous but more powerful and more magical adept, than the 

one before.  

 

The first stage consists of thrall worms. Based on the real life Sacculina species of crustaceans, these 

larvae can take over another body by growing inside it and replacing the nervous system of the host. 

Thrall worms are very small and are regularly produced in the tens-of thousands. Most of them will die 
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before finding a host. Those who settle down will burrow into the brain or whatever is left of it, and 

control the body like a puppet. In later stages of infection small outgrowths of the worm will appear 

around the head of its victim. 

 

After the thrall worms has consumed its host, they reach the state of the novice. This creature is 

roughly humanoid and has many squid like features. It lacks the chitinous armour of later years and is 

therefore quite vulnerable, but also faster. It is also the only stage that is able to use humanoid 

weapons and they create much of the tanites own tools and artefacts. Later stages are to large or lack 

the necessary sensitivity in their limb for these tasks. This makes them very useful to the rest of tanit 

society. 

 

After the novice comes the adept. Still roughly humanoid, it is as large as an orc big’un and looks far 

more crustacean. Most of its body is covered in chitinous armour. It has four arms, a smaller pair to 

hold weapons, and a larger pair of heavy pincers which form natural clubs or shields, depending on 

how they are used. 

 

If the creature can live for several decades, it becomes a deacon. This stage is very heavy and needs all 

its chitinous limbs to walk on land. But it has smaller tentacles to grab and hold stuff. It is the first stage 

that generally able to cast magic. Their talent for this limited, which is why they concentrate their effort 

on magical bolts or producing magical mists to mask their presence.  

 

The elder is an even larger, more bloated version of the adept. After growing for at least two hundred 

years, it surpasses the size of an elephant. The elder is the first stage to reproduce. As such, it has a 

lobster like abdomen which transport thousands of eggs at any given time. As asexual beings they can 

constantly release new thrall worms. 

 

If an elder lives for more than a thousand years, it reaches the stage of an abyssmal. The oldest of 

these creatures are able to remember the arrival of the Old Ones. They are towering creatures, who 

are way too large to move on land. Instead they use their great magical abilities to levitate over the 

ground. Their squid like head is enormous and contains dozens of glowing eyes. Their myriads of limbs 

appear small to the mass that is the main body. They constantly move and twitch. The sheer presence 

of an abysmal is horrifying. Its alien minds with eons of memories are so strong, that their mere 

presence can drive weak willed people mad. And their magical power can rival that of the younger 

slann generations. Thankfully they are low in number and become more and more inactive with age, 

leading to elders as the true ruling caste. Only in important times gather the abyssmal in large numbers. 

 

3.4. Society: 

The elder and abyssmal are the asexual reproductive members of their species. Each of their offspring 

hold absolute loyalty to their parent. This band still exists, even when the offspring reaches the 

reproductive stage itself. Each elder is therefore loyal to the abyssmal that fathered it. And even the 

abyssmal share this band of loyalty to their progenitors. Theoretically this net would lead to an all-

father of their species, the prime deep one, which would probably be the oldest creature on the world. 

As the abyssmal get more inactive with age such a creature would sleep for centuries or millennia at 

the time deep at the ground of the ocean, hopefully to never awake. 

 

It is unknown how widespread the tanites are. In theory they could inhabit every ocean floor. But 

encounters with them are rare. They do not appear close to high elves settlements and former dwelling 
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places, such as Ulthuan. And they are rarely encountered in the waters around the old world. It can be 

reasoned, that the Influence of lizardmen and high elves keeps them away. One confirmed dwelling 

place is the undersea under Naggaroth. Cohorts of tanites regularly force tribute from dark elves 

corsairs who try to reach the boiling sea.  

 

Artefacts created by the tanites often have a black or oily appearance. Many have magical abilities, but 

sometimes they have maddening side effects on their user. Some scholars claim, that the artefacts are 

deliberately given into the hands of powerful individuals, and that the Tanites can influence its holder. 

Therefore, societies aware of the tanites existence destroy them on sight. 

 

Little is known by outsiders about the motives of the tanites. Their mind is alien, which makes 

communication difficult. Those rare individuals who are able to commune with them are often driven 

to madness. But it is known, that the tanites have a spy network among the human civilizations. They 

use some of their artefacts to take control of an individual, which will then gather information and 

introduce other people to the tanites. Eventually these individuals will form minor cults which worship 

the tanites as godlike beings. What purpose the cults serve is not known. But sometimes the cults 

trigger raids of tanite forces upon costal settlements. Many fishing villains have been found destroyed 

with no living soul left. 

 

3.5 Military: 

Old Jansen was always eccentric. Even more so after he found dis strange idol of Manann. He treated 

it better than his children. His wife left him. He did not care. Always told us that the gods would come 

and that we would join them on the bottom of the sea. My first thought was he was mad. My second, 

that he was chaos. Then his gods did come. Mists filled the land and dark creatures rose from the sea, 

dragging the people back into the waters. There they wait and soon they come. You’ll all see. You’ll all 

see! 

Anonymous Inmate of the marienburger asylum. 

 

When the Tanites go to war, a thick fog overshadows the battlefield. It hides and protects their forces 

and has a nauseating effect on the enemy forces. The tanites move like a single creature with the 

commanding Elder or Abysmal as its head. Their will and orders are absolute. However, if the leader is 

killed or forced to retreat, the lower stages will lose their coherence, as their intelligence is animalistic 

at best. Without an overriding imperative, they will scatter quickly.  

 

On the battlefield the tanites make great use of magical artillery and ranged units. Long before the 

enemy reaches them, bolts of energy, magical bombs and spells will do great harm. In close combat 

the tanites will try to hold the enemy in place to shoot them dead, or to unleash enthralled sea 

creatures to sweep the remains of the face of the world.  

They augment their battle strategies with powerful illusions that misdirect the enemy, or telepathic 

attacks on the mind of the enemy, turning a group of charging knights into a broken mess, that flees 

in terror.  

 

Yet the tanites are not unbeatable. First of all, as marine creatures they have problems to move on 

land. They lack fast moving units and flyers. Second whilst their units are deadly from afar, they cannot 

endure for long in melee. If an enemy reaches the gun line and all counter measures fail, the tanites 

can be chopped to sea food. Thirdly if the enemy has a way to negate their magic, their main offensive 
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Tool is destroyed. Because of this the main operation results in the tanites attacking suddenly and 

vanishing into the depths, before the enemy has a chance to lead a counter offensive. 

 

3.5.1 Units 

 

Lords: 

Exalted Elder:  

Lord version of the Elder. They are the coordinators of smaller swarms. They are a large unit with 

decent close combat abilities. They can summon thrall worms to the battle. Also, they have a magical 

ranged attack. Furthermore, they can cast the Lores of Shadow, Light, Death and Beasts.  

 

Ancient Abyssmals:  

Lord version of the abysmal. Overall stronger than the Elder. Causes terror and debuffs enemy units 

close to it. Can cast the Lores of Shadow, Light, Death and Beasts. 

 

Heroes: 

Deep Hunter: 

 Hero version of the Novice Hunter. An assassin that can camouflage itself and hold it own against 

single entity units and lords. 

 

Exalted Deacon:  

The later stages of the deacon, shortly before it becomes an elder. The hero spell caster with the Lores 

of Light, Death and Shadows. 

 

Tanit Life cycle units: 

Thrall Worms:  

Tanites start as very small worm like creatures. Upon finding a host, they will borrow into its skull and 

highjack its nervous system, controlling the unit as a puppet. This unsettling process induces fear in all 

those, who see friends forcefully succumbing to the worms. On the battlefield they can be summoned 

as swarms by the reproductive castes. 

 

Enthralled Humanoids:  

A group of enthralled humanoids (humans, elves, dwarfs etc.). They have no real use on the battlefield, 

except for meat shields and cannon fodder. They cause fear, as they are more of less undead 

marionettes with strange outgrowths. 

 

Novice:  

Unarmoured squid-like humanoids that are able to use scavenged weapons and produce their own. 

They lack bones and therefore have problems to swing the weapons with the same strength its original 

users could. But they are very movable and therefore good at evading the enemy. They may come in 

the following versions: 

 

Novice Guard: Novices which use scavenged weapons like shields, swords and spears. They have good 

melee defence and are fairly quick but are unarmoured and not good to kill the enemy. 
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Novice Hunters: Some Novice develop magical abilities very early. These are limited to a fog that hides 

the hunters from arrows and sight. They forsake defence, using multiple swords at ones and try to 

flank the enemy as a shock infantry unit.  

 

Adepts:  

Adepts are the best defensive infantry-sized unit the tanites can offer. Their naturally armoured body 

is very resilient, and the huge pincers offer a natural shield and/or club. Furthermore, they can wield 

different weapons and artefacts crafted by other tanites. They may come in the following versions: 

 

Abyssal Guard: These Adepts have very huge, unmoving pincers that act as a natural barricade. In their 

secondary arms they wield polearms crafted from unknown materials that can cleave easily through 

the thickest of hides. They are not offensively strong, but still have armour piercing capabilities and 

are great in holding the line. 

Lineman Adept: The first ranged unit in the tanites rooster. Their secondary arms hold ranged weapons 

that fire needles coated with poison. They lack range but are deadly against unarmoured targets. 

Furthermore, the linemen are still good at holding the line, but not as good as the abyssal guard.  

 

Deacon:  

Deacons are large entities with huge heads. They are the first stage that is able to use magic, but they 

lack the raffiness and intelligence of later stages. On the battlefield they can have bound spells. 

Otherwise they act as ranged units with magical attacks. They may come in the following versions: 

 

Tormenter Deacon: This deacon has a natural affinity for the Lore of Shadows. As such it is able to 

create doppelgangers of units to confuse the enemy and to use weaker Lore of Shadows spells.  

Soulpiercer Deacon: These units do not focus on a specific lore but use singular magic bolts as a 

standard attack. As such they act as snipers who excel in attacking singular targets over a long distance. 

Their bolts are also great in piercing armour. 

 

Elder:  

Non-character version of an Elder. Elders are large, gloated version of the Deacon. Its lobster like 

abdomen contains thousands of small eggs. From there the beast can release swarms of thrall worms, 

which attack and take over attacking enemies. Furthermore, their massive bodies are dangerous in 

close combat. With their talent for magic they can unleash a wide array of powerful spells and attack 

enemies from afar with magical missiles. Those attacks hit with the same force as an artillery piece. 

 

Abysmal:  

Non-character version of an abysmal. These creatures can surpass giants in size. It is the most powerful 

stage in the tanit life cycle. Its sheer presence is often enough to overwhelm the minds of weaker 

individuals. As such it creates terror reduces the combat abilities of enemies close to it. It is also 

constantly shielded by powerful magic, giving it a missile resistance. Like the Elder before this creature 

can unleash magical artillery attacks which can kill dozens of enemies at once. 
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Enthralled beasts of War:  

The Tanites use beasts of the depths as auxiliary forces. They are either controlled through worms, or 

their mind is broken by elders and abysmals.  

 

Carcin:  

Inspired by deep sea isopods. These creatures live on the sea floor and scavenge cadavers of dead sea 

monsters and whales. To protect themselves against larger predators who are drawn to the carcasses, 

they have grown a thick shell with removable spines and thorns. They have multiple legs and a squad 

statute. Overall they can reach the size of horses. The Carcin can walk on land and fire its poisonous 

spines like a razardon, but it is slower and has thicker armour. 

 

Charybdis:  

The druchii unit transferred to the tanit rooster. This creature belongs to the natural enemies of the 

younger tanite life stages. Yet the creatures can be broken and made subservient by abyssmals. They 

are a powerful ally and give much needed offensive strength to the deep ones. 

 

Enthralled Prometheans:  

Huge crabs that are translated from the vampire coast and the Mano’war tabletop game to this roster. 

They are enthralled by thrall worms and serve the tanites against their will. They act as living tanks to 

protect the main gunline from incoming attackers. 

 

Leech gliders:  

Leeches the size of snakes. Normally they live under the sea, but they are able to glide short distances 

through the air, attacking sailors. This ability can be augmented by the tanites who unleash swarms of 

flying leeches against the enemy. They act similar to fel bats but can regenerate in close combat. 

Additionally, the spell flock of doom summons the leeches instead of other birds. 

 

 

3.6. History and Race relations: 

You dare to demand tribute from us, vermin? We existed before the first of your pathetic kind took a 

breath, long before your spineless god burrowed itself through the warp, long before the Old Ones 

defiled this world! And you still dare to speak to us like this? Let us lecture you in our supremacy. 

Final words to a grey seer on a failed diplomatic mission 

 

The tanites evolved to live in the world as it was, before the old ones came. Their entire biology 

oriented itself to the cold and deadly environment of the primeval seas. When the old ones came and 

reoriented the planet and the continents, this original habitat was destroyed, killing huge numbers of 

their kind. Even worse the old ones considered the tanites a threat to their plans and sent the slann 

and their saurus armies to exterminate them. The slann split the seas open to send their legions to the 

sea floor, where they would kill of every tanite they could encounter.  

The few survivors had to flee in ever greater depths and ever remote areas to be safe. The destruction 

of the warp gates and the demon flood was the only thing that saved them.  

The tanites, especially the abyssmals, have long memories. And they have not forgotten these acts. 

After millennia of hiding, they reawakened and expanded once more. They fought countless wars in 

the dark depths. They battled against marine creations and allies of the old ones like merwyrms, 

against the undead of the vampire coast or dreadfleet, and against chaos spawned monstrosities. It 
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took their time, but the tanites were patient. Now enclaves of them can be found across the entire 

planet.  

They plan to rise once more and to take their world back from those pests that dare to desecrate their 

home. Soon the greatest of the abyssmals will awaken. And with it the time of chaos and old one spawn 

will be over. 

 

3.6.1 Relations 

Not all major races settle at the coast or cross the open sea. And even then, their presence may not be 

of significance for the tanites. This includes e.g. the dwarfs, greenskins and ogres. 

 

3.6.1.1 Lizardmen:  

The tanites consider the Lizardmen their main enemy. It were the lizardmen, who killed the majority 

of their species. It were the lizardmen, who ripped the continents apart, destroying their eon old 

homes. It were the lizardmen, who killed their greatest ancestors. They tried to purge them from this 

world. The tanites will repay them double. When possible the tanites will attack the cities of their hated 

foes. E.g. the tanites attacked and sank Chupayotl in an attempt to destroy the geomantic web.  

Whenever a lizardman reaches the shoreline, it is in grave danger. With each defeat the Lizardmen 

grow weaker. And with every century passed more elders emerge. The time for the final confrontation 

nears. And the tanites thirst for this day. 

The lizardmen meanwhile are uncaring for the tanites. Yes, they are a great threat. But they will be 

dealt with later. The first enemy for them remains chaos, followed closely by the skaven. But as most 

lizardmen cities are often far away from the sea and they have no need for traversing it, they have the 

luxury to ignore their old rivals. For now. 

 

3.6.1.2 Humans: 

Most humans do not know that the tanites exists. And even if they know they are unable to understand 

them. Sailors speak of dangerous beasts, without realizing the intelligence of the tanites. Other times 

the tanites are attributed to Stormfels or as corrupted children of Manann. Those things matter little 

to the tanites. They will attack human ships like any other. And if they wish so they will destroy their 

settlements like any other. Then fog will rise from the sea and a war host will march to the coast, 

pulling every poor soul back into the sea.  

Though sometimes the tanites operate differently. Sometimes they will place artefacts of their making 

in human settlements to influence its bearers. Those tricks would never work on elves or dwarfs, but 

humans are easy to deceive.  

These human agents act as spies on the dry land, forming networks far away from coast. Some of these 

circles form cults who then pray to their saviours from the depths. So deranged are they, that they 

gladly accept thrall worms into their bodies and believe that they will eventually ascend to a godlike 

creature that would live for all eternity in the sea. In truth they are not more than food. 

Other times ruthless humans, like pirates, will try to gain the favour of the tanites. They will ask for the 

untold riches on the sea floor or for good winds and easy prey. Most of them become food for the 

thrall worms or have their mind broken and ravaged by the extended contact with the tanites.  

But those people who survive their encounters can become one of the few individuals who are able to 

bargain with them. These partnerships are short-lived from the tanites perspective, but span over the 

entire remaining lifetime of the human and onto his descendants. The sign of this partnership is a black 

spot, that is placed somewhere on the humans body. However, the human who instigated this deal 
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will always have the tentacles of his new masters in his neck. Humans are just tools and if they cannot 

deliver what the tanites want, we will be drowned and consumed like the rest. 

 

3.6.1.3 Chaos:  

The forces of chaos (Beastmen, Warriors, Demons) are seen positively and negatively by the tanites. 

The arrival of chaos is the reason why the tanites are alive at all. But at the same time chaos harmed 

them severely, attacking the enclaves close to the polar gates, as chaos fights with everyone. Of course, 

no demon or champion would be foolish enough to get to close to an elder or an abyssmal as these 

can rip lesser demons apart with their mind alone. But for chaos the tanites are just one of many 

dangerous creatures.  

Yet tanites and chaos share many enemies. So, it is possible for them to join forces in enemy mine 

situation.  

 

3.6.1.4 Elves: 

Elves are another enemy. Not as hated as the lizardmen, but the elves try to rule over the waves. And 

their aligned creatures, like merwyrms, fight the tanites at every opportunity. The tanites view elves 

with the same disdain, as other people would with pests in their home. When a ship or fleet comes to 

close to their domain it will be destroyed, its crew fed to the worms. The difference between druchii 

and asur is of no concern for the tanites. But the energies of the Vortex and Amanar keep them away 

from Ulthuan. So, the tanites have more interactions with druchii than asur. Often were their slave 

fleets attacked, and more than one black ark was sunk. Especially the crossing of the Underworld Sea 

is dangerous and the druchii try to appease the tanties with sacrifices. However some druchii are able 

to bargain with the tanites. The Felhearts are one prominent family that was able to strike 

advantageous deals with the tanites. But such things do not always work. 

 

3.6.1.5 Skaven: 

Skaven hate the tanites, as they hate everything. Yet the ratmen belong to those races who were able 

to achieve something of regular diplomatic relationships. One of the reasons for this dubious 

cooperation is their common hatred for the lizardmen. Of course, tensions between the races exists. 

But overall the Skaven represent a useful tool that is easy to manipulate. This led to a dubious 

cooperation between the two forces. 

 

3.6.1.6 Undead: 

The undead, especially the vampire pirates Luthor Harkon and Count Noctilus, have been a thorn in 

the side of the tanites for a long time. Their undead crews walk upon the ocean floor, looking for 

plunder in sunken ships. Their zombie hoards do not boost a serious threat to the tanites, but they are 

an annoyance. Especially Noctilus and his ambitions to control the great maelstrom have proven 

irritating. Had the Grand Alliance not taken him out, the tanites would have started their own 

counteroffensive. Yet despite these irritations there exists those undead crews who, like the skaven, 

mad pirates and the felharts, have formed fruitful if dangerous alliances with the tanites. Monsters 

and undead form a formidable force, that pose a threat to any harbour in the world, if they were to be 

unleashed. 
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3.7 Characters: 

3.7.1 Avatar of the Deep One: 

The prime deep one is an eldritch creature sleeping somewhere in the dark depths of the sea. This 

Tanite is the oldest of the abyssmals and was probably many millennia old before even the Old Ones 

arrived on this world. It is a creature whose power is far beyond what a mere mortal would understand. 

But this creature is not active. Indeed, it did not awaken for millennia. But even sleeping its power is 

potent enough to influence the waking world. This power manifest itself in this magical construct, 

called the Avatar of the Deep One. 

 

The Avatar of the Deep One is an almost divine creature for the tanites, who will follow each of its 

commands. The avatar manifest rarely manifests on its own. In such cases its arrival is viewed with the 

most upmost importance, e.g. the sinking of Chupatyotl. Otherwise it can be summoned by tanit 

communities through special rituals to lead and strengthen their forces in battle. The presence of this 

creature is enough to override the will of every other tanites on the battlefield.  

 

To outsiders this creature is even more mythical than the tanites overall. Stories about a dreaded 

demon of Stormfels who leads his forces to attack the land are whispered throughout many harbors.  

Its magical nature makes it ethereal, but it cannot use spells on its own. Instead it can fire devastating 

magical projectiles that pierce even the toughest of armour. Furthermore, its presence gives all tanites 

a bonus to leadership.  

 

3.7.2 Nyggoroth Lord of the Underworld Sea: 

Of all tanites Nyggoroth is the most active and, depending on the point of view, the most cunning of 

all elders. His domain lies within the underworld sea below Naggaroth. This dark and cold realm is his 

kingdom. The dark elves, who traverse this realm, are just pests. Though Nyggoroth has seen some use 

in the children of the defilers and stroke alliances.  

Like all other tanites Nyggoroth is planning the ultimate destruction of everything the Old Ones 

brought to this world, from elves and lizardmen to chaos itself. All of it has to go. But Nyggoroth is not 

paralyzed by the memories of old, like many other elders and especially the abyssmals. He knows, that 

the tanites are currently too weak. Whilst most of his races want to wait and endure the enemy, to 

spread and produce more elders and abyssmals, Nyggoroth prefers to harm the defiler’s creations 

whenever possible.  

 

Whilst Nyggoroth is the self-proclaimed Lord of the Underworld Sea, his tentacles have a reach that 

stretch about the entire world. He learned to play the warmbloods, especially humans and dark elves, 

like marionettes in his plans. He actively spreads tanit artefacts to human societies, where they corrupt 

the wielders and form cults and spy networks under his oversight. From them he learns much about 

the other races, especially their weaknesses. Furthermore, he lures corsairs, pirates and some old-

world expeditions against the lizardmen whenever possible. Be it through subtle manipulation, 

through humanoid agents or through changing the currents of the sea with his powerful magic, he 

sends conquerors and madmen into Lustria every day.  

 

Whether or not the lizardmen are aware of his schemes is unknown and at the moment not important, 

as Nyggoroth sits safe in his dark dwelling place. But whilst he prefers to scheme and see his plans 

come to fruition, Nyggoroth is still and elder, a powerful magic user and father to tens of thousands of 
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thrall worms. As such he is a dreadful force on its own. Those who have no sort of arrangement with 

him will find their quick grave, when they enter the Underworld Sea, where his forces and sometimes 

Nyggoroth himself will rise from the waters and drown the pesky interlopers. Many have tried to 

remove him, e.g. druchii, servants of chaos, mindless beasts. Thus far no one managed to do so, nor is 

it likely that they ever will be. 

 

In battle Nyggoroth is a colossal elder who can use the lore of death with ease. As an elder he is also a 

living, magical artillery piece. But his massive body and monstrous size allows him to take on most 

enemies in a direct battle. A specialty of him is to mess with the minds of his opponents to turn friend 

into enemy or to let them wander directionless for weeks and months until he has no interest to toy 

with his prey anymore. 

 

3.7.3 Shullub, the unseen enforcer: 

Shullub is a particularly special novice. From a young stage on he was able to cast powerful shadow 

magic, which, together with his natural camouflage abilities, made him an unseen predator and 

enforcer of the tanites. He is a preferred servant of Nyggoroth, who sends Shullub to hunt those, who 

broke a pact with the Lord of the Underworld Sea. He is so useful to Nyggoroth infact, that the elder 

stopped Shullub from processing further in his stages. This unnatural process is very painful to Shullub 

who suffers every day. But this pain also increased his maliciousness. 

Shullub is relentless in its quests and follows his prey through all the seas. Even on the dry land his 

targets are not save of him. But like a cat he likes to toy with his prey, when he has the chance. 

 

On one account he infiltrated the harbour of Marienburg, hiding in the sewers of the city and feasting 

on street folk, whilst keeping an eye on his prey, a former pirate turned merchant, who thought he 

could forget his past pacts when never setting food on a seagoing vessel again.  

To toy with his target Shullub removed his servants one by one, which annoyed the ignorant merchant. 

So, he hired new stuff, who were secretly part of a tanit cult. Thus, the merchant invited his enemies 

into his home.  

Shullub could have ended it hunt right then and there, but he chose to toy further with his prey. He let 

his cultists place artefacts into the house that were designed to harm the unknowing merchants mind. 

The merchant was put under a constant migraine, saw shades and other illusions and stroke violently 

around him. His mad periods costed him his business partners and lastly his family, who sent him into 

an asylum. There he vegetated in his cell for days, when he smelled saltwater and fish. Shullub 

appeared in front of his cell, the keys in his tentacles. While painfully slowly unlocking the door, Shullub 

explained to the panicked merchant how he had arranged the his madness and why he has come. 

When the asylums guards later inspected the cell, they saw the dead body of the merchant, with a 

huge black spot covering is faceless head. 

 

Shullub is a stealthy predator, who excels in taking out other characters. As an assassin he can turn 

himself invisible and move unseen across the battlefield, until he is close to his chosen prey.  
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4. The Realm of Izwan: 

I enjoyed Izwan. It reminded me of fair Bretonnia in some ways. Nobles and horsemen who protect their 

realms and peasants who know where there are supposed to stand. Of course, they are all unwashed, 

dishonourable barbarians who fight cowardly with bows. So of course, they cannot hold a candle to the 

valiant knights of my home. I said I enjoyed my visit, not that I liked it. 

Pascal de Blanchet, Errant Knight who has not seen a bath for weeks at the time of recording 

 

4.1. Overview: 

Izwan is a human realm at the southern shores of the Darklands. It is limited by the Worlds Edge 

Mountains in the west, the mountains of mourn and Ind in the east and the desolate plains in the 

north. Furthermore, it is cut in a western and eastern half by the poisonous river ruin. In addition, it 

has some colonies on the dragon isles and at the east coast of the southlands. 

Izwan is primarily based on nations with close ties to the Silk Road such as Palmyria and Sassanid Persia, 

as well as Carthage in some aspects. Most of their mythical creatures are based upon Persian folklore. 

 

Its main gameplay focus lies on great cavalry, especially horse archers and cataphracts, which are 

supported by fast but not very durable monsters as well as rare but strong elite infantry. On the 

counter side most of their infantry is poor and does not have great combat skills. 

 

4.2. Why: 

When looking up the unexplored eastern kingdoms such as Cathay and Ind trade routes like the spice 

and ivory road are mentioned. Those are expies of the real-life silk route and have close lore tie-ins 

with the ogre kingdoms. Especially characters like Greasus Goldtooth grew extremely rich by pressing 

merchants for their money in exchange for mercenary services. 

This is all well and good, until someone recognisees the problem with the current setting: 

 

The real-life reason on why the Silk Road existed was, that stable traveling conditions along the road 

were established. Trade was not done by singular merchants traveling from Europe to China, but from 

local merchants who would transport the goods from one station to the next, until the good would 

reach the final market after many exchanges. The Silk Road was first established when the Parthian 

Empire formed a stable travel zone between China and the Roman Empire. It was many times 

abandoned and later reopened, most prominently by the Mongols which allowed Marco Polo travels. 

The two most important criteria were stable traveling conditions and an effective protection from 

bandits. 

 

Now if we take a look at the routes in the Warhammer setting it becomes clear why this system has 

problems.  

Following example: If a merchant would go from Tilea to Ind he would have to pass the border princes, 

or travel per ship to Barak Varr. I will ignore all problems he would encounter on his way until then. 

Let’s say he takes the dwarfen underway to be safe, until he reaches Karaz-a-karak. Here the problems 

start to pile up. The Worlds Edge Mountains are an eternal war zone were greenskins, beastman and 

skaven hordes and many different breeds of monsters would attack any merchant caravan.  

After reaching the dark lands even bigger problems begin. Now, our merchant has to pass an 

inhospitable terrain which is filled to the brim with even more greenskins, hobgoblin tribes, chaos 
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dwarfs, the occasional chaos war party and other monsters just to name a few of the dangers on its 

way. Not to mention the undead at Nagashizzar. 

The ogre kingdoms are often mentioned in protecting these caravans, when they pass through their 

territory, which lies on the other end of the area. And even if a group of ogres can be hired as 

bodyguards when entering the dark lands, their loyalty only goes so far as their stomachs. 

 

Under such conditions no stable trade routes should ever be able to form, as each merchant would 

need an army to protect itself and its goods and transport them alone over the entirety of the 

darklands. And the more troops you need to conduct your business the less money you earn in the 

end. Such lessons were hard learned by the East India Company for example, after their military budget 

ate up all their profits. Without a safe zone within the dark lands itself the entire tour could very well 

be considered too dangerous. 

 

Furthermore, the Dark Lands, which are roughly modelled after Transoxiana, contains only the chaos 

dwarfs as a unique factions. Hobgoblins are there too, but mostly as slavers for the dawi zharr, as the 

hobgoblin khanates are even further east. This leaves this huge part of the world as a white spot, 

despite the riche history and cultures of the original regions Persia, Bactria, Afghanistan and other 

central Asian civilisations and kingdoms e.g. the Timurids all existed in this region. To give those 

civilizations are representation in Warhammer Izwan was created. 

 

4.3. Society: 

After having been introduced in this web of intrigues and power the Izwani call politics, I ask myself 

whether they are worse than the tileans. For example, that every position of power is double-crewed. 

They say it keeps their government flexible. I say it is a civil war waiting to happen. 

Rudolph Liebwitz, Empire Merchant 

 

Izwani society and politics are very complicated for outsiders. It is a byzantine network of noble houses, 

city rivalries, political marriages, alliances, bribery, owes and favours. For people from simple 

communities where the word of the king is the only law, the many institutions and courts of justice 

appear vary confusing.  

Indeed, politics are a public event. Most trials are held in public and every full citizen of Izwani society 

is allowed a voice e.g. to determine the punishment of a criminal. The law-giving institution is an 

assembly of nobles and rich merchants who are voted into office. Furthermore, every important 

political office is double-manned. Both position holders are meant to keep each other in cheek and 

have the right to veto each other’s decisions. This system can be of great use, but also of great misuse.  

The highest political position is the Sophet. A sophet is voted for a two-year period and is expected to 

enforce the laws of the assembly, to declare war and peace and lead the armies into battle. In the best 

cases one on Sophet is leading the army, whilst the other keeps the situation at home under control. 

However in the worst case both sophets will rotate command of the army every day and veto each 

other in every decision, leaving the army useless until the assembly has to step in.  

 

Roughly the political apparatus and society at large can be broken down into several different groups: 

 

First are the Old Families. They claim to be descendants of the legendary founder of the realm, queen 

Zeno (based on Dido, carthages founder). As such they see themselves as the highest position of 

nobility. Zeno was a known magician. So, to proof their claim they try everything to increase the 

number of magic users within their family. This is done most of the time through complicated marriage 
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contracts meant to ensure magical offspring. But sometimes a pair is not able to produce magical 

inclined children. In such cases street wizards are quietly adopted into the family.  

 

Second are the young families or Azdan. They are warrior-nobles who rose to prominence in later 

periods. Their main tool of influence is the military. They lead most campaigns and are responsible for 

the protection of the trading routes, either to land or to sea. As such they are trained form an early 

age in combat, logistics and command to produce excellent officers and generals. 

 

The third great party are the myriads of merchants and artisans who control the trade within Izwan. 

They are intermediaries who transports goods between the Kingdoms of Ind and the dwarfen holds in 

the worlds edge mountains. As such their wealth and influence is enormous, especially within the trade 

cities. Whilst it is forbidden for commoners to hold high political offices, the wealth of the merchant is 

needed by the old and new families to swing elections in their favour. 

 

The last great party are the priests of Hur and Zadan. These are the two most important gods. The role 

of the priesthood and their armed forces, the Mag Sar-Baz, is to control the other parties and to seek 

out conspiracies, chaos cults or other dangerous individuals, and therefore to keep the intricate 

balance within Izwan in check. 

 

A large group of people who hold no political influence whatsoever area the peasants and slaves. 

Peasants are bound in serfdom to the noble families who hold the majority of farmable land. The 

difference between them and real slaves is very thin, e.g. a peasant is not allowed to be sold for gold. 

Of course, he can be given to other nobles as presents in exchange entirely non-related monetary 

favours. 

  

Slaves are another huge group within Izwan. They are predominantly a trading good, as the chaos 

dwarfs to the north are always in need for more flesh. But they also find use in manufactures in the 

cities or in mines. 

 

4.5. Economy: 

After my journey along the ivory and spices roads I begged for a civilized realm. No orcs, ogres and 

especially no chaos dwarfs. What a delightful site was the outpost of the Izwani in comparison. That 

was before they took my money for their “protection services”. Sure, I reached Ind in one piece and 

returned home with a considerable profit. But by Ranald I could have been the richest person in Remas 

if it were not for these cutthroats! 

Filino da Medi, Tilean merchant 

 

Izwan is a harsh land. The River Ruin, the largest water source, a deadly soup of poisons and chemicals 

and its banks are barren. Other water sources are rare. This makes farming difficult. Each piece of 

farmable soil is used extensively, and shepherds wander the land with their herds.  

 

Horses are a great passion of the Izwan nobles. Their breeds are healthy, strong and fast and excel in 

traveling the often-dangerous terrain of the Darklands. They cannot compare with animals who are 

descendants of elven steeds. But these horses are tough and strong, like the Izwani overall.  

Such animals are needed, as the primary income for the kingdom are the trade routes leading to Ind 

and to Cathay. Armed riders always patrol the land routes to keep bandits and worse away. Also 

fortresses and caravansaries offer protection for tired travellers. When the seasons allow the goods 
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will be transported to the next harbour and transported via ship to the other end of the realm. Pirates 

exists, but overall is the sea transport safer. Sadly because of the season’s sea travel is too dangerous 

for almost half the year. 

 

Trade is the life blood of Izwan. As such there in almost no good that cannot be bought. From spices 

and silk from the Far East to dwarfen tools to slaves, everything is allowed. The only forbidden objects 

are chaos artefacts or necromantic tools. But even for these things a profitable, and literal, 

underground market exists.  

 

Izwans central position also acts as a natural meeting ground between factions who would otherwise 

never interact with each other. Pirates and dark elves corsairs come from the sea, caravans from far 

Cathay are escorted through the mountains by ogres, Chaos Dwarfs demand monthly tributes in slaves, 

and normal dwarfs and old-world traders come from the west. Factions which would never look each 

other in the face are carefully separated by the Izwani, who act as intermediaries and often lie about 

the true origin of their products. 

 

4.5.1 The reworked southern trade route: 

 

Two trade routes between the Old World and the Far East exist. The northern one leads from Erengrad 

through Kislev into the realm of the Ogre Kingdoms who will escort the merchants farther away into 

Cathay. This route is relatively short, but also risky. 

 

The southern road starts officially in Barak Varr. From there merchants travel along dwarfen roads to 

Karaz-a-Karak. There merchants can either follow the silver road further east or travel south and enter 

the dark lands close to Black Crag. The latter is more risky owing to the greenskins living there. At the 

end of both passes have the Izwani erected small forts. They offer security and a chance of rest for the 

merchants or to sell their goods early. When enough merchants gather armed escorts will bring them 

south, through the plain of bones and other dangerous terrain to the coastal regions.  

At the southern shore of the Darklands the merchants finally reach Izwan. Most merchants will sell 

their goods to local salesmen, who will transport them further east, either by ship or on foot.  

If a merchant has reached Izwan and wants further east, he can be assured that the worst part is behind 

him. If he gets access to a ship, he can sail all the way to the Kingdom of Ind. 

The city of Pigbarter and the surrounding swamplands can be dangerous territory, but they are 

independent wilderness and therefore excluded from the Izwanian trade laws. As such the wild city 

offers huge profits for scrupulous or fearless individuals. And it is a necessary tool for the izwani, when 

dealing with chaos dwarfs (see History & Relations). 

High elves block the gate of Calith and therefore make a direct sea trade with Cathay difficult for 

humans. If the merchants want to reach Cathay, he has to take another caravan in the east, which will 

bring him to the realm of the Ogres, were the southern and the northern trade route finally meet. 

 

4.6. Religion: 

The religion of the Izwani is loosely based upon Zorostrasim. This religion was formed in 500 BC by 

Zarathustra in modern day Iran. It is supposedly the first monotheistic religion. It focuses on a deity 

called Ahura Mazda, a capital G God who is represented by an eternal flame. This god has angel like 

beings as its servants and foreign deities were interpreted as lower servants. This made it a dynamic 

and tolerant religion which helped to fortify the rule of the Persian empires over large and culturally 
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diverse territories. The Izwani are also tolerant about matters of religion. As a trade empire they must 

appease every potential customer. As such shrines for distant eastern deities exists close to temples 

of Ranald or even Sigmar.  

 

In this setting Ahura Mazda is split up in the pair of Hur and Zadan, who are the supreme gods of Izwan. 

They are supposed to represent contrary aspects of the world. E.g. Sun and Moon, Fire and Water, 

Peace and War etc. The Izwani see every other god as servants or children of this godly pair. This is 

their theological justification to allow the open worship of other deities. But this tolerance reaches its 

limits when it comes to the worship of Chaos.  

The Izwani see the four great gods as total opposites and eternal enemies to Hur and Zadan. If a chaos 

cult is discovered or someone who openly worships the chaos gods enters the city, they are killed. 

Minor Chaos Gods as Hashut are also not allowed to be worship in Izwan. But their servants are at 

teeth clenching tolerated trading partners because of real politics. 

 

Priests of Zadan act as a religious police force. They will inspect every caravan, every temple and the 

myriads of marketplaces and bazars. For this they have their own military forces, the Mag Sar-Baz. 

These forces are inspired by the Persian immortals and other Middle Eastern elite forces such as 

janissaries. In this setting they are elite infantry soldiers with have anti-magic abilities. 

 

4.7. Military: 

Fighin’ dese humiez is no fun at all. Just running away and shootn at ya. No propa fight, no propa 

WAAGH! Fightin’ stunties is better fun. 

Comments of an unkown orc on Izwan. 

 

Izwans military focus lies on quick units and ranged combat. The main weapon of choice is the bow. It 

is seen as a noble weapon which needs physical strength and skill to be used. The composite bows of 

Izwan are superior to the bows of the old world and can fire farther.  

Another great focus lies on cavalry to utilize the open terrain of the dark lands. These two aspects are 

combined in excellent horse archers, who can shoot at the enemy even when retreating. A skilled 

archer is able to shoot the left eye of an ogre over 150 meters whilst riding on horseback. 

 

The common warfare tactic is to have and infantry line as a bait, whilst bowmen on foot and horse 

archers fire at the enemy from all sides. After the enemy force is weakened enough the melee riders 

will engage into battle. 

The main weakness for the Izwani army is the lack of solid infantry units. They either have levied troops 

who are poorly trained and equipped, or the Mag Sar-Baz, who are elite infantry but come in numbers 

too small to form an effective front line. 

The same goes for their mythical units. They are quick and good at harassing the enemy, but they are 

not meant to take a lot of damage themselves.  

 

Therefore, the army has to be mobile, as it lacks a defensive front line to pin the enemy in one place. 

If the enemy is able to take their skirmishers out from afar, or to cut off their maneuverers the Izwani 

have little chance to win the fight. Also, with their reliance on skirmishing they have problems to 

counter heavy armour. 
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4.7.1 Units: 

Lords: 

Azad General:  

Trained from a young age for warfare, these Generals can hold their own in a fight. They are hybrid 

lords who can fight with a bow and a lance. They can mount a horse, a barded horse or a griffon. 

 

Noble Mage (Lord):  

Mage Lords who can use the Lore of Light, Death, Metal and Heavens. They can mount a horse or a 

Griffon. 

The Old Families pride themselves for their magical prowess. One could assume that these noble 

mages, who come from century old magical families, would be superior wizards. But this is not the 

case. In the empire wizards of the different colleges actively research the nature of magic, produce 

scriptures and share their knowledge with the new generations. However, each magical family in Izwan 

guards their own arcane secrets, often from their own heirs out of fear to be replaced. And many 

mages are too involved in the daily politics to intensively study magic. As such the average empire 

battle wizard is better trained than the average izwani mage. Of course, exceptions exist, and some 

Izwani are extraordinary sorcerers.  

 

Heroes: 

Priest of Zadan:  

The Priest of Zadan have the important task to control the myriads of cults, as well as the daily politics 

of the nation. This never-ending task needs a sharp mind and even better combat skills. On the 

battlefield they act as anti-magical assassins. Their mere presence can disrupt the winds of magic, 

increasing the miscast chance of enemy sorcerers significantly, and are themselves resistant to magic. 

In addition to this they have excellent melee combat skills. 

 

It is unknown how they gain these abilities. The priests claim it is a blessing of their deity, other 

presume that some dwarfen rune crafting might be involved. Whatever the case the priests of Zadan 

have proven useful against necromancers, greenskin shamans and overambitious noble mages. And 

when they accompany an army they are and constant reminder for the general to hold up the laws of 

Izwan.  

 

Izwani Mage: 

The Hero version of a noble mage. 

 

Infantry: 

Levy Troops: 

Troops of peasants or slaves who were forced to war by their noble masters. Often, they do not receive 

even basic combat training and are simply expected to hold the line with large shields and spears for 

however long they last. 

 

Hillmen tribes: 

Human tribes from the World Edge Mountains or Mountains of Mourn. These unruly people always 

keep a weapon close to hand. As such they are often armed with a small shield and mace. They are not 

professional soldiers but are far better warriors than the levy troops. 
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City Milita: Militias are formed form citizens of the larger cities. These men are craftsmen and 

merchants in civil times and must pay for their own equipment. This can lead to a wide divergence in 

quality depending on the wealth of its user. The Militas fight primarily with large shields and spears 

and are overall better fighters than levies, but far from professional soldiers. 

 

Archers:  

The Bow is the weapon of choice in Izwan. It is great to keep enemies, who would kill you in close 

combat, away. And if the enemy has more bodies than you have arrows it is a simple miscalculation of 

your side. The Izwani Archers have beaten back countless greenskin warbands over the centuries. They 

may come in three versions: 

 

Levied Archers: Peasant archers who know how to use the bow from their day to day experience. The 

worst but also cheapest archer unit in the Izwani rooster.  

Militia Archers: Members of the city militia who act as archers. They are better equipped than 

peasants, with more expensive composite bows. Each member is by law supposed to regularly train 

with his weapon. They also have a sword and small shield as an emergency tools for close combat. 

Azad Archers: Noble archers who excel at the bow but also trained to wield a spear as defense against 

cavalry.  

 

Dead Legion (Mag Sar-Baz): 

These elite soldiers are inspired by the immortals of the Persian empires but also by the mamlucks or 

janissaries of the ottomans and Egypt. They are professional soldiers who are taken in by the  

Priests of Zadan as orphans or enslaved children. They go through a brutal combat training until they 

become excellent infantry forces. They are equipped with the best amour and weaponry available and 

have an innate resistance to magic. Sadly, they are also expensive and low in numbers and can only 

act as a small elite force. They may come in three version: 

 

Dead Legion Soldiers: Basic soldiers who wild maces and large shields into combat. 

Dead Legion Soldiers Halberd: Wielding a two-handed halberd, this unit acts as anti-large and anti-

armour. 

Dead Legion Archers: An improvement upon the other archer units. More heavily armed and also 

armed with a spear against cavalry. May deal magic or flaming damage. 

 

Cavalry: 

Caravan guard:  

Caravan Guards are light horse skirmishers. Their main purpose is to scout the path of ahead for signs 

of enemies. In battle they are very quick but lightly armoured and armed soldiers. Their main weapon  

is a javelin which they throw at the enemy before retreating. 

 

Azdan Knights: 

This medium melee cavalry is composed of members of the minor noble families. They are armed with 

a spear and a shield and meant to charge into weak spots enemy formations or to hunt down routing  

foes. 

 

Cataphracts: 

Cataphracts come from the richer azad families. Otherwise merchants finance the expensive 
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equipment. Horse and rider are outfitted with heavy armour. Their charge is devastating and can 

obliterate weaker units. Their heavy armour makes them also almost impervious to arrows. But they 

are expensive and very slow. 

 

Horse Archers:  

They are the bread and butter unit of Izwan and come in variety of versions. All horse archers are 

trained in the Parthian shot and can fire in a 360-degree angle. They come in three variants: 

 

Basic horse archers: Basic Horse archers. 

Armoured Horse Archers: Mid-tier horse archers who are outfitted with better equipment. When all 

their arrows are used up, they can form somewhat decently in melee combat. 

Azad Horse Archers: The elite version of a horse archer. They are all noble warriors who can perform  

Well in melee in addition to their extraordinary archer skills. 

 

Artillery: 

Fire Hornet Launcher:  

Inspired by Cathayan engineers the Izwani have adopted their own version of the hellstorm rocket 

battery. Instead of the huge rockets used by the empire they launch dozens and dozens of smaller 

rockets per volley from a square frame. These fire hornets perform good at disrupting infantry 

formations and to scare mounts but lack the killing power of their empire equivalent. 

 

Scorpion: 

As Izwan is a land of skirmishers it needed not much creativity to create this weapon. It is essentially a  

Huge composite bow on a wooden platform that shoots large bolts at the enemy. They are manned by 

an experienced crew who can fell giants and ogres with this weapon. Good against large units but low  

Number of projectiles. 

 

Monsters:  

All monsters are inspired by mythical creatures from Persian mythology and folktales. 

 

Mardaxar: 

The original version manticore comes from Persia and looks different then the Warhammer version. 

The Mardaxar is a lion with a scorpion’s tale, the head of a human and multiple rows of sharp teeth. It 

can fire the poisonous spikes of its tale.  

As such the Mardaxar is a skirmisher unit who uses poisonous darts. It is also decent in melee combat 

and great against light armoured infantry troops. To differentiate it from other manticores it is smaller, 

weaker in melee and lacks wings to fly. 

 

Griffons:  

Griffons are also creatures closely connected to Persia and central Asia before they became standard 

fantasy creatures. As Griffons are connected to Persia and Izwan lies between two mountain ranges it 

seemed natural to include them. But as the main focus of the army relies on skirmishing, they may 

limit to mount options for lords. 

 

Lindworm: 

Lindworms were mentioned by Marco Polo on his journeys to the east. He probably misinterpreted 
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crocodiles or wanted to tell a good story. Also, snakelike dragons play a role in many Iranian myths. 

Either way in this iteration lindworms are mutated and primitive relatives of dragons.  

The Lindworms belong to those dragons who were poisoned and mutated by the toxins released in the 

chaos dwarf forges. These misshaped creatures lost their wings and hindlimbs and have to drag 

themselves through the land with their front arms. Nonetheless they are surprisingly quick and 

dangerous in close combat. 

Mage Nobles are able to bind these creatures to their will and unleash them against the enemy. They 

are the largest ground unit in the Izwan rooster. Having absorbed the toxins and chemicals of the forges 

they sunder armour when in melee and have poisonous attacks. 

 

Simurgh:  

Known in Persian folktales as the King of the Birds, these majestic creature lives at the tops of the 

mountain ranges. They can be represented as a mixture of bird of prey and a peacock. In myths they 

often have healing abilities. This could be represented as having a healing ability and protecting units 

close to it, when being near them.  

 

4.8. History and Relations:  

Can’t those fools see the claw that already touched our neck? Are their minds so clouded by their 

pathetic games, that they ignore the greater threats that come closer every day? The Undead gather, 

the greenskins grow bolder, the Dawi-Zharrs treachery is unsurpassed, not to mention the Ogres, first 

and foremost Greasus Goldtooths lot, become hungrier every day. And that are only the most obvious 

threats. What dangers hide within these lands or are lured in from afar by our wealth, I dare not to 

think of. I am afraid that the days of this realm, that I love so dearly, are counted, that the final stroke 

with the hammer will hit us soon. I pray that this strike can be avoided. But despair holds me in its grip. 

Rezah Badidi, Izwami scholar and diplomat. 

 

The southern coast of the dark lands was for the longest time an area similar to the border prince’s 

territory. A network of settlements, nomadic tribes, petty kingdoms and many, many bestial threats 

stretching over a large territory.  

This changed when a queen and sorceress from Ind came into this land. Queen Zeno had to flee after 

her husband’s death after many suitors wanted to marry and later kill her to get her riches. Together 

with her closest advisors and friends she fled into the lawless land.  

Upon reaching a small oasis she impressed the local chieftain with her beauty, her magical powers and 

the treasures she brought with her. He urged to marry her, but instead Zeno gave him a counteroffer. 

The wanted so much land for her and her followers as can be enclosed by a horse skin.  

After agreeing to this terms Zeno cut the hide in thin stripes, knotted them to a long line and enclosed 

almost the entire oasis with it. Impressed by this cunning the chieftain vowed to serve Zeno. This place 

became the city of Bandar, east of the delta of the river ruin and capital of Izwan.  

Cunning and diplomatically inclined Queen Zeno took over human settlement after settlement along 

the coastline. She delegated necessary military operations to skilled commanders whose loyalty she 

ensured.  

Over time her realm stretched from the Worlds Edge Mountains in the west to the mountains of mourn 

and her old homeland in the east. This new land created travel opportunities between east and west. 

Soon dwarfs and other merchants from the old world sold goods for spices and ivory from the east. 

This trade routes established a blossoming economy and made the new land of Izwan rich. 

 

Many noble houses claimed to be descendants of Zeno, despite her dying childless. They used their 
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magical abilities as proof for their claim. But Zeno had foreseen conflicts over her legacy. As such she 

decreed during the last years of her life, that no single ruler was supposed to rule the land. This decree, 

enforced by the Priest of Hur and Zadan, created the oligarchic system Izwan is known for today.  

 

4.8.1 Relations: 

As a trade nation Izwan has contacts and diplomatic standings with its surrounding peoples, if such 

things are possible. Owing to these connections Izwans stays neutral in most conflicts and barley 

engage into full scale warfare with their neighbours. But Izwani are always ready to defend their 

homeland from outside threats and will march against every aggressor who dares to invade their lands. 

This is often necessary as Izwan is surrounded by dangers. Except for the western dwarfs and the 

Kingdoms of Ind all other direct neighbours plan Izwans ultimate demise. 

 

4.8.1.1 Chaos Dwarfs: 

The Chaos Dwarfs or Dawi Zharr and Izwan have interacted since Zenos times. When Izwan was young 

and vulnerable the CDs were one of the greatest threats. Their armies of infernal war machines and 

greenskin slaves could have crushed the young nation easily. Therefore, Zeno tried to appease the 

tyrants. Monthly tributes in slaves were sent into the infernal pits. They came from the latest conquests 

and victories against the surrounding settlements. But as Izwans influence grew over the centuries and 

the area became pacified it was harder and harder to appease the CDs ever growing needs. The few 

marauding groups of bandits caught were not enough to for them. Dissatisfied they readied to take 

their tribute by force.  

The Chaos Dwarf armies were brutal, their war machines pulverizing every fortification. Many cities 

fell, its inhabitants were never seen again. But the CDs also suffered. The mobile armies of the Izwani 

fell over the supply lines and reserves like birds of prey. They killed overseers and freed greenskin 

slaves, they surrounded the immobile forces from all sides and evaded head on battles. Grudgingly the 

CDs were forced to retreat. Izwans ruler knew, that they had no chance do destroy their fortress city. 

And they knew that the CDs would take very opportunity to retaliate, already scheming their revenge.  

Thus, an uneasy armistice exists between the two.  

Izwan best chance of survival is to be useful to the monsters in the north. And to this day cohorts of 

slaves are sent through the wasteland into their certain doom. This armistice however is secretive, and 

the slaves are carefully sent over third parties, like the city of pigbarter, to not enrage the WEM dwarfs. 

 

4.8.1.2 Dwarfs: 

The dwarfs in the west are much better liked, than their northern relatives. Sure, they are stubborn, 

and problems exists e.g. dwarfen merchants feeling betrayed and declaring grudges. But overall the 

relationship is prospering. After all without the infrastructure supplied by the dwarfs in the west no 

trade would be possible. Furthermore, dwarfen tools are sought after objects in the eastern markets.  

The dwarfs may not be fans certain aspects of Izwani culture, thinking of them as to elf-like with their 

bows and horses, but they see them as valuable allies in the east. Often dwarfen and izwani forces 

joined forces against common threats, such as greenskins. 

 

4.8.1.3 Humans: 

Izwan is well connected to the other human kingdoms. Traders from as far as Araby in the west or 

Cathay in the east meet in this central station. This coupled with the tolerant society of Izwan let to 
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many cities having outsider quarters in which old worlders live side by side with easterners. On the 

markets and in the colleges for scholars’ ideas from around the world circulate.  

It is a neutral meeting ground of different cultures and this neutrality is one of its greatest goods. Izwan 

will never take sites when foreign nations strike at each other and Izwani diplomats were able to end 

one or the other smaller war. It is helped that Izwan borders no other human kingdoms except for Ind. 

There were attempts of singular mercenary bands to plunder caravans or singular outposts, but 

nothing major has occurred. 

 

4.8.1.4 Ogre Kingdoms: 

The Ogres might be simple folks but their relationship with Izwan is complex. Both factions share 

different proportions of the trade routes through the dark lands. Izwan focuses primarily on the 

southern strait to Ind, whilst the Ogre kingdoms control the northern routes and therefore the direct 

and highly profitable trade route with far Cathay. Furthermore, Ogres can find employment within 

Izwan as mercenaries. It could be argued ogres and Izwan are partners.  

But at the same time rouge ogre tribes will gladly attack Izwans settlements and ogres under Greasus 

Goldtooth would gladly take out their southern rivals and feast on their horses and peasants. As such 

ogres are seen with mixed feelings by the Izwani. And the Izwani fear a prophecy that someday the 

ogres will engage in a new war, similar to the one against the sky titans. But this war would be fought 

against Izwan. 

 

4.8.1.5 Elves: 

Elves, both druchii and asur, reach Izwan over the sea. Not at the same time and never in the same 

harbour of course, for obvious reasons. The asur, who control the sea trade with the Far East, will also 

try to influence the land trade. And the druchii take Izwan as an important intermediary. Often, they 

exchange their slaves for Dawi Zharr weaponry or similar goods.  

Both factions are welcomed in Izwan. But there have been accounts of corsairs who decided to raid 

instead of trade. Especially the colonies on the dragon Isles and on the eastern part of the southlands 

are in danger of such attacks. It happened, that the same colonist taken on those raids were later sold 

as slaves on the mainland. Sadly, Izwan cannot compete with the druchii on the open sea and the asur 

are not interested in helping them. 

Because of this many Izwani view the druchii as parasites and value them as much as tapeworms, a 

common slur for druchii among merchants. But Izwan lacks the means to get rid of the druchii threat 

and they need to buy their slaves to appease the Chaos dwarfs. But many Izwani, especially Azad 

noblemen, think that open war with them is unavoidable.  

 

4.8.1.6 Undead: 

Nagashizarr is close to the western border of Izwan and thrice-cursed Lahmia and the tomb king 

settlement of Lybaras are near the Izwani colonies. As such the undead have been a great danger for 

the land. Not a single decade comes by without attacks from crazed necromancers, tomb king raids or 

vampire infiltration. The Izwani are willing to grudgingly tolerate certain evils, like the druchii or the 

chaos dwarfs. But they will never hold back against the undead. Every necromantic tome that 

somehow finds its way into Izwan is destroyed; every vampire pierced through the heart. So far goes 

their fear of the undead, that dead people are burned or ritually feed to vultures and other scavengers 

to leave no corpse behind. The undead are unappeasable. They see no sense in coins, they see no 
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sense in the living and they will strike at Izwan at every opportunity. As an Izwani saying goes: There is 

always darkness in Nagashizarr. 

Thankfully priests of zadan and their forces have proven effective against this dreaded foe. As they can 

disrupt all magic the necromancer loses control over their forces which crumble away in the hot winds. 

 

4.8.1.7 Chaos:  

Chaos is another huge threat for Izwan. And they hate it with an even greater passion than the undead. 

In an act of petty vengeance, the CDs will often let warbands march through their land and even show 

them the way to Izwan. These invasions are a bane of Izwan since its inception. Countless wars have 

been fought against Kurgan and worse forces; countless lives have been lost. 

And even without the dangerous warriors from the north there are beastmen and chaos cults to deal 

with. The priests of zadan are unrelenting. For them Chaos is the ultimate foe, the great beast, the 

destroyer who will rip this world apart if it is not opposed. To this end they work as tirelessly as empire 

witch hunters. Sadly, in a land of so many languages and cultures it is easy for cultist to hide.  

 

4.8.1.8 Greenskins: 

The Greenskins are the fourth of the great threats for Izwan. Unruly tribes in the mountains threaten 

the trade routes and sometimes the realm of Izwan itself. Hobgoblins maraud the plains of the 

Darklands. And every so often savage orcs from the south make their way up north.  

But the skins are somewhat predictable. The main reason why the Izwani rely on mobile and ranged 

forces is to counter their Waaghs! If the Greenskins are not able to catch up to the fast Izwani and are 

impaled by arrows at every opportunity even the greatest Waaghboss will lose interest and move 

away. The main strategy is therefore to engage a warband from afar and misdirect them, luring them 

away from the fortified cities, until the skins lose interest and turn back from where they came. 

 

4.8.1.9 Skaven:  

Skaven are not welcome in Izwan and for good reason. They are an archenemy of the dwarfs, an 

important trade partner for the Izwani. Also, they have tried to attack their settlements many times 

over. The hoard of Clan Rictus is close by. This clan grew rich and fat not only because of its goblin 

slaves, but also on Izwani blood. 

But whatever the Izwani did they were not able to remove this pest. Despite their efforts under cities 

exists under every human settlement. And the skaven quickly learned that goods that even the Izwani 

would not trade with will find the right customers. As such Skaven control the black markets, which 

are often held in their undercities. Going there is dangerous, as the ratmen are known for their 

treachery. But every customer is welcome and every good is available for a price. As such cultists, 

vampires and fearless folk will visit the ratmen and see what they have to offer. 

 

4.8.1.10 Lizardmen:  

Lizardmen are a curiosity in Izwan. The beings on the dragon isles have lost all contact to the Slann and 

regressed into an animalistic state. As such they are seen as nothing more. Brought back to Izwan in 

cages they are exhibited on the streets as exotic creatures. Often, they are sold as dangerous souvenirs 

or slaves. And no Izwani would ever dream of a society run by these cold-blooded creatures. 
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4.9 Characters: 

4.9.1 Ashkan az Branga:  

Ashkan is a prime example of a member of the old families. He is a magician of the lore of fire, 
an intelligent and cunning individual, well versed in intrigue and statecraft. His network of 
supporters and debtors stretch over Izwans boarders. Two times has he been sophet, and 
three times has he been temporarily banished from the capital after some political scandal. 
He has lead armies against greenskin and ogre incursion and won as many victories on the 
battlefield as he did in the court. All an all he is a muster example for an izwani politician.But 
he has one major flaw. He is not a member of the old families.  
 
Ashlan started an impoverished street magician, an outcast, strictly policed by the priest of 
zadan for potential chaotic corruption. On the streets he used his smarts and held himself 
afloat with small magic tricks. The opportunity of his life came, when the only acceptable heir 
of one of the oldest families in the city of Branga died to a plague whilst being a child. Ashkan 
knew of the habit of quietly adopting common magicians into the noble families if their main 
line was threatened with extinction. He knew how to make use of this once in a lifetime 
chance. Through his charisma, his cleverness and some trickery he managed to impress the 
family so much, that they quietly adopted him. He was married with the oldest daughter of 
the house, hoping that this union would lead to a new generation of magical children.  
In such cases it was normally expected of the adoptee to remain silent as s/he was only used 
as breeding material. They gained a live of luxury and wealth in return. But Ashkan was 
ambitious. He managed to come from the streets into one of the powerful houses of Izwan. 
Why not go higher? 
 
On the streets he had learned everything he needed to know about the human nature. And 
with his intelligence he was able to work himself into the convoluted politics of his nation. One 
by one he neutralized the other heads of the house through various means. Cunningly he 
played the heads of the families against each other, arrange assignments in faraway places, 
stroke people too sick to work and was always there for the weaker willed members to lift 
their burden, as a friend and companion. His machinations went so far, that he managed to 
get elected into the general assembly. From there he climbed the political ladder, reaching 
even ranks that were forbidden for commoners like him. He also foresaw that he would soon 
need his magical abilities and trained them more, than he ever did on the streets.  
 
Again, the priests of zadan went after him as his rise was too suspicious in their eyes. In the 
best case he was just a power craving upstart. In the worst case he might be aligned with 
Tzeentch himself. One day they captured him and took Askhan into one of their temples. They 
interrogated him and tried to find out whether or not chaos was involved. When they could 
not find anything, they branded him on his chest with their symbol, a daily reminder, that the 
priesthood would keep an eye on him.  
After many troubles and a few temporary exiles Ashkan finally reached the highest office in 
Izwan. He was for the first time elected as one of the two sophets, the political and main 
military leaders of the entire realm.  
 
Ashkans first act was to defend his homeland against a chaos horde, which was fittingly led by 
a chaos sorcerer of Tzeentch. However Ashkan had never led an army before or taken part in 
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a real battle and was especially nervous. He had dealt with lives before, but not one such a 
large scale. If he failed, he would be killed, and his soul probably handed over on a tablet to 
that raven eyed god. And if they tried to flee, he would lose all his accomplishments in an 
instant, being caught as a traitor and killed anyway. So, he had no other choice.  
What followed was a battle of cunning in which Ashkan and the Tzeentch lord used every 
strategic knot imaginable. But this battle was not decided by cunning.  
In the end Ashkan was outmanoeuvred and his forces geared up for a final confrontation. In 
Izwan Ashkan was considered a great wizard, but against a Tzeentchian champion is skills were 
pathetic. Is army was beaten bloody and he would have quickly lost, if the forces of Agha the 
Iron came in the last second to his rescue.  
This fight led to a great, and probably only real, friendship Ashkan fostered. Aghas military 
prowess was the perfect addition to Ashkans cunning. Since then both men dominated Izwani 
politics so thoroughly that some might call them co-kings of Izwan. Not officially of course, 
that would be a death sentence. 
 
Ashkan is a medium sorcerer of the lore of fire. He is not a great fighter and has not the beast 
magical skills, but he excels in logistics and manoeuvring. As such his forces are often better 
equipped and better rested, giving them better overall combat abilities. Ashkan wields the 
Sophet Staff, an insignia of his office and magical artefact, as magician and politician are 
interchangeable in Izwan. It increases both the moral of surrounding soldiers, as well as its 
wielders abilities. He can mount a horse. 

 

4.9.2 Agha Mazdak:  

Full name: Agha Mazdak Basirnejad az Suma, also known as Agha the Iron, is the best general 
in Izwan. He started is life as part of the Azdan, the military nobles of Izwan. From a young age 
he learned to fight with bow and spear, to ride and to lead others. In his teens he followed his 
uncle on patrol duty along the caravan routes of his homeland. Over the course of his lived he 
crossed the perimeter between the dwarfen holds in the west and the kingdom of Ind 
countless times. 
 
Over time his talent for warfare was acknowledged by the general assembly and he was given 
more and more important military commands. One day he was to lead a caravan with delicate 
goods and even more delicate political information’s all the way to Karaz-a-karak.  
Whilst traversing the Worlds Edge Mountains, he met a dwarfen convoy who was attacked by 
greenskins. Without hesitation Agha led his forces to help the dwarfs. It turned out, that they 
were embassies of Zhufbar on their way to the high king. Their rescue brought Agha the 
everlasting friendship of the dwarfs. They gave him an amour made of finest steel and 
reinforced with runes of protection, as well as a griffon egg, that the Zhufbar convoy had 
discovered during their trek. Both presents were immeasurable in coin and Agha accepted 
deeply impressed.  
He took both presents home and nurtured the young griffon with the best horsemeat he could 
buy, until the young chick became a large and ferocious monstrosity and close companion. 
From this day forward Agha would attack from the sky, piercing his enemies with arrows 
before descending with his black griffon Xerxes into the ground.  
 
His rise to the top of Izwans society was almost unstoppable. But he was blocked in the 
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assembly by the machinations of none other than Ashkan as Bangaz, who himself wanted to 
reach the top of Izwan. Frustrated about this delinquent A quit the capital and politics for a 
while and concentrated on what he could do best, leading armies.  
He excelled during an ogre invasion of the east, as well as a skaven raid from Clan Rictus, killing 
both armies in a hail of arrows. And at one time he managed to repel a druchii slave raid on 
one of the remote colonies on the dragon isles. All those victories brought Agha ever greater 
glory and ever greater mistrust from Ashkan. The sorcerer feared that this upstart would be 
his doom and tried his best to keep the general as far away from the capital as possible, even 
considering an assassination in things continued like this. 
This all changed the day when a great chaos army came from the north. Chaos warriors, trolls, 
spwans and other monstrosities came close to the cities. The ruling Sophet was the sorcerer 
Ashkan, who set out to meet this foe on the battlefield.  
Agha was ready to sit the entire thing out, even hoping that his rival found find his demise in 
the coming battles. But when his military contacts send him reports of the size of the host, he 
became worried. Such a force was truly terrifying and a threat to the entire realm. Grudgingly 
he gathered his loyal retainers and rode forth to reinforce the sophet.  
Agha arrrived just in the nick of time. Ashkan was beaten bloody by the enemy lord, who 
mocked the sophet and glutted in his own victory. Having his back turned to the sky it took 
Agha one well-placed arrow to hit the champions exposed neck artery. Then Aghas soldiers 
fell over the rest of the army like a wave, driving it back into the wastes.  
From this day forward were the former rivals’ friends who would rule Izwan together for years 
to come. 
 
Agha is a commander who fights primarily with his bow and buffs horse archers in his army. 
His runic armour gives him better protection against physical attacks. Furthermore, he wields 
the Bow of Basir, the Heirloom of his noble house. It is a magical bow which increases his 
damage output. He can be put on either a barded horse, or on his griffon. 
 

4.9.3 Shoreh, priestess of Zadan:  

Shoreh was a girl from the colonies of the east coast of the southlands. These colonies were 
erected in the few fertile costal strips and valleys that were dangerously close to Lybaras and 
Lamiah. One of the reasons why these colonies exists at all is the close connection to the 
domain of the tomb kings.  
Whilst necromantic tomes are forbidden in Izwan, gold, gems and other treasures are highly 
looked for. As such many adventurous colonist chose tomb robbing as a profession.  
Shoreh parents belonged to such a group. They would venture out into the wilderness and 
sought the treasures of the old kingdoms. Shoreh was too young to truly understand the 
danger of this profession or to participate herself.  
One day her parents found and untouched tomb that contained many powerful artefacts, 
which could be strong enough to allow the lamihan vampires to take revenge on Lybaras. 
Quickly were Khalida and Nerferata informed and both mustered war parties to retrieve the 
artefact for themselves.  
Shoreh was herding goats at the time and returned to late her town. She could see the forces 
of the undead as they attacked the settlement, stone constructs of the tomb kings attacking 
the flesh monstrosities of the vampires. When the battle was over all she could find were her 
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parents’ dead bodies in the rubble. Soon thereafter she was captured by a group of bandits 
who sold her into slavery. 
 
On the markets the priests of Hur and Zadan were looking for new potential recruits. When 
they found the young Shoreh, they saw the tragedy of her life in her eyes. And they knew, that 
she would be a perfect servant of their cause.  
From this day on did Shoreh train, at first as a member of a dead legion and in later years 
became a priestess of zadan herself. She learned to rupture the winds of magic and to be a 
danger to all sorcerers. She joined many operations, overseeing campaigns against cursed 
Nagashizarr and ensuring the loyalty of the old families. But never would she forget her old 
home and what the undead did to her parents.  
 
After many years Shoreh returned to the colonies. Her hatred of the undead had only grown 
and now she was no weak peasant girl, but a priestess whose mere presence could weaken a 
necromancer’s control over its puppets. But her years of campaigns had also sharpened her 
mind. She knew, that the small colonies could not destroy the tomb kings. Even if the armies 
of Izwan where somehow able to traverse the sea in full strength it would not be possible. 
Even if she was able to take out Lybaras and Lamiha, greater threats lured in the west. Before 
everyone else was Settra and after him the forces of Arkhan.  
Thus, did Shoreh enforce a strict taboo on plundering the tomb kings treasures and would put 
every perpetrator to the sword. But she did travel to the ruins of her former home. There in 
the rubble would she find a kopesh from old Nehekahra. The weapon was forged during the 
time of Alcadizzar the Conqueror and was especially enchanted to damage the undead hordes 
of Nagash. Even after all those years the weapon thirsted for the annihilation of the undead 
plague.  
Eventually the armies of tomb kings and vampires gathered once more. The small colonies of 
the living were of no concern for the undead. Indeed, they were nothing but a fresh source of 
new cadavers to be used on the battlefield. But Azar stood against them. In a stunning 
campaign did she use the mobility of Izwans riders to first cut of the forces of the tomb kings 
and later those sent by lamiah. She personally decapitated the vampire leading the expedition. 
Since this day is, she was remembered as a hero of Izwan and soldiers will gladly join her forces 
into battle. 
 
Shoreh is a priestess of Hur and Zadan. As such she has abilities which disrupt the winds of 
magic, increasing the miscast chance of enemy sorcerers. She is also able to buff units of the 
dead legion and is overall the most infantry focused Lord of Izwan. Her weapon, the Kopesh 
of Alcadizzar gives her flaming attacks and ignore physical resistance.  

 

4.9.4 Cadak the Cursed: 

Cadak is a member of one of the oldest and most noble sorcerer families of Izwan. His family 
has produced a long linage of sorcerers and politicians who lead Izwan to greatness. But Cadak 
has largely abandoned this life of prestige and public service. Instead he is a restless traveller 
who ventures across the entirety of the world.  
His nomadic life started, when Cadak interrupted his father during a magical ritual. This did 
not only cost his father’s life, but it also mutated the young boy. From this day a serpent grew 
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out of his neck. And no matter of often he would decapitate it, it would grow back the next 
day.  
 
Izwan might be more tolerant than the empire, but mutation is a stigma that leads to a quick 
death, for it is all too often a sign of chaos corruption. Cadak tried to hide his mutation as a 
hunchback or a similar disfigurement. And he tried to find a cure for his affliction. First in his 
father’s library but later he would try to steal magical tomes from other families and even 
venture into the skaven under markets. When even this would not help him, he would set out 
into the world. Following the extended trade routes of Izwan, he could seek out magical tutors 
in Cathay, Ind, even the academy of Altdorf.  
Finally, he learned that the ritual his father casted was meant to transfer the magical essence 
of another blood related being into himself. His father had planned to consume Cadaks latent 
magical abilities, but through circumstances it was Cadak who gained the magical abilities of 
his father in addition to his own. This allowed him to safely learn and use more than one lore 
of magic, something humans are otherwise unable to do, and become the most powerful 
sorcerer in Izwan.  
But the realization that he was just a human sacrifice for his father’s ambitions, embittered 
him. Cadak stoped in his quest to destroy his mutation. Instead he masked it under powerful 
illusions. With this newfound strength he returned to Izwan after many, many years. Of 
course, he would be killed, when the priest of zadan would discover his affliction. But Cadak 
believed himself skilled enough to evade them.  
 
Others rose in the meantime to prominence in Izwan, much to Cadaks shock. Before everyone 
else this pathetic street wizard Ashkan az Bringa, who had the audacity to usurp Cadaks own 
family.  
Cadak tried to climb the ranks of Izwans society, as his ancestors did before him, to finally 
proof that his affliction was anything but a hindrance. But Ashak threw stones in his way at 
every opportunity. Finally Cadak tried to remove him by force. Whilst Ashkan might be a 
cunning politician his magical prowess was nothing compared to the decades of experience 
Cadak could wield under his belt. 
Askan returned from a political meeting he passed Cadak who attacked him with ferocious 
spells. Ashkan was no equal to Cadak, but he managed to flee with his life intact. 
An attack on the elected sophet of Izwan was a crime of the highest order. Cadak 
underestimated the political power and the popularity of Ashkan in the populace. Soon was 
he hunted, not only by the priest of zadan, but also by the military and by many noble families.  
However, Ashkan saw certain use in his would-be-rival and assassin. When Cadak was 
captured, Ashkan sabotaged the priests of Zadans investigations and on Cadaks tribunal he 
held a glorious speech about the nobility of Cadaks character and managed to let him go free.  
Of course, this was all a ruse of Ashkans side. Cadak was now deeply indebted to the sophet, 
who also knew about his mutation. Ashkan, powerful as ever, just needed to utter a single 
word and Zadans priests would come to Cadak. Thus, became Cadak Ashkans magical 
enforcer, who would be sent on many important missions within Izwan and beyond.  
 
Cadak is the most powerful wizard of Izwan, able to use spells from two different Lore of magic 
thanks to his mutation. In addition, his years of travel made him a passable fighter who can 
use his snake head as another weapon. He uses a lindworm as a mount, a creature similarly 
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broken and mutated as him. (Cadak is partially based on Zahak, a mythical tryant of Persian 
folklore with two snakes on his neck). 
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5. The Eddu Confederation 

It is easy to think, that all elves in the world are either Asur, Druchii or Asrai. However, I mapped their 

settlements carefully. The Asur had outpost in the entire world. Who knows how many of these went 

their own way like the Asrai did after the War of Vengance? And when the former three races show one 

thing, then that elves are adaptable and hard to kill.  

Martin Waldseemüller, Marienburger Scholar and Cartographer 

 

5.1. Overview: 

The Eddu are a confederation of exiled elves, called Naudri, sasquatch-like creatures called Pangu and 

the Nunwi, relatives of Halfings. This unlikely confederation of species lives in the heartlands of 

Naggaroth, its mountains, steppes and forests. The Eddu are caught in an everlasting conflict against 

the Druchii and chaotic invaders.  

They are very loosely based on mythical creatures of Native American folklore such as the Cherokee 

and the Iroquois, and shall act as a faction native to Nagarroth. Their structure as a confederation could 

reflect the governmental structure of the Haudenosaunee, whilst their make-up of various groups 

brings to mind the Seminoles of Florida. 

Architectural cues may come from the hill settlements of Cahokia and similar settlements. Otherwise 

Rivendell of the Lord of the Rings movie may be an additional inspiration, as the Naudri are meant to 

bridge the gap between the monumental High Elves and naturalistic Wood Elves in regards to 

settlement structure.  

 

In battle the Eddu use the strength of all three member species. The strong Pangu form the frontline 

units, Naudri Elves act as magicians and Nunwi act as scouts and trappers for the army. This force is 

further supplemented by monstrous creatures.  

They are overall a balanced army which relies heavily on guerrilla tactics to win the battles. Many of 

their units have stalk and guerrilla deployment. But they are not as well versed in range combat like 

the asrai and they lack the numbers and brutality of the beastmen. Though their armies are more 

durable than either of the two forces. As such, they can be seen as a middle ground between Wood 

Elves and Beastman armies. 

 

5.2. Why: 

Naggaroth is an almost empty continent. Except for the Druchii it houses no significant factions. This 

is a missed opportunity as the Americas are home to hundreds of prestigious tribes and civilizations. 

Yet despite this huge arsenal to draw inspirations from Naggaroth is a huge white spot. 

 

To flesh out this setting I decided to draw upon many Native American myths to create a new faction. 

Many North American tribes have overlapping motives in their folktales. For example, they contain: 

Tales about sasquatch-like beings. Tales about small people who live in underground holes, akin to 

medieval European perspectives of dwarfs, e.g. being magical, hard to sport and mischievous beings. 

And some people like the Cherokee also had tales about magical, immortal people called Nunnehi that 

are somewhat similar to stories about elves and fays. These myths act as a rough template to create a 

unique faction which would fit into the Warhammer fantasy setting.  

Because of some similarities to existing fantasy tropes I decided to base these factions on races, that 

already exist in Warhammer, namely the Ogres, Halflings and Elves.  
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5.3. Society: 

Honestly, I expected everything except this from Naggaroth. Of course, I knew about the Dark Elves. 

And I knew about the roaming Chaos hordes. But by Sigmars backside no one told me that halflings are 

running around here. Don’t leave your belongings out of view. I did not see them yet, but it’s every 

Stirlanders sixth sense to feel when they are near.  

Ludwig Speer, stirlander mercenary and halfling hater 

 

Pangu:  

In Warhammer ogres and their relatives are morphological diverse. For example, next to the standard 

Warhammer Ogre exist gorgors, thin long-limbed bestial creatures, and ythee, also thin and furry yeti 

expies. The pangu are supposed to fit into this list as another ogre relative. Like the Y’thee is to 

represent the himalayan yeti, the pangu is supposed to represent the northamerican sasquatch. 

Millenia of divergence of their cousins in the Mountains of Mourn, and the adaptation to Naggorths 

climate has changed them. First they are smaller than regular ogre, roughly the size of an Orc Big’un. 

Also, they have no large gut, are long limbed and covered in a thick brown fur, giving them a bear or 

ape like appearance.  Because of their smaller size they are physically weaker than ogres, though they 

can still rip a human apart with their bare hands. They are also quicker and have more sensitive fingers 

and precise motions than their relatives. This allows them to fabricate and use tools other ogres could 

not handle. 

During the time of the old ones they migrated into Naggaroth. Far away from the other ogroids they 

were unaffected by the great maw and lack the endless hunger of their relatives. This makes it far 

easier to interact with them. But pangu are still great eaters who will consume many things.  

 

Nunwi:  

Dwarfs in Warhammer follow the standard fantasy formula as hardy smiths who are sceptical of magic 

and elves. They are also closely based around the WEMs. Therefore, they do not fit as a race in 

Naggaroth or as the mythical counterparts of the Nunwi. Thus, I decided to base the Nunwi on 

Halflings, who fulfil the pre-Tolkien stereotypes of dwarfs much better. After all, like the dwarfs 

counterparts from North American or medieval European folklore the fantasy criteria for halflings is 

that they are small, like mischievous deeds, are difficult to spot and live in underground holes.  

Also, in Warhammer ogres and halflings share some connections and might be related to each other. 

In addition in Warhammer halflings and ogres share some level of familiarity and connection. As such 

halfling tribes followed pangu eastwards over the land bridge connecting Naggaroth with the far east, 

and settled there.  

Naggaroth is a dangerous place, even before the druchii arrived, the nunwi became masters in being 

unseen by the dangerous predators of the land. The nunwi are not as careless and more adventurous 

and active than their empire relatives. And they are a lot fitter as they have to compete with a harsher 

environment. Though they still possess and talent for farming and a large appetite for their size. 

 

Naudri:  

Naudri or Storm Elves (based upon the Rune Nadrur, Season of Storm, dwindling, sorrow in Elthrain) 

are former elven colonist who lived in Naggaroth before the elven civil war. When Malekiths hosts 

entered Naggaroth they destroyed most of these colonies, except for Arnheim. Those Elves who were 

not killed or enslaved had to flee deeper into the wilderness of Naggaroth.  
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The naudri are embittered to this day and lament their destiny. They are also driven by an enormous 

wish for vengeance only slightly surpassed by the high elves of Nagarythe.  

As the naudri live with orgroids and haflings since the druchii arrived in Naggaroth, they lack the typical 

arrogance of other elves when they interact with other races. The naudri know that the two species 

are essential for their survival and treat them with brotherly respect. At the same time, they hate or 

at least mistrust all other elven factions. 

 

The confederation: 

Alone the naudri, nunwi or pangu would have had a chance to survive against the druchii and chaos 

forces. Thus, they formed the confederation and united their three people. However, this teamwork 

is not frictionless, even after all those millennia.  

For example, the Elves are still disturbed when the pangu view every dead body just as another meal, 

even former allies. And nunwi follow the halfling mentality of “yours or mine, such categories are 

artificial”. And nunwi and pangu often view the naudri as arrogant and controlling. 

Yet all three species profit from their alliance. For example, the Halflings are able to grow crops on the 

meagre soil of Naggaroth and sustain the members of the confederation. The pangu form a strong and 

reliant workforce and learned how to craft tools from the naudri. And the naudri are able to bind the 

creatures of the land to their course and are the primary magic users of the confederation. Though the 

numbers of the naudri are declining as elves in general are a dying race and they are no exception. 

 

The Eddu settlements are hidden within the land. They lie in swamps, deep within the forest or in the 

mountains. But the Eddu are not close to nature like the wood elves. Their settlements are more akin 

to rivendell or a Native American cities like Cahokia. These places are but civilised and of a certain 

elven beauty, mixed with architectural influences of the other two races. Often potent spells and 

illusions mask them from intruders, so that outsiders might walk right next to the city walls without 

realizing it. Some settlements are also partially based underground, constructed after nunwi 

preferences but modified to meet naudri and pangu needs. 

 

5.4. Religion: 

Since pangu and nunwi arrived in Naggaroth during the age of the old ones they have developed 

cultures independent from their relatives. For example, they have no idea about the classical halfling 

or ogre gods. Instead due to their contact with the naudri they adopted elven gods like Vaul, Isha, 

Kornus and Lilieath through cultural syncretism. They reshaped these gods through their own mind-

sets, interpretation and previous beliefs. For example, the pangu view vaul not as a blind elf of tool 

making but, as an ogre-like creature which not only made tools but also several living creatures. And 

for the nunwi Isha is a more halfing-like goddess of motherhood, fertility and agriculture. 

 

The naudri meanwhile have developed certain taboos. For example, they will not tolerate the open or 

organized worship of Khaine or other Gods like him. From their perspective the conflict with the druchii 

is an absolute fight for survival and every god who aids the druchii has already sided against the naudri 

and is therefore unworthy of worship. But to avoid Khaines or similar god’s wrath they still try to 

appease him out of necessity. 

Another god who is looked down upon is Asuryan, the creator god of the elven pantheon. The simple 

question of: “Where was Asuryan when the son of his former champion murdered us? Where was the 

phoenix king when we were slaughtered and dragged in chains to the dark towers?” are often cited 

when they are asked about why they treat him with disdain.  
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High elves of Ulthaun. Instead the naudri value Vaul much, as he gave the elves the tools they needed 

to survive against the hostile environment and because they see themselves within his suffering. 

 

5.5. Economy: 

The eddu live isolated lives. Trade and commerce happen only between their own settlements, but not 

with outsiders. The only exception are the Alith Anars shadow warriors. As such almost all goods that 

the eddu need are produced by themselves.  

Each species uses is own natural talents for different kinds of works. For example, the nunwi work the 

fields and the pangu use their strength to mine and craft tools etc. In the beginning the naudri were 

the main tool makers who could create powerful enchanted weapons. But today too few elven smiths 

exist to outfit large groups of soldiers and even more knowledge has been lost. And even these early 

artefacts are second rate elven tools at best, not comparable with the masterpieces of Ulthuan.  

The naudri never had the respiratory of knowledge in Ulthuan or the relative secure command 

structure of the druchii invaders. They started as a rag tag band of refugees and as such lacked the 

experts or infrastructure to craft real masterpieces. And as they had no access to the professional 

magic schools of either asur or druchii, their magical talents also declined.  

 

The creation of the confederation allowed the all members to replenish their losses. But as elves in 

general are a declining race, so are the naudri. This resulted in pangu and nunwi replacing them more  

and more in the day to day dealings. 

 

5.6. Military: 

These savages are almost as primitive as the Asrai. They think that these shaggy brutes and deformed 

dwarfs would protect them from us? That they could form these things into soldiers? These so-called 

Storm Elves are nothing but delusional. I will gladly watch them coming to their senses on our torture 

posts!  

Comment of a druchii soldier on the eddu shortly before being ripped apart by a so-called shaggy 

brute. 

 

In battle the eddu are an aggressive force, driven by hatred and fear. They will use everything that 

provides an advantage, such as ambushes, traps or attacks in difficult terrain. They will often try to 

surround the enemy or attack from multiple sites. 

 

Each member race will act according to its strengths. The pangu are often clad in heavy armour and 

act as rocks upon which the enemy forces are broken. nunwi are light skirmishers who use poisonous 

ammunition and traps to distract and weaken the enemy. And the naudri are quick and offensively 

strong units. They also bind the monstrous units to their forces. 

 

The eddu forces try to stay mobile even in difficult terrain. As such they lack artillery which would slow 

their forces down. Also, they are overall mobile generalist. They have more standing power than wood 

elves and beastmen, for example, but lack the damage output of either race. This leaves them with 

several weaknesses that the enemies could use. 
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5.6.1 Units: 

 

Lords: 

Naudri priest: 

The Storm Elves lack the professional magic schools of Ulthuan or Ghrond. This limits their magical 

abilities. Their magical powers are still potent but are more feral and not as refined as the spells of 

their relatives. Naudri Priests are the wisest and most experienced Storm Elves. They guide their forces 

against the enemy and often have centuries of experience under their belt. They have access to the 

Lore of Beasts, Heavens and Fire. They can be mounted on an elven steed, an eagle or a living 

terrorgheist. 

 

Pangu Chieftain: 

Pangus are the primary military force for the eddu. Their strength and durability make them their 

greatest warriors. The oldest warriors who have seen countless battles gain the rank of chieftain. Their 

combat experience makes them great commanders. Often their fur has turned grey or even white, 

showing their age and experience. With huge maces they break upon any armour and send human 

sized foes flying with each swing. As they are often the largest and heaviest of their species, they lack 

a mount choice. 

 

Heroes: 

Nunwi Sorcerer:  

Many Nunwis have a natural affinity for magic, especially the Lore of Shadows. Before the 

confederation they had to survive on their own in hostile Naggaroth, mostly by hiding themselves. 

Having been tutored by elves they gained astounding abilities. Next to the Lore of Shadows they are 

also able to cast spells of the Lore of Life and Lore of Beasts. 

 

Pangu Champion: 

Honoured Warriors gain the rank of Champion. These Warriors lead by example and go ferociously 

into battle. They are excellent against ranks of infantry and break armour with their two-handed 

weapons.  

 

Naudri Avenger: 

Especially strong individuals who have consumed the Last Gift of Vaul can endure for years in their 

transformed state. Having a skin made form living stone they run into battle without any thoughts of 

armour or shields. As weapons they use two swords. They act as assassins who will often run directly 

at their targets and mow it down in close combat. (For the Last Gift of Vaul go read the stone warrior 

section) 

 

Infantry: 

Nunwi:  

Being hard to sport and physical weak the Nunwi rely on skirmishing and ranged attacks. Most of their 

units are hard to spot in the terrain and therefore have stalk. They are often employed as scouts to 

gather intelligence or to harass the enemy before the real battle starts. 

 

Nunwi Skirmisher: Nunwis who use slings in battle.  
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Nunwi Ranger: More experienced Nunwi who use small crossbows. 

Nunwi Trapper: The most experienced Warriors. They use poisonous arrowheads, can fire at the 

enemy unseen and deploy traps which slow the enemy down and give the Nunwi more time to escape 

or for reinforcements to attack. 

 

Pangu:  

Pangu warriors form the front line of every battle. They are the sturdiest and physical strongest species 

of the eddu. As such it is their job to hold the line and to hit the enemy hard, which they do. After 

battle pangu warriors will consume the fallen, believing that their strength will pass over to them and 

make them more powerful. They are also good in hiding in the terrain for their size. 

 

Pangu unblooded: The youngest warriors who have yet to prove themselves in battle. To show their 

eagerness they often go without armour into the fight. They use armour-piercing maces and wooden 

shields. 

Pangu Warriors: The real warriors wear thick armour which would be too heavy for a human. But these 

strong creatures are not hindered by it. They also bear huge shields to protect them from enemy fire 

and wear. They can use axes against infantry or spears against large creatures. 

 

Naudri Warriors: The naudri are the lowest in numbers. Most of their kind are used in support roles, 

e.g. as healers or magic users. But those who go into battle fight with the excellence which is expected 

from elven soldiers. They lack the standing power of the pangu but are quick to move and to attack. 

Their warriors use shields and spears in battle. 

 

Shadow Warriors: These elven warriors are either men sent by Alith Anar himself to aid his allies in 

Nagarroth or storm elves who trained themselves in their ways. As their counterparts from the high 

elves they are great archers and guerrilla fighters. 

 

Cavalry: 

Ram Cavalry:  

Light cavalry based on the Bighorn sheep in north America. These wild rams are tamed by Nunwi and 

ridden into battle. With their thick horns they can lead to serious injuries on unarmoured targets. The 

role of the rider is not to fight himself but to steer these stubborn beasts into the direction of the 

enemy. 

 

Naudri Lancers:  

The naudri were able to save a few elven steeds from their old homes. Descendants of those animals 

form the core of the Eddu cavalry forces. Their elven riders are quick and ferocious in battle, forming 

a good light shock cavalry. They circle around the enemy and pierce them on their lances. But they are 

not durable if the enemy decides to fight back seriously. 

 

Elk Riders (for Americans Moose riders):  

What might sound like a joke at first is serious. Elks appear as silly creatures but like dromedary they 

are the perfect all-terrain vehicle.  

With their long legs and huge hoofs, they can traverse rivers, swamps and deep snow without 

problems. And a kick from them is strong enough to break a bear’s skull. Not to mention what males 

could to with their antlers. If a 700kg heavy elk bull runs at you the impact force would be similar to a 

small car.  
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The Norwegian army seriously tried to domesticate them for military use. This endeavour failed mainly 

because of the solitary nature, their special diet and their temperament.  

 

In this iteration Elks are ridden by pangu warriors and act as heavy cavalry which pulverizes enemy 

formations on impact. But they are slow and not heavily armoured.  

 

Monsters: 

The monster section is loosely based on different native American myths. They shall also show the 

darker side of the eddu who are willing to do everything to survive against their many enemies. 

 

Stone Warriors:  

Loosely based on the Nun'Yunu'Wi of Cherokee folktales, humanoid monsters who have a skin made 

of stone.  

In this iteration Vaul gave the naudri a special gift to defend themselves. This Last Gift of Vaul is a 

special potion that is transforming or reforming the body of an elves until his/her skin is as though and 

hard as stone without diminishing other abilities. However, the days of the elf are counted.  

Depending on the willpower and life force of the individual they can have months or at most a few 

years left until their bodies stiffen and turn completely to stone. The souls of the elves are trapped 

within the statures that once were their bodies. But considering the average elven afterlife this might 

be a plus.  

 

In battle only volunteering warriors consume Vauls last Gift. They then act as elite Infantry who have 

a strong natural amour but are also quick and hit their enemy like a flying brick. 

 

Behemoths:  

When pangu consume the Last Gift of Vaul they undergo a horrific transformation. The gift was created 

for elves and therefore reacts dangerously to other creatures. Nunwi for example are literally ripped 

apart and die instantly. But Pangu bodies are more resilient.  

Minerals and crystals will pierce their flesh and melt with any amour the creature was wearing at the 

time. When the transformation is complete instead of a furry ogroid stands a towering chimera of 

flesh, stone and metal. Behemoths lack any control of their new form, as their mind is often as 

destroyed as their old body. Thus, magicians must guide them into battle, where they are used as living 

battering rams. Behemoths burn out much quicker than normal stone warriors and can rarely be used 

for more than one battle.  

In battle they are very strong armoured but slow monstrous infantry. 

 

Incarnate Elemental of Beasts: 

The incarnate elemental of Beasts from the monstrous arcanum. It is a magical spirit summoned to a 

mortal form by a powerful magician. The creature with the skullified head of an elk and a humanoid 

body is then unleashed upon the enemy. Its howls can freeze the blood of nearby enemies.  

In battle it is a quick and powerful single entity monster that might have the ethereal trait. As it is pure 

offensive strength it lacks armour and defence. 

 

Incarnate Elemental of Heavens: 

A fictional incarnate elemental. Similar to the elemental of beats this creature is summoned by a 

magician. It takes the form of a huge bird or phoenix with dark blue feathers on astral bodies can be 

seen. It unleashes thunderbolts and storms against the enemy. 
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Loosely based on the thunderbird. 

 

Great Eagle: 

The normal great eagle translated from High Elves and Wood Elves armies. 

 

Nagarothi Wolf Pack: A pack of tamed wolves native to chilly Nagarroth. They act similar to other 

warhound units of other factions. 

 

Living Terrorgheist: 

Terrorgheist are some of the strongest and ferocious beasts in the Warhammer world. Thus far only 

dead creatures could be controlled by necromancers and got any representation in the tabletop game. 

But living Terrorgheists exist by necissity. As Elves have been shown to tame all manner of dangerous 

creatures, from dragons to manticores and white lions to Charybdiss’, it is not out of the possibility, 

that they could to so with these creatures. As such the living Terrorgheist is a unit for the Eddu. They 

fit their darker theme of being extreme survivalist using every advantage available, even such 

dangerous beasts. 

Coming alone or ridden by a naudri these creatures are not soaked in necromantic magic like their 

undead counterpart. Therefore, they lack regeneration and are not unbreakable. But they are still great 

anti-large units who can destroy enemies with their powerful shrieks. Of course, the rider is protected 

against those shrieks. 

 

5.7. History and Relations: 

You dare to demand our loyalty? Where was the loyalty of the phoenix king when we needed him? 

Where was the loyalty of our brethren in Ulthuan when the thrice accursed druchii claimed our lands? 

Did we mean anything to you? Of course not! You watched us being killed like wild beasts, happy that 

we bought time for YOU with OUR lives. And now you want us back under your heel? We have found 

more loyalty under the creatures of this land than under your arrogant lot that dares to call themselves 

our brothers! 

Extract of a heated discussion between Asur and Naudri diplomats. 

 

Naggaroth was always an inhospitable place. Even when the Old Ones ruled this world much of it was 

a cold, boreal land. In these times the ancestors of the pangu and nunwi migrated over a land bridge 

from the Old World into this chilling land. When the stellar gates collapsed Naggaroth was effectively 

isolated. Chaos energies spew forth and claimed this connection to the lands of the Old World. The 

two people survived by hiding deep in the forests or caves. For their luck Chaos concentrated on other 

targets, like the elves in Ulthuan, but many tribes of Pangu and Nunwi perished during this time.   

After chaos was banished, the elves created colonies in the far reaches of the world. Not only in the 

Old World, but also in Naggaroth, such as Arnheim. The elven colonists in Naggaroth adopted to the 

harsher climate and came to see this land as their new home, despite the hardships they had to endure, 

such as marauding bands of chaos warriors or other dangerous creatures.  

The colonists were far away from Ulthuan and its politics. Therefore, they were caught by surprise 

when the elven civil war erupted. For the most part the naggarothi colonist ignored the conflict. For 

them Ulthuan was far away. What did it matter to them who ruled it?  

This attitude changed when Malekith and his forces had to flee Ulthuan. When the Witch King set his 

first step on this soil, he had plans for his revenge already in mind. His forces spread fourth and 

attacked the elven colonies. Many colonists were killed, many more enslaved and forced to work for 

their new masters. Only Arnheim managed to avoid the attackers and remained an Asur outpost.  
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The nunwi and pangu, who until then had lived in small communities, were also caught in the druchii 

onslaught. Those who survived were too few to fight back.  

Naggarothi elves, Nunwi and Pangu were forced to flee westwards into the centre of the continent. It 

was a long trail of blood and bitter tears. Soon all three people came together and realized that each 

alone was too weak to survive. Within a decade the druchii or the forces of chaos or any other danger 

would have them all killed. As such the leaders of all three species formed a pact. From now on they 

would live, fight and die side by side to have any chance for survival. This act formed the Eddu 

Confederation, after the elven rune for pain, longing and determination.  

Hidden within the land were settlements built which grew over time into cities and fortresses. But the 

war against the druchii is never ending. Their constant attacks and perverse trickery has driven the 

Eddu paranoid and xenophobic. Each outsider could be a dark elven spy sent to locate their homes. 

And so, they secluded themselves more and more from the rest of the world. 

 

5.7.1 Relations: 

Because of their strict isolation and remote homeland, the Eddu are not known to many factions. It 

may happen that small forces of their number are encountered far from Nagarroth if it suits a special 

purpose. But this happens very rarely. As such factions like humans or dwarfs have never encountered 

them officially. But the naudri sent spies into the societies of other elves to be informed about threats 

from the outside world. These agents did travel as far as empire and were encountered by humans, 

but they never revealed themselves. 

 

5.7.1.1 High Elves:  

In their arrogance the high elves of Ulthuan view the naudri still as their subjects, even though they do 

not know where their settlements are. And in their typical mindset the high elves also believe, that the 

naudri control the confederation and see the pangu and nunwi more as domesticated beasts than 

allies. Ignoring all past problems the eddu had with the high elves, this mindset alone is enough to 

inhibit warmer relations between the two. And from the eddus perspective the high elves were 

responsible for the genesis of the dark elves. And later they did not destroy them, when they had the 

chance. Instead they were just happy to have them out of the country without spending a second 

thought about what these monsters would do to others.  

As such the eddu hate and dislike the high elves, with one exception. Alith Anar, the Shadow King, is 

the only outsider the eddu consider an ally. He hates the druchii with a passion that surpasses even 

that of the eddu. Direct cooperation is difficult as the shadow king is always moving and spies are 

everywhere. But the eddu consider him and his shadow warriors’ honorary members of their 

confederation. eddu regularly house his forces and more than once did Alith Anar lead an Eddu force 

into battle against their hated foes. 

 

5.7.1.2 Dark Elves:  

Malekith is a name that cannot be spoken without starting a brawl in eddu settlements. Druchii are 

the eternal enemy of their kind. Monsters with which little kids are scared. Sadly, these monsters are 

too real. The Eddu were the first source for the never-ending slave hunger of Naggarond. Only after 

their numbers were too reduced and they went into hiding were the druchii forced to look for new 

slaves overseas. To this day bands of shades will hunt inland. If they capture a member of the eddu 

alive they will torture him for the location of one of their cities. But all eddu are prohibited by magic 

to release such information to outsiders. The druchii know this, but torture is mandatory. 
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The eddu gladly reciprocate by ambushing outposts, attacking patrols and freeing slaves. But they do 

not take in the freed slaves. Too often did it happen that among the slaves were those still loyal to the 

druchii, who would betray the positions of the eddu. As such the slaves are left for themselves when 

the eddu forces retreat into hiding.  

 

5.7.1.3 Wood Elves: 

Contact with the Wood Elves is extremely sparse and happens only if champions of the forest are sent 

out for some mission. One could think, that the eddu and the asrai get along well. Both are descendants 

of independent elven colonies, both live in hidden settlements etc. But this is not the case. The eddu 

had to endure thousands of years not only with the druchii but also with the forces of chaos, which 

attack naggaroth even more frequently than the old world. As such they view places of wild magic with 

suspicion. For them Athel Loren is dangerously close to a chaotic realm, its spirits close to demons. 

They fear that the forest corrupts its inhabitants. And the brief interactions with their relatives accord 

to that thinking.  

The first contact between the two forces happened, when an asrai hunting group came to Naggaroth 

for a mission of Ariel. They carelessly hunted a pangu chieftain down like a wild animal and showed no 

remorse, or respect for the eddu themselves. That they were accompanied by forest spirits strengthen 

the mistrust from the eddu site. But the asrai do not care for this realm in the cold west, as they care 

only for Athel Lore and nothing else. 

 

5.7.1.4 Chaos: 

Chaos barbarians and beastmen are a constant threat to the eddu. They do not hunt them with the 

same ferocity as the druchii, but they are still a great danger to the confederation. When a chaos war 

host is discovered the first instinct is to misdirect them. In the best case towards druchii territory. If 

this is not possible it will be attacked by skirmishing parties. If even this does not stop them the eddu 

will march to war. In a paradox state the druchi always take the brunt of the chaos attacks and thus 

the eddu are indirectly helped by their sworn enemies. Of course, it is suicidal to tell an eddu that they 

profit from the druchiis presence, even in this very specific case. 

 

5.7.1.5 Skaven: 

Skaven are a pest in Naggaroth as they are in the rest of the world. They have no personal problems 

with the eddu. At least not more than they have problems with every other breathing or not-breathing 

species. But it did often happen that the ever expanding ratmen stumbled upon eddu settlements by 

coincide. As perfidious as skaven are, they revealed such precious locations to the enemies of the eddu 

with the intend to scavenge was is left or, if they are especially brave, attack the surviving force. Such 

acts make the skaven sworn enemies of the eddu who will attack the treacherous vermin at every 

opportunity. After all, only a dead skaven can tell no secrets. 

 

5.7.1.6 Other factions: 

As the Great Ocean separates the eddu from other factions in the Old World all they know about them 

comes from their spies in druchii and asur societies. These reports are often only indirect and thrive 

with elven bias. Therefore, the eddu know little about the societies of man or dwarf and these factions 

are as exotic to them, as they would be to the factions of the old world. For them the Empire appears 

like a high elven puppet state, as it was Teclis who created the Colleges of Magic.  
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Though many eddu, especially the naudri, have sympathy for the dwarfs, as they see many parallels in 

their history with the high elves. But so far no greater contact between the factions has occurred. 

 

5.8. Characters: 

 

5.8.1 O’kwari: 

O’kwari is an experienced pangu soldier and general with decades of experience. Over the course of 

his life he had led countless campaigns against the forces of chaos, druchii and other evils within 

Naggaroth. As a sign of his age and experience his fur has become silvery-white.  

In older times he was a level-headed individual. Whilst he enjoyed a good brawl, he knew that he also 

needed tactics and logistics to win a battle. He also disdained senseless violence such as the senseless 

mutilation of enemy corpses, even of a druchii. But of this honourable individual very little is left. 

Because of his grand campaigns he was a wanted man, and a huge bounty was placed on his head. 

Bands of shades were searching the entire northern continent for him specifically. When they found 

his settlement, they did not attack outright, fearing the cunning and the strength of him and his pangu 

warriors. Instead they notified the nearest druchii outpost, who gathered a large war host. Using magic 

to evade the eddu scouts, this force attacked the settlement completely by surprise.  

O’kwari had to see his wife and children being caught by the druchii. He was also captured and brought 

to Clar Karond in chains. He was first presented to the city’s ruler. This dreadlord would gauge out one 

of his eyes and taunt him for his mistakes. He also declared, that his family were brought to other slave 

markets and that he would never see his them again, but not telling him were they would go and 

whether or not they were alive at all. This uncertainty should be another of his many tortures. But the 

governor grew bored of his new trophy very quickly. Knowing that many people in the city would like 

to see the former chieftain of the pangu suffer, he sent O’kwari into the fighting pits. 

 

At first O’kwari did not want to participate, accepting is defeat and awaiting his death. For him the 

walk into the arena was just another form of execution he did not want to drag out. But then he saw 

his former warriors in the arena, calling out for his help, begging him to not let them die, whilst they 

were fighting against pit fighters and sisters of slaughter. O’kwari was moved by the suffering of his 

soldiers. He could not stand by and see them die one after one without moving a finger, just because 

he was done with his life. As such he entered the arena with a bitter determination.  

For several years did they endure the fighting pits of Clar Karond, fighting against all manners of slaves, 

monsters or deranged druchii. Together with his old soldiers he managed to fight and live day after 

day. Their numbers did dwindle, but their determination did not.  

Then one day a magical explosion shook the city, followed by anarchy and a massive wildfire that 

sprung from building to building. This chaos was the chance O’kwari and the remaining men of him 

needed. They manage to break free of their chance and to escape the city. 

The time in the fighting pits left each of them heavily scarred, both physically and emotionally. Where 

O’kwari was once a relative gentle creature, he was now bitter and vengeful. He did not know what 

happened to his family, but he wished, that they were already dead and had not to endure what he 

had. Following his escape, he reconnected with the Eddu, but he could not accept a peaceful life within 

their cities. Instead he and his forces are constantly patrolling the wilderness of Naggaroth, slaying 

each enemy they come across with a bestial fury.  

 

As a pangu O’kwari is a huge, sasquatch-like creature, who wears heavy black armour and an axe and 

a shield. His body is covered in scars and he is missing an eye, his white fur often blood soaked. To the 

pangu he is a legendary figure, as he managed to endure the horrors of enslavement and managed to 
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break free, to continue fighting the druchii. As such he buffs many of his fellow soldiers, especially 

pangu warriors. Furthermore, he as frenzy and an intense hatred towards dark elves, giving his army 

bonuses when fighting them.  

 

8.2 Sendai the clanmother: 

Sendai is a nunwi clanmother. This means that she is one of the most respected civil authorities of the 

nunwi. Her duties amongst others are the organisation of the nunwi communities within eddu 

settlements, assignment of duties, administration and care. As a proficient magic user, she also learned 

to wield the lore of shadows from a naudri mentor. Under her oversight the communities she was 

responsible for prospered. But one day a report came in about a huge force of chaos warriors enclosing 

on the settlement. The cities soldiers mustered to engage this threat.  

What no one knew at the time, was that this force was just a distraction instigated by a cunning skaven 

warlord. He had lured the warriors to the settlements in hoping rid of both the eddu and chaos warriors 

to loot the remnants of war parties.  

So, whilst the settlements warriors engaged the warriors of chaos in the surrounding woodlands did 

the skaven burrow under the eddu settlement, ready to attack the civilians. But one nunwi, who lived 

in an underground house, could not sleep because of a strange noise coming from the walls. He 

reported his problem to Sendai, who figured out, what was happening. She responded quickly. With 

the few remaining soldiers in the settlement and every citizen willing to protect their homes, she 

formed a rag-tag group of militiamen. Knowing that tunnel warfare would be advantageous for the 

ratmen, as the pangu were too large to enter the holes and too few naudri remained to form an 

effective fighting force, the nunwi had to engage this enemy by themselves. But the skaven were better 

equipped than this hasty gathered militia and had the numerical advantage.  

Still the Nunwi made their own tunnels, trying to intercept the skaven. When they had a breach, Sendai 

waited for the right moment. When the skaven paused their work, she used a strong spell to 

camouflage her forces. The nunwi then entered the skaven tunnels. Unseen they circumpassed the 

guards or disposed of them, until they reached the skavens food depot. Using her knowledge in 

alchemy and herbal tinctures, Sendai poisoned the food supply. Sick and starving the skaven horde 

attacked each other. The warlord tried to gather the remaining healthy forces and drive them towards 

the settlement in a last gambit. But before he could reach the settlement, Sendai and her nunwis 

blocked his path. What followed was a short but intense underground brawl in which the nunwi were 

able to drive the weakened skaven off. The warlord cursed them and swore bitter revenge, before 

retreating into the depths of the under empire.  

From this day on Sendai would take a more active approach within eddu society, participating in 

military actions with her militia. She still is a civil administrator first and foremost, but her magical 

abilities and cunning have bought her the respect of other eddu commanders.  

 

In battle she uses her magic to hide her troops and give them a better deployment range. Furthermore, 

she could give her units poisonous attack and gain stalk herself. 

 

5.8.3 Shendora: 

Shendora is a naudri sorceress who was sent to spy upon the druchii. She gained access to the sorcery 

school in Ghrond but kept a low profile. If she would rise to high in druchii society her position was 

much endangered, and too many people would watch her step, making her spying business difficult. 

Instead she stayed hidden in the lower ranks of druchii society for decades, despite her talent as a 

magician.  
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From there she gathered information about varies aspect of druchii society. From plans about 

infrastructure, to army deployments, to registers. Each information she could get her hands one was 

valuable to the naudri. With her insight’s raids and attack against druchii armies and outposts could be 

performed.  

Still her position was very dangerous, and more than one time was she close to be discovered. Her 

greatest coup however was the kidnapping of several dozen druchii children. She arranged their arrest 

and brought them to the eddu, who would raise them into proper storm elves. 

However, this final coup blew up her cover. Only in the last second did she manage to escape capture 

using her magical abilities. But she was not saved. She met a small eddu force outside of druchii 

territory, but bands of shades and other forces followed here closely.  

Especially the sorceress’ of ghrond were outraged about the infiltration and sent doomfire warlocks to 

hunt her down. For weeks the small force evaded and skirmished with their followers, often surviving 

only thanks to the magical abilities of Shendora. During this run they reached the lair of a terrorgheist. 

There the interlopers trapped them. Unable to flee Shendora used her magic to waken the creature of 

its slumber and to unleash it upon the druchii. The terrorgheist fell over them with a fury and drove 

them off but was harshly wounded in return. Shendora used this weakened state to bind the creature 

to her will. With this new asset her party was able to reach eddu territory safely.  

From this day one is Shendora seen on many battlefields, using her mount to travel between the 

different eddu settlements. She will be found wherever she is needed and is one of the strongest magic 

users of the naudri, as she is one of the few who experienced and survived the training of ghrond. Still 

she is viewed with much suspicion in eddu society. Many fear that she had grown too close to the dark 

elves during her years in in their cities.  

 

In battle Shendora is a mage user who can cast spells of the lore of beasts and of dark magic. She can 

mount a living terrorgheist, which gives her a great utility on the battlefield.  
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6. Nethun 

 

6.1 Overview: 

The Nethun are a mockery of Manann. They are nothing more than mere vermin that infest his azure 

domain. Chaos spawned for sure, deceiving and dangerous. It must be every pious man’s duty to burn 

down their cities, to kill the adults and club the young ones. Only if this blight is removed from the 

shores may humanity enjoy a better tomorrow. 

Comment of a priest of Manann 

 

The Nethun are an aquatic faction inspired by several myths about sea folk like mermaids. They live 

along the coastlines of the great ocean with the largest concentration along the western shore of the 

southlands and smaller enclaves in the old world.  

They come in two variants, the merfolk, classical mermaids/merman who often have magical abilities, 

and the forca, humanoids with webbed hands and fingers and slightly more bestial attributes, who are 

great artisans and smiths. (The name forca is derived from foca, the Italian word for seal, the nethun 

make large use of spears and tridents, aka forks.) 

 

In gameplay the nethun are be a medium sized generalist army, who focus primarily on close and short-

ranged combat and magical support troops and a specialisation against large targets. Yet they are 

relatively slow, in general not heavily armoured and can easily be taken out by concentrated long range 

fire. Many concepts of this pitch, especially the monsters, are translated from ManO’war. 

 

6.2. Why: 

In cultures all around the world myths about magical seafolk exists, e.g. in the form of mermaids, 

Selkies, Undines, Wassermänner, Telchnids, Nagas, laras, etc. The exact nature of these creatures 

varies depending from culture to culture and century to century. For example, modern Eurocentric 

depictions of merfolk often depicts a hybrid of a human upper body and a fish tail. But in european 

medieval folktales many sea people had more in common with seals, e.g. selkies, or other marine 

mammals such as dolphins.  

Sometimes those sea people lack fishtails entirely and were simply magical humans living in the sea, 

or they have two fishtails human legs, like the mermaid on the Starbucks logo. Also, their 

characterization varied depending on culture and time period. Sometimes merfolk is benevolent, 

sometimes it is dangerous, sometimes seductive, and sometimes horrifyingly inhuman.  

 

Either way sea people appear to be a central motive within human mythologies and folktales. Despite 

Warhammer being a battle royal of fantasy tropes, no faction was ever based upon these rich 

mythologies. Mermaids and sirens exist as footnotes in the setting itself but nothing more was done 

with this premise. 

Therefore, I decided to create a faction pitch, to show how such a merpeople faction may enrich the 

setting of the game. In this iteration the nethun incorporate many different aspects of sea folk but are 

mostly drawn from scotish selkies and the Greek telchnids. Other influences contain polynesian and 

indonesian elements.  
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6.3. Biology: 

To incorporate many, sometimes contradicting, inspirations of sea folk, the nethun are mainly 

composed of two subspecies:  

First the classical merfolk with a tail instead of legs, and secondly the forca, who have webbed hands 

and feet and a slightly more bestial, seal-like appearance.  

Instead the modern iteration of fish-human hybrid, both subspecies of the nethun have characteristics 

of marine mammals, like whales and dolphins in case of the merfolk, and seals in the case of the forca. 

This means, that they are excellent swimmers, but still need to breathe air and like to rest on land. For 

this reason, they inhabit swamps, river deltas and coastal areas.  

Furthermore, instead of fish scales the merfolk has leathery skin similar to that of dolphins, whilst the 

forca have a dense, seal-like fur. Colour schemes of the fur varies depending on the area the Nethun 

inhabit, but often contains elements of dark blue or black with a lighter belly, a colour scheme many 

marine birds and mammals adopted. 

Merfolk and forca can interbreed, but the resulting child will always either be merfolk or forca, 

depending on whether it is born with a tail or two legs. As the merfolk lack legs, they have to rob or 

slither along the ground, making them much slower than the forca. But in the ocean, they are better 

swimmers. Nethun can also grow three times older than humans. 

As their primary food sources comes from kelp, shellfish and other marine animals, Nethun have 

problems with digesting alcohol. Even slight amounts of alcohol can intoxicate them easily, whilst 

larger amounts are deadly.  

 

6.4. Society: 

A nethun is often a bad omen. Even if they help you once, they might kill you the next time. Or they 

might eat you. Or enslave you. Never trust them, and always be fearful of their sight. 

Sailors advise to a cabin boy. 

 

As both subspecies have different natural attributes and talents, they fulfil different functions within 

their society. In spirit of their inspirational source materials, both nethun subspecies are magically 

talented, but in different ways. 

 

The forca are primarily based on the telchnids of Greek mythology. Those creatures were the 

mythological, original inhabitants of several of greek islands. They were great craftsmen who produced 

Poseidon’s Trident for example. As such the forca are also great artisans, who can create magical 

weapons and tools that to not corrode in saltwater. As they can work on both land and water, they 

form the bulk of the workforce, harvesting land bound resources and constructing many buildings. As 

fire does not burn under water, they have their smiths and workshops on the surface too.  

 

The merfolk on the other hand use magic more openly and often have a stronger connection to the 

winds of magic. Many have latent magical abilities, like an alluring musical talent, the ability to bind 

marine creatures to their will, or to form magical projectiles out of water. As such they are the seers, 

priests and wizards of their society, and lead the menagerie of war beasts into battle. Furthermore, 

they tend the aquatic gardens and fields, which are one of the main food sources for the nethun. 

 

As marine species and good swimmers the nethun can spread easily across the surface of the planet. 

No desert, dense forests or mountain ranges stops them dead in their track, and each island and 

continent can be circumnavigated. As such their settlements can be found on all shores of the great 
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ocean. In the Old World the nethun live in hard to reach villages and cities, due to the many land born 

dangers. Those settlements are often built on wooden platforms on the water, or in hidden swamps 

and lagoons.  

But if undisturbed from elves, men, orcs or the several other dangers of the Warhammer world, they 

can carve out huge realms and kingdoms that dominate many miles of coastline, and are protected by 

huge citadels that rise from the sea. Huge cities and kingdoms exist on the southwestern areas of the 

Southlands or around the Sea of Storms south of the Darklands.  

For long distance travel the nethun do employ ships, which they sail with great expertise. They prefer 

smaller catamarans, which are much quicker than any men-build ship, but also more fragile. As they 

live their entire live close to the sea, even unschooled nethun can predict weather patterns or know 

the position of currents and make for excellent navigators.  

 

Their society mirrors basic human nations in many ways. As such they have noble classes and houses 

as rulers, merchants and artisan guilds and poor serfs, indentured to the higher classes of their society. 

They are also very fond of slaves or servants of other races, who can perform tasks on dry land better 

than the nethun could. Those are kept in control by special collars that could kill the slave in an instant, 

e.g. through injecting a quick-killing poison. A necessary invention, as slaves could easily escape on the 

dry land. 

 

The nethun hold no allegiances to anyone but themselves and are completely amoral against anyone 

but themselves. But they are not actively malevolent or brutal, like orcs or skaven. Yet they hold no 

more empathy for a land dweller, as a land dweller would have for a thuna. Because of this they appear 

fickle and unpredictable to outsiders as fickle as the sea itself. They could help a ship out of the storm, 

only to sink it themselves moments later. Sometimes they bring the crew to the next shore, sometimes 

they enslave them, and sometimes they eat them. It depends on their mood or hidden motives.  

 

6.5. Religion: 

The nethun hold their version of Mannan and Stormfels in highest regard. As sea and storm gods they 

influence almost each aspect of the day to day live of the nethun. Mannan is often prayed to for the 

more civil aspect of their society like calm waters, a good harvest of shellfish and kelp etc., whilst 

Stormfels is a deity that is often called upon in times of war or struggle. 

But the nethun are aware of the fickle nature of both deities, especially Stormfels. As such they fear 

the brother gods as much as they revere them. They try to appease the deities, especially Stormfels, 

with several of offerings. Slaves have many practical applications and are very valuable. This inherent 

value means they are excellent sacrifices to appease the gods. 

As the two gods embody the ocean itself, the nethun do not build temples, but praise the gods in the 

open waters. They perform their sacred rituals on certain times, e.g. during a springtide or a full moon. 

Priests are chosen from both subspecies, but the higher ranks are often hold by merfolk, as their 

stronger connection to magic makes it easier for them to use the blessings of the gods.  

 

The third major God for the nethun is the Maelstrom of the Galleon’s Graveyard at the heart of the 

great ocean, which is seen as a descendant of Stormfels. To the nethun it is the personification of 

death. Depending on the school of belief it is either a gatekeeper, that leads the souls of the dead into 

an afterlife, or a malicious entity that consumes them. Either way the nethun respect and fear this 

entity even more than Stormfels or Mannan, because their wrath will always end in the Maelstrom. 

That Count Noctilus set up base at the galleons graveyard within the maelstrom has led to a theological 
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schism and civil wars between the nethun. Some see him as an aspect or avatar of the maelstrom itself, 

whilst others see him as a leech that suckles on their deity. (For more see History and Relations). 

 

Other gods also exist, but their presence is miniscule in comparison to the other three. In addition to 

those Gods the nethun also deeply admire great beasts of the sea. Before everything else they praise 

Amanar, the Guardian of Lothern, as a demigod and Son of Manann. 

 

6.6. Economy: 

The nethun have easy access to the great wealth of the sea. They can mine the seafloor for ores of all 

kinds and coal of long sunken forest. Not to mention the riches of sunken ships. The forca use these 

materials to create great metalworks. Their smithereens are often build close to coastal forests, for an 

additional supply of wood. The nethun also produce great masonry works that can withstand even the 

fiercest of storms, or beautiful wooden cities on platforms within the sea. They harvest fields of kelp 

and shellfish to feed huge parts of their population, and fish extensively. But the sea is not plentiful 

everywhere. In poorer regions the nethun are forced to scavenge their resources from the dry land.  

 

Trading partners on the land vary from region to region. Many races, especially humans and elves, 

distrust the nethun for a variety of reasons. But especially the elite of nethun society craves for certain 

products of those cultures. Alcohol is toxic in larger amounts, but it is still a sought-after luxury in their 

society, even if one barrel of dwarfen ale could kill the entire upper class of a major city. Slaves are 

another resource that is in high demand. But the nethun can also offer slaves to certain factions, if 

they have a surplus. 

 

Trade is not easy, as the nethun are as fickle as the sea itself. As such they have no quarrels to consume 

sentient species as another food source or using them as cattle. Elven flesh is soft and delicate, dwarf 

meat stringy, but rare and intoxicating, human flesh common and easier available, but skaven tastes 

foul and bitter. Though in the long-term land dwellers are more useful as slaves, and after a few years 

of hard work they have little taste left. For this reason, land dwellers are a delicacy for those rich 

enough to compensate the loss of a few potential workers. And whilst it is bad for business if you eat 

your trading partner, accidents might happen, especially close to the open ocean. 

 

6.7. Military: 

When they attack, it seems like Mathlann lends his strength to them. His children may march side by 

side with these fickle creatures. They can be an engaging foe. But in the end, they are still meat and die 

like everything else. They do not make good slaves, being sea creatures and all, but their furs are warm, 

and sacrifices for the gods are always needed. 

Druchii Corsair commenting the Nethun 

 

The nethun had difficulties to translate their marine warfare to the dry land. But this history gives them 

some unique perks. For one the average nethun soldier is stronger as the average human, as the 

movement in water costs more energy than the movement on land (Its harder to push water away 

than air). But on the counter side their infantry is slower than the average humanoid, as webbed feet 

and tails make it hard to move on land. 

 

The signature weapon of the nethun are spears and especially the trident. They make great use of both 

weapons against various sea creatures and as such are great in dealing with large entities. 
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Furthermore, they were able to bind some of those creatures to their will, to use them in battle. In 

addition to this they also have access to several war machines. Their army is further strengthened by 

their use of magic. 

 

But as mentioned, most of their units is slow on land, and whilst they are great in defensive position, 

they lack offensive potential. Also, whilst they are good at holding the line, most of their armour is 

often made of leather or scales. This means, that they are good in close range and fighting against 

melee units, but a faster enemy or concentrated range fire can cost them dearly.  

 

 

6.7.1 Units: 

Because I am bad with original names, I named several units after gladiator types, as some gladiator 

pairings have a marine theme, murmillo=fish, retarius=fishermen. 

 

Lords: 

Sea Witch:  

Sea Witches are the most potent magic user of all nethun. They are mostly made up of mer and lead 

their army into battle using various spells. Those include the Lore of Heavens, Beasts and Metal. They 

can mount a Hippocampi Chariot or a Storm Altar. Their title is given to them by land dwellers, who 

might mistake male mer for being female, or do not care in the heat of combat. 

 

Sea Prince:  

Princes are nobles placed at the head of an army. Often, they are closely related to the ruler of a village 

or realm. As such they have access to be best training and equipment the nethun can offer. They can 

come in two variants: 

 

- A Mer Sea Prince is armed with an armour-piercing trident and a shield. He is slow on land, but good 

at blocking and dodging hostile blows and holding the line. They can mount a hippocampi chariot or a 

Dragon Turtle. 

A Forca Sea Prince is armed with a sword and a shield and more of an allrounder in battle. He is faster 

than a Mer Prince and useful in an offensive. He can also mount a hippocampi Chariot or a Dragon 

Turtle. 

 

Heroes: 

Maelstrom Priest:  

Maelstrom Priests are those Nethun, who commit themselves to the worship of the Maelstrom at the 

heart of the great ocean. As such they decorate themselves with pieces of sunken ships and bones of 

drowned creatures. They are feared by normal Nethun, but their devastating potential on the 

battlefield makes them keen allies. Through their praising of the Maelstrom they have access to the 

Lore of the Deep. Furthermore, they are good in melee combat too, fighting with a two-handed 

Trident. 

 

Nixie:  

Nixie are the normal magic users of the Mer. They have access to the Lores of Heavens, Beasts and  

metal. They are also able to improve the combat abilities of nearby soldiers by sea enchantments. They 

can mount a hippocampi chariot. 
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Infantry: 

Forca Hurlers:  

Unarmoured Skirmishers who throw anti-large Javelins at the enemy.  

 

Mariner: 

An upgraded version of the Hurler. They were shields and leather armour and armour-piercing tridents  

as melee equipment. They still have one or two javelin per model to throw at the enemy before the 

melee combat begins. 

 

Forca Crossbowmen: 

Basic Forca soldiers who use crossbows 

 

Forca Soldiers:  

Forca soldiers who wear scale armour and a thureos shield for defence. They are basic mid-tier 

infantry. They can wield shorts words or spears.  

 

Retarii:  

Unarmoured Forca who use Tridents as anti-armour and anti-large weapons. They can slow down 

enemies with a net. 

 

Sagitarii: 

Mer archers who imbue their projectiles with their latent magical energies. As such their arrows deal 

magical damage. 

 

Murmillones:  

The elite all-rounder Unit for the Mer. They are Forca protected by scale armour and a thureos shield. 

They also use magical swords in a wave-like shape (similar to the Indonesian Kris). They have good 

melee defence and offensive stats and deal magical damage. 

 

Veles Guard: 

Mer soldiers who were the best protective equipment available to the nethun. They hold huge, round 

shields of enchanted materials, and long spears and tridents. As mer they are slow on land, but great 

in holding the position. 

 

Hired Pirates:  

The nethun know that campaigns on open land are stacked against them. Therefore, they are willing 

to hire mercenaries if possible. Pirates are an obvious first choice, as these ruthless men and women 

are more than willing to fight and plunder near the open waters.  

Pirates are very light armoured, but also quicker than every other nethun infantry. They can act like 

the free company militias, fighting with sabres and pistols for the highest bidder. 

 

Monstrous Units: 

Theralinds Brood:  

Theralinds Brood is mentioned in a Warhammer RPG as a snakelike mixture of a snake and a horse. For 

a better picture, think of sepulchral stalkers with claws, fishscales and a horse-like head. They have 
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two long arms with claws and slither on their snake-like tail over ground. In battle they are the only 

dedicated anti-infantry unit of the nethun and come in small groups. According to the Warhammer 

wiki, they are unique to the area lyonenesse and descendants of a cursed bretonnian noblewomen. As 

this origin mirrors this iteration of the nethun, they are a good fit for their rooster. Therefore, 

Theralinds Brood could be encountered in many marine areas for the nethun to tame. 

 

Dragon Turtle:  

Dragon Turtles are mentioned in ManO’war as huge creatures that can take bites out of ships. They 

are described as having a dragon-like head and being four meters long. Originally, they are more akin 

to sea turtles, but for the purposes of this rework they are given legs to include them into land warfare. 

They act as monstrous cavalry for the nethun, who build howdahs on their pack, staffed with 

crossbowmen.  

 

Sea Elemental:  

In ManO’war the sea elemental is a manifestation of the sea itself, being made of magic, storms and 

saltwater. Originally, they were Tritons kin growing closer to the sea itself. Though Tritons canonicity 

is dubious. In this iteration, they are magical constructs created by the most powerful magic users of 

the nethun. As they lack a solid body and owing to their magical nature, they could have the ethereal 

trait, in addition to magical attacks.  

 

Merwyrm:  

Merwyrm are closely connected to the High Elves. But these creatures are also praised by the nethun 

who view them as children of Manann. The most potent of Sea Witches are able to bargain with those 

creatures and potentially recruit them for their armies.  

 

War Machines: 

Hippocampi Chariot:  

Hippocampi are creatures of Greek mythology with the front of a horse and the tail of a fish. They are 

the draft animals of Poseidon’s chariot and are sometimes depicted with small wings. For this unit 

hippocampi are harnessed to chariots that levitate a few feet above ground. Steered by a crew of mer 

with spears or crossbows they leviate across the battlefield. 

 

Royal Barke:  

The royal barke is the enlarged version of the hippocampi chariot. For better understanding of its look 

picture something akin to a mortis engine in a naval style, that is drawn by hippocampi instead of 

spirits. It resembles roughly the wooden deck of a ship that floats above ground. 

The barke is an expensive war machine that can only be manned by the higher ranks of nethun nobility. 

It is manned by a crew of dozens of forca and mer, who fire crossbows at the enemy. Furthermore, the 

sight of this war machine increases the moral of nearby troops.  

 

Storm Altar:  

The magical version of a royal barke, but it functions more akin to a celestial hurricanum. Several 

magical instruments are placed on deck and a sea witch and her acolytes use powerful enchantments 

to fling magical projectiles at the enemy. 
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Harpoon Laucher:  

The harpoon launcher is the only artillery type the nethun can field. It is essentially a large crossbow 

that fires anti-large harpoons at the enemy. It can come in two versions: 

 

Net version: Attached to the harpoon are nets, weights and tightropes that slow the affected unit 

down and lower their defence 

Blackpowder version: Attached to the harpoon are black powder sacks that are meant to explode 

inside the target (reminiscent to how dynamit harpooning of whales was done). They do extra armour-

piercing and fire damage. 

 

 

6.8. History:  

We are the first sons of the sea. We are the rulers of this domain, blessed by other gods. And still this 

parasite of a vampire dares to suckle on the breast of our deity. And what do we do? Sit idle at the site 

and praise him for this affront? No, I will never tolerate this. Every Nethun who dares to worship this 

undead maggot is no brother of mine and deserves a quick death! 

A nethun prince declaring war on the Noctilites 

 

The origin of the nethun is a mystery, even to themselves. They claim to be the children of the sea 

gods. Outside of this not much is known. Scholars have created many theorizes to their origin. As they 

were first recorded by elves shortly after the Sundering, some speculate, that they are descendants of 

elves who were saved by Mathlann from drowning, by giving them new forms. Elves claim otherwise, 

seeing the nethun as nothing more than mere sea beasts. 

Other scholars point out, that the nethun pray to Manann, who could never be Mathlann. Both gods 

are completely different after all. One is the elven god of the sea and storms, known for his fickle and 

uncaring nature, the other is the human god of sea and storms, known for his fickle and uncaring 

nature. Totally different. And no human has ever prayed to an elven god or vice versa, right? 

The scholars argue therefore, that they could be a special breed of beastmen who decided to worship 

the sea instead of chaos, or humans spirited away by Manann, to save them from a flood or from 

sinking ships. Other people think, that they are degenerate descendants of Tritons people, but his 

origin is also highly debated.  

Either way after the War of Vengance the nethun were quick to establish themselves along the 

coastlines of the entirety of the old world. They had to endure several attacks from beastmen, orcs 

and chaos warbands, but overall, they were able to prosper. But when the humans migrated into the 

Old World and started to form unified nations like the empire and bretonnia, they claimed more and 

more coastlands for themselves and attacked nethun settlements, seeing them as nothing more than 

mere beastmen.  

Because of this the nethun migrated southwards into the black gulf, and along the savage coastlines 

of the southlands. During this time did they discover the maelstrom and started to worship it as 

another major deity. This was there golden age and the nethun were the rulers of many seas, and the 

ships of many nations mere prey. Only druchii and asur fleets were out of their reach. But when Count 

Noctilus took control over the maelstrom were the nethun struck by a schism and a long civil war, that 

continues to the present day, leaving many of their former realms ravaged and in ruin. 
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6.8.1 Faction Relations: 

As a marine faction the range of faction contacts is limited for the nethun. Some factions are too 

remote or the contact is otherwise strongly limited. 

 

6. 8.1.1 Humans: 

For most humans, who do not live close to the sea, the nethun are just one of many far-off myths and 

tales. Even if those tales are believed to be true, the common consensus is to declare the nethun as a 

marine version of beastmen. Only people living close to the sea think differently.  

The official policy of the cult of manann is, that the nethun are dangerous beast, possibly created by 

chaos in mockery of their patron deity, and thus must be eradicated. Those crusades, further fuelled 

by pragmatic politics, led to an official kill-on-sight policy within the empire, bretonnia and the 

southern realms.  

But some people, mostly sailors, pirates and radical (or heretical) priests of manann see the nethun as 

aspects of the sea. Dangerous and never to underestimate, but also useful. For example, the nethun 

can be appeased with gifts and tributes, and sometimes be encouraged to help a ship that has lost its 

course. The nethun might be uncaring towards land dwellers, but they have nothing against a deal, as 

long as it benefits them. Therefore, the nethun avoid human civilisation if possible. But peaceful 

contact and sometimes true cooperation can exist between members of the two species. 

 

6.8.1.2 Elves: 

Elves are one of the few beings, that the nethun outright fear. Humans might be more openly hostile, 

but elves compete with them over the same domain. It is much easier to avoid a man, than an elf on 

the open sea. And it is elven influence that limits them the most, keeping nethun away from Naggaroth 

and the rich coastlands of Ulthuan. Many wars have been fought between the two people over the 

years never is there a lasting peace between the two people. 

The elven races view the nethun as nothing more than mere vermin in the sea. A few estranged 

individuals may believe the old tales of Mathlann saving elves from drowning by turning them into 

nethun. But if those myths were true, it would not change much. Outside of Lothern and Colthis most 

asur see Mathlann as a spiteful and dangerous deity anyway. And if the nethun were truly its servants, 

then they are equally dangerous. For this reason alone, do the asur fleets all in their might, to keep 

their coastlines and trade routes clean of nethun. Another reason is of course, that the nethun are 

lesser species that might pose a threat to their trade routes and colonies. Elves control the seas after 

all, be it the slave fleets of the druchii, or the quick winged ships of Ulthuan. And no elf will share this 

privilege with these creatures. 

Yet the druchii go even further than the asur. Instead of just keeping the nethun away from their zone 

of interest, they actively hunt the nethun. It is the favourite pastime of many corsairs to go “fishing” 

for them. Cohorts of slaves were brought to Naggarond, and forca pelts are a nice accessories. 

 

6.8.1.3 Undead: 

The undead are the faction that had the strongest impact of the nethun in recent years. Count Noctilus 

shattered the unity of this race and centuries of religious dogma, when he took control of the Galleon’s 

Graveyard. From the perspective of the nethun he took control over one of their deities.  

Before this the undead were more annoyance than threat. Undead pirates existed for a long time and 

the nethuns had conflicts in the past, but this act changed everything.  
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Quickly two interpretations of this act arose. First, that Count Noctilus was a chosen of the Maelstrom, 

and avatar and representative of the deity itself. As such it was the duty of the nethun to serve this 

new master.  

The second, that Count Noctilus, true to his nature as a vampire, was but a mere parasite which suckled 

on the deity’s power, unbeknownst to the god itself. This meant that it was the first purpose of every 

nethun to destroy this threat.  

These two interpretations split the Nethun into two factions, who still fight each other to the present 

day, even after the grand alliance was able to dethrone Count Noctilus. The Noctilus-Faction will keep 

close ties to certain undead factions, and often employ them as mercenaries or cannon fodder, against 

their rivals, whilst the other ones wants to eradicate this taint from the world. 

 

6.8.1.4 Chaos: 

The nethun have no direct conflict with Chaos. It affects them, as it affects every species on the planet, 

but for the most part it leaves the nethun to their own, concentrating on humans and elves. And for 

the nethun the chaotic deities are nothing more than strange gods that the land dwellers believe in. 

Some individual nethun might even worship chaotic deities, but it is frowned upon and these 

worshippers are generally short-lived.  

However, some problems arise for the nethun. For example, their settlements are sometimes attacked 

by beastmen from the landside. Demons might manifest underwater. And norscan sailors and chaos 

spawned sea monsters can be a dire threat. But as with normal humans, cooperation between nethun 

and chaotic faction can exist, if the nethun see it as advantageous. 

 

6.8.1.5 Lizardmen: 

No one knows whether the nethun were created by chaos or not. But they were not a part of the great 

plan, as determined by the slann. When they locate a nethun settlement and have the resources and 

time to spare, they will try to eradicate it. This is one of the reasons why nethun settlement are sparse 

in Lustria. In the southlands the lizardmen are generally weaker and in more disarray, allowing the 

nethun to creating strongholds.  

 

6.8.1.6 Skaven: 

The skaven belong to the few factions that the nethun have “good” relationships with. One major area 

for the nethun is the black gulf, close to Skavenblight and skaven strongholds in the Badlands. The seas 

are vast and mostly unconquered. Therefore, the nethun have an easy access to some of the largest 

warp stone sources on the planet. They will trade it with various skaven clans for all matter of exotic 

goods. The most prized objects for the nethun are mountain resources like dwarfen ale and dwarf 

meat.  

The nethun are aware of the cowardly and backstabbing nature of the skaven. They are good at reading 

skaven and their intentions, as the nethun themselves are prone to betraying their partners, if the 

relationship is no longer of use. Both factions clash as regularly as they cooperate. In these conflicts 

clanfleets are wrecked, burrows drown in saltwater and warp lightning is incinerating settlements. But 

owing to the totally different lifestyles no faction can permanently harm the other, as their spheres of 

influence are out of reach for the other faction. Skaven drown easily and nethun are almost useless 

underground. 
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6.8.9. Characters:  

 

6.8.9.1 Typhun, the Stormson, Lord of the Black Gulf: 

Typhun is the leader of all nethun who inhabit the Black Gulf from Barak Varr to Sartosa and Tilea. 

Many nethun nobles enjoy the better parts of life and deal outsiders or their subjects only when 

necessary. Typhun however is a stern statesman and general. Legend say, that he has never been seen 

smiling. Too much has he lost during his life to afford such luxury.  

 

He was the offspring of a minor noble family, which left the black gulf with their servants and 

entourage. They wanted to found a new settlement in the costal marches of the Wastelands. For 

decades their village prospered and remained save. Arrangements with the local fishermen secured a 

certain peace. But this all changed, when a mercenary army, sent by marienburger merchants who 

feared for their profits, attacked from both land and sea. Caught by surprise the nethun were too 

disorganized to defend themselves. This day Typhun lost his family and childhood friends and he grew 

to hate humans with each fibre of his being. Beaten and lost, the remnants of his family returned to 

their old home. But instead of asylum they found chains. Betrayed by their relatives and the other 

nobles Typhun and his family were sent into slavery. He had to endure his position for years. His hatred 

and thirst for vengeance did not allow him to die and gave him the strength to endure.  

 

Finally, a war between the noble houses broke out. Typhun used this chance to start a slave uprising. 

His great battle prowess, strategic mind and administrative abilities quickly transformed the rack-tag 

band of slaves into a fearsome army. He was able to conquer each nethun settlement and declare 

himself the Lord of the Black Gulf. To his enemies and betrayers, he showed no mercy. He massacred 

them and sent the few survivors themselves into slavery. He placed his loyal retainers into new 

positions of power and from this day one ruled the region. The old families had connection within 

larger nethun society, and armies were sent to dethrone him, but none were thus far successful.  

 

But Typhun has not forgotten, that it were the humans who started all of his. And his hatred for them 

never declined. For this reason, does he plot with other enemies of theirs, be it skaven or greenskins 

or else, to finally overthrow them. His forces raid coastal settlements from the Border Princes up to 

Estalia itself, and ship on course to Barak Varr often vanish. These acts brought him the hatred of 

humanity, who come to see him as a sea devil or son of Stormfels. And the dwarfs of Barak Varr hold 

many grudges against him in their books. Typhun cares not for their petty feelings. He has far greater 

plans and dreams from a day, when he can colour the sea itself red with the blood of his enemies, a 

day, when every harbour in the Old world will cease to exist.  

 

Typhun is a large and strong mer, who uses a two-handed Trident with great skill. Having fought himself 

from the bottom to the top, he is a melee expert and a great tactician. His presence alone is enough, 

to rally his troops behind him. As the lLord of the Black Gulf, Typhun has his own royal barke from 

which he oversees the battlefield. But if he wants a more direct approach, he mounts is personal 

chariot. 

 

6.8.9.2 Thalassa, the Slayer of Beasts: 

Thalassa was a forca born into a family of mer. Her parents disdained her for being a forca and always 

preferred her mer siblings over her. This meant, that Thalassa was excluded from any inheritance, and 
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had to fend off for herself after her parents passed away. However, she did not care for this or suffer 

any worse, because from her earliest years she felt more alive, when she was far away from her family’s 

domain.  She had more fun exploring the kelp forests and reefs in the wilderness. Other hunters took 

her on as an apprentice and taught her the skills she needed to survive in the frontier. During her final 

test she killed a great shark with nothing but a harpoon and a knife. As a sign of strength, she wore his 

tooth on her neck from this day forward.  

 

Over the years her exploits grew. Soon she would lead her own hunting crews, whose job was to keep 

dangerous sea life away from nethun settlements. Over the years she and her crew battled many 

enemies in the open seas, undead pirate crews and their beasts, sea drakes and ravaging merwyrms. 

Of each great creature she killed, she took another trophy to show her power. This soon included 

humanoid trophies, like elven scalps and ears.  

However, one day she encountered a large fleet of undead ships on course to her hometown. Thinking 

these pirates to be easy prey, she attacked them. What she did not realize, was, that this fleet belonged 

to Count Noctilus’ armada. Her family and realm were staunch believers in his divinity and this attack 

was a huge sacrilege, and ultimately unsuccessful. After losing many of her companions she was also 

banished by her people.  

This acts enraged Thalassa. Religion was never important to her. For her one undead pirate crew was 

as worse as the other. If her people would call her a heretic, so be it. Thalassa fleet with the few loyal 

companions to the north, were she was invited by Typhun to join his realm. He had heard of her battle 

prowess and held close tights to the Anti-Noctilite factions, despite sometimes working with vampire 

pirates. Thalassa accepted his offer and became his entrusted second in command, leading many 

offensives against his various enemies. But she will always be a huntress and the Black Gulf is too small 

for her. So, she will often lead expeditions into the great ocean, to fight against larger sea monsters.  

 

Thalassa is the greatest huntress of all realms of the nethun. She is protected by an armour made from 

sea drake scales and her various trophies can cause fear in enemies. Thalassa knows how to use spears, 

nets and harpoons to great use. As the leader of an army she strengthens ranged units and gives her 

infantry better anti-large buffs. She can also mount a hippocampi chariot for more movability. 

 

6.8.9.3 Echina, the princess of poisons: 

Echina is a mer princess who hailed from a rich and prosperous realm at the coast of the Southlands. 

She was for the largest part of her live an uncaring thrill seeker. She joined military operations just for 

the excitement of battle itself. But she was also uncaring about herself, never training to the full extent 

of her capabilities. Thus, she was only a mediocre warrior or commander.  

This situation changed, when she joined an expedition into Araby. In a joke of destiny her forces 

attacked an arabyian settlement at the same time, as a druchii slave fleet. In the following three way 

brawl the arabayians and druchii were beaten. The commander wanted to celebrate this victory and 

gathered all the spoils of battle. There did Echina find a bottle of witchbrew. She did not know, or did 

not care, what this tincture was and consumed it. Within seconds came a huge rage over her and she 

started to attack and slaughter her fellow nethun. When the effect of the potion degraded, she had 

killed the general and his commanding officers. The remaining nethun were too scared to even go near 

Echina and deserted. Echina did not care. She had felt such excitement in her rage that she wanted to 

recreate it. 

 

From this day on she studied various alchemic processes. She gathered toxins and substances from all 

creatures in the Southlands and the surrounding seas. Over time she developed various substances 
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and tinctures, all with varying effects. Sometimes she would invite guests and give them the dubious 

honour to test on of her newest creations. She became known as the princess of poison and her 

subjects feared her greatly. This fear is also what keeps her in power, as no noble is willing to stand 

against her, only to die after the next meal. 

 

In battle Echina is a mediocre fighter. But she has a wide arrange of tinctures which can have varying 

effects on her own and enemy troops. From atop her own dragon turtle does she throw flasques of 

brew, or shots poisonous arrows at the soldiers, driving them into insanity, or killing them outright. 

Her tinctures can also be used to tame various sea creatures, strengthening her monstrous creatures.  

 

6.8.9.4 Njord, the Prophet of the Maelstrom: 

Njord was a forca priest who spend his entire live in the service of the Maelstrom at the heart of the 

great ocean. He praised this deity more than Manann or Stormfels, because in his mind no matter what 

the two gods did, in the end all would be consumed by the maelstrom. In fashion of the other priests 

he decorated himself with remains of drowned creatures and sunken ships and became empowered 

by his deity. During the schism of his people Njord stood officially neutral, but he had great sympathies 

for Noctilus and his undead fleet.  

As a priest of the Maelstrom, Njord travelled through all the seven seas to visit many realms. Nethun, 

who lived far away from the great ocean, often did not revere the Maelstrom, as they only knew about 

it from hearsay. Such heresy could not be tolerated by Njord of course. These voyages gave him the 

title of prophet of the maelstrom. He showed the powers the maelstrom bestowed upon him, and 

organized huge sacrifices, which included nonbelievers. Soon he was as feared among the nethun as 

his patron itself.  

 

Yet one day did he encounter a band of ogre mercenaries. Under them was an ogre butcher, who 

praised the great maw. At first Njord thought, that the ogre also revered the maelstrom and thus 

ensured, that he was not killed, like the rest of his group. But after some talks Njord learned, that the 

ogre was talking about an entirely different creature that lived far away in the lands of the east. This 

confused Njord. The Great Maw sounded very similar to the Great Maelstrom. But how could that be? 

The ogre however tried to escape and eat his way through his guards. In the end Njord put him down 

personally. However, this creature gave Njord new insights. Thus, he escorted his dead body to the 

great maelstrom. But the ogre was not consumed by it. Instead his body was transformed into an 

animated hulk and returned to unlife. Nethun saw this as a miracle. An act that showed, that the ogres 

were also subjects of the Great Maelstrom, and that their Great Maw might be another aspect of their 

deity.  

The undead ogre, who was called Urg (as this was the only sound, it could still make) accompanied 

Njord from this day forward. And Njord had a new goal. He wanted to see the Great Maw with his own 

eyes and uncover the true nature of his deity. 

In battle Njord is a passable melee fighter and a mage, who can use the Lore of the Deep from Total 

War Warhammer. He is accompanied by Urg at all times with the undead ogre acting as his personal 

bodyguard. Together they travel the seven seas and try to find a safe passage to the Great Maw. Njord 

might give his forces additional protection from magical attacks, and increase their resilience on the 

battlefield, in addition to supporting them with magic. 
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7. Desert Dwarfs/ Dawi Izor (cooper Dwarfs) 

 

7.1. Overview:  

You wanna find Karak Zorn lad? Make sure you keep in the mountains all the time. Some crazy 

beardlings ventured into the desert once. It did them no good. 

Advice of a longbeard to a dwarf explorer 

 

The desert dwarfs are a new dwarfen faction inspired by desert cultures like Mali or Nubia, and some 

Mesopotamian cultures.  

The desert dwarfs are the remnants of Karak Zorn, which is often implied to be the first dwarfen city. 

After losing their home these dwarfs ventured into the desert east of Araby and south of Nehekhara 

and formed a new culture. Using their engineering skills they create great irrigation systems and have 

a much stronger focus on farming than normal dwarfs.  

 

In combat they are more primitive than normal dwarfs, lacking gunpowder and cannons. And they lack 

heavy armour. Instead they fight in linothoraxes or scale armour, and have a strong focus on halberds 

and glaives. They have also no problem to use chemical warfare and poision in combat, and possess 

some human auxillaries.  

 

7.2 Why: 

The great desert of the southlands is based around Sahara and the Arabic peninsula. This region 

contained many prestigious cultures over the millennia. From popular Egypt to several Arabic 

civilizations, to the Amazigh (berbers) of northern Africa, to the Sudanese, Songhai, Malienese, and 

several more. The Saraha desert was one key factor in the global history of our species, place of critical 

trade routes and cultural and scientific discoveries, precious resources and more.  

But due to GWs focus on the Old World this region is devoid of unique content. We have the Tomb 

Kings in the east, and footnote of araby in the west. But many parts, especially the southern reaches, 

are just empty and wasted space on the map. But no spot of the world is ever devoid of content after 

all, not even deserts. 

The Desert Dwarfs, or Dawi Izor (copper dwarfs) or Dawi Zon (Sun Dwarfs) are meant to flesh out this 

region, and potentially create more interesting content and dynamics for the southlands.  

 

These Desert Dwarfs are primarily based on Nubia (modern Sudan), and Assyria and other 

Mesopotamian cultures. Other influences come from Mali in western Africa. 

 Nubia as a kingdom was known as a rival/vassal/ally/else for ancient Egypt for almost its entire 

existence. Like its northern neighbour it had advanced agricultural techniques, in addition to wealth in 

gold and other minerals. Indeed, most of Egypt’s gold came from modern day Sudan. And Nubia has 

much more pyramids than Egypt, though they are also much smaller and pointier. 

Mesopotamia in general is known for being the cradle of humanity, where the first cities and 

monuments were built. Some of these monuments even left their mark in the bible, e.g. ziggurats 

which inspired the tower of babel. As dwarfs are well known for constructing marvelous and 
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monumental buildings it is a tempting template. Furthermore, Assyria was known as the military force 

of its time, so it may offer some inspirations for a potential army. 

Lastly Mali in western Africa was once the richest country of the world, with some of their kings being 

very rich. E.g. Mansa Musa was the richest person of all time. Even modern billionaires cannot reach 

his reported wealth if the historical reports are accurate. Not to mention their cultural strengths, e.g. 

the famous clay buildings and famous libraries of Timbuktu. Other potential inspirations could the 

nabatäans with their stone cities like Petra. 

 

7.3 Lifestyle: 

Put more spices into the beer. The spices must flow! 

Brewmistress of the desert dwarfs 

 

The Dawi Izor/Dawi Zon are vastly different from their relatives in the WEM, the Dawi Zharr or the 

norscan dwarfs. They started as remnants and refugees from Karak Zorn, the very first dwarfhold and 

birthplace of their species. Instead of searching for another home in the mountains, they chose to 

settle the south of the great desert, east of Araby and south of Nehekhara. There the dwarfs turned to 

an un-dwarfish lifestyle. Instead of primarily digging deep into the earth in search for minerals, the 

dawi used their skill in construction and architecture to build water pumps, canals, dams and cisterns. 

As a result, the water guild, which oversees the construction and maintenance of the many water 

infrastructure, is one of the most influential within the desert dwarfs society. 

All this to let water flow through their domain and turn their patch of desert into a splendid and green 

oasis. Indeed, out of all the dwarfen cultures of the world, the desert dwarfs have the strongest affinity 

with the natural world. They grow a huge variety of plants in these gardens from all over the 

southlands. Some useful for brewing and baking, others to create and colour fabrics, medical herbs & 

spices, even some useful for toxins, which they have no problem to use. They spent much for their 

time caring for these gardens under the scorching desert sun. This lifestyle gave their skin a dark taint, 

giving them their names, Copper Dwarfs or Sun Dwarfs. 

 

Instead of cutting their holds out of the bedrock of the earth, the Dawi Izor instead erect their cities 

and monuments out of sandstone and bricks containing clay and starch. (Starch and plant fibers 

combined with clay is a very potent building material, as the starch makes the brick more resistant. 

The Great Wall of China was built out of bricks containing clay and rice e.g.) 

The desert dwarfs create huge cities, citadels, and fortifications, both above and underground. Their 

ziggurats, of which some dwarf nehekaran pyramids, are not rare in their cities. These buildings are 

multipurpose and act akin to acropolises, containing many interior rooms and chambers to live and 

work. On the outside these buildings are often planted and have running waters and fountains, making 

them look like artificial mountains (or images of the hanging gardens of Babylon). Also, the desert 

dwarfs put their dead to rest in small, modest pyramids. Both are architectural memory of their old 

mountainous home. 

Whether the nehekharans took this style from the desert dwarfs, the lizardmen further south, or 

evolved it independently is lost to time. 

Contrary to other dwarfs the Dawi Izor have no problem living above ground, especially if the 

underground caverns are needed to store the water from sparse but intense rainfalls. Water is in the 

desert more valuable than gold after all. To cool their homes during the hot days, the dwarfs build 

them with thick walls and add wind catchers, a system of pipes which cool the house by diverting the 

colder desert winds of the higher echelons. 
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The dwarfs trade with other civilized realms in their vicinity, primarily with Araby and other southern 

humans. Caravans cross the realm of the Dawi Izor from the northwest from Araby to the southeast 

were their realm touches the southern WEMs. Some desert-dwelling humans also joined into their 

society, attracted by the fertile lands and thick walls. These few tribes of men are tolerated by the 

dwarfs and are valuable vassals and auxiliaries. 

 

But the Dawi Izor are still dwarfs. As such they are still known for holding grudges and oaths as sacred. 

And they too venerate their ancestors. And they too organize themselves in guilds and families/clans 

and follow their King and Princes into battle. But being cut off from the Karaz Ankor they view 

themselves as independent and hold their allegiance to their own High King, or King of Kings as they 

say. Furthermore, whilst they are still dwarfs and thus creative in constructing machines and 

weaponry, they are not as advanced as their northern relatives. They have no sources of gromril, no 

gunpowder and lost many runes and lack much of modern dwarfen machinery. Still, they are far from 

barbaric and craft various masterpieces. 

 

7.4 Economy: 

To the eyes of men the desert is an unforgiving and lifeless area, a worthless desolation. But dwarfen 

eyes see a landscape of untapped potential and riches. As such did the Dawi Izor go to work and by 

their very own hands tamed the desert. They found hidden water reservoirs deep underground, 

diverted rivers and expanded oasis to create lush gardens deep within the desolation. These gardens 

are very fertile and produce every type of crops & herbs known in the southlands. Plants which cannot 

stand the cold desert nights, are raised in glass houses. In addition to this the Dawi Izor hold herds of 

domesticated animals and use their canals and ponds to fish. This abundance in food and natural 

resources is one of the keys for the success of their society. Not only does it feed their population, but 

also attract merchants of other countries. Caravans from the north or the south journey into their 

realm, willing to trade their goods for dwarfen breweries, which are far spicier and more exotic than 

northern dwarfen beer, and rare herbs. Even wood is a trade good of them, as the desert dwarfs even 

grow forests in the desert. 

 

But the Dawi Izor are still proper dwarfs. As such they do much more than just raising plants. The desert 

holds its own reservoir of mineral wealth to be exploited. Salt, the white gold, exists in huge 

formations. Sulfur and other volcanic residues can be found in the shadow of the southern WEM. Gems 

like diamonds too, as well as minerals and ores. Not to mention stoneblood (oil) and tar which possess 

a variety of applications. And their knowledge of plants becomes very useful, as many plants grow on 

certain soils and are indicators for the mineral wealth beneath. 

All these resources are then further refined by craftsmen and alchemists. Even the sand itself is also a 

great material to refine, e.g. into various glassworks. 

There are of course resources the Dawi Izor lack, certain metals for example, or resources needed for 

rune crafting. But traders will gladly provide them. 

 

Furthermore, their realm is at the crossroads of araba and the southern Southlands, and slave traders 

also regularly cross their realm. Whilst the Dawi Izor have no use of slaves themselves, they allow these 

traders passage through their realm, for a price. 

So even though their realm is much poorer in mineral wealth than the holds of their northern relatives, 

the desert dwarfs are still able to accumulate riches and their treasure holds can put a candle to those 

of other dawi. 
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7.5 Religion: 

On the surface the desert dwarfs follow the strictures of the other dwarfs. They too venerate their 

ancestors to a high degree and remember their deeds and grudges. But there are key differences, 

especially concerning the nature of the ancestor gods. Whereas the northern dwarfs believe that 

Grungni, Valaya and Grimnir were the first ancestors, and all other dwarfs are their descendants, the 

desert dwarfs have another version. They hold the memory of Karak Zorn in high esteem, or at least 

the fragments of lore they still have access to after its fall. And they believe that the ancestor gods 

were not the first dawi. They were extraordinary dwarfs to be sure and their work and acts are highly 

venerated. But they were not the first ancestors, but rather mere citizens of Karak Zorn, born and 

raised there, before leading the dwarfen colonists further north. And they too were subjects of the 

first king of all dwarfs, the king of Karak Zorn. Also, they value the surviving reports of the Old Ones, 

which they venerate not as ancestors or gods, but as tutors of their kind. A point of divergence, which 

can lead to violent discussions should a desert dwarf and a northern dwarf meet. 

 

7.6 Military: 

I killed dwarfs before. They are predictable and the loot is great. When I heard that there are some 

holds south of Araby I knew where to strike. It must be a collection of small holds, right? Something like 

the border princes maybe. But after marching through the desert all I met was heat and fire and death. 

These dwarfs may look different from other ones, but they are equally dangerous if you are not 

prepared. 

A tilean mercenary captain and sole survivor of an expedition 

 

The realm of the Dawi Izor lies deep within the desert. As such any enemy host must first march 

through the scorching lands. This is a natural protection for their settlements, but the Southlands 

contain many ferocious dangers. As such the desert dwarfs hold a strong military force. In times of war 

every guild and clan must send & equip warriors to join their king’s hosts. 

But in style these armies are different from typical dwarfen armies. 

 

First, the hot desert makes heavy amours difficult to use. By the standards of the Karaz-Ankor the 

desert dwarfs are lightly armed. Carefully woven fabrics connected to metal and leather pieces 

(depending on the richness of the clan) form the general amour. It is still of dwarfen quality and thus 

offers a lot of protection against arrows and strikes, but it is also pitiful by general dwarfen standards. 

However, this relatively light amour also means that a host of desert dwarfs is also much quicker than 

a typical dwarf force. Speed and maneuverability are key in a desert environment after all. As such the 

desert dwarfs mostly refrain from heavy war machines most of the time and prefer smaller but more 

mobile weaponry. 

In addition, their human auxiliaries give them an unparalleled speed and flexibility, by dwarfen 

standards at least. But at the cost of endurance and defense. 

 

Also they make heavy use of polearms, like glaives and halberds, which they use in a phalanx formation 

to beat back the enemy. Some of these weapons originated from farming tools and were modified 

against the monsters of the southern jungles and other enemies. 

 

Lastly the dawi Izor lack gunpowoder or advanced machinery like gyrocopters. Still they make heavy 

use for chemical weapons. Their alchemists created very potent inflammables out of stoneblood. This 
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desert fire can burn for days straight and cannot be extinguished by water. Instead it just makes the 

substance rupture and spread even further. 

 In addition to these firebombs the dawi Izor also make use of toxic weaponry. Other dawi may see 

poison as dishonorable, but from a desert dwarfs mindset there is little difference in using flaming 

weapons and poisonous one. In the end it is a chemical reaction that kills the enemy. So if flaming 

weapons are ok, toxic weapons should do as well. So some desert dwarfs coat their weapons with 

toxins and glass spheres or canisters containing sulphuric or chloride gases are launched against the 

enemy. This weaponry is of course potentially dangerous for the dawi as well, which is why only special 

individuals will carry them freely. 

 

Lords: 

Dawi Izor Lord: The lords of the desert dwarfs are nobles or longbeard, often with centuries of combat 

experience, and the very best equipment and runic weapons their cities have to offer. 

 

Dawi Izor Rune Lord: The desert dwarfs also possess rune priest. But these priests have forgotten much 

what the karaz ankor knows, and remember what they have forgotten. As such they can summon 

different runes to the battlefield to empower their army. 

 

Heroes: 

Dawi Izor Prince: Dwarf nobles gather at the command of their kings to lead their hosts into combat. 

These dawi have access to some of the beast weaponry and armour and often use shields and one-

handed halberds. 

 

Dawi Izor Rune Priest: Hero Version the dawi izor rune Lord 

 

Dawi Izor Alchemist: The desert dwarfs were creative in using their resources. The alchemists and 

engineers (the distinction is not always clear) do not only support the war machines the Dawi Izor bring 

to the battlefield but wield exotic weaponry themselves. A shield and axe are always good and proper 

in close combat, but the Dawi Izor also use grenades, inflammable tarpit traps and other weaponry. 

One weapon of choice, the fire lance, is a hollow spear with a whole at one end. By the push of a button 

the tip opens and releases a stream of liqud fire to consume the enemy. Needless to say, that these 

fire-crazed individuals are viewed with caution by other dawi. 

 

Dawi Izor Brewmistress: Brewmistress are women who have an very extensive knowledge of the 

gardens. They know the use of many different herbs both for cures and for poisonous purposes. Their 

brews contain various herbs and act as liquid medicine, revitalizing dawi who stood on the door of 

death. Being no slouches in combat either, these maidens were axes and can also use poisonous 

tinctures to debuff the enemy. 

 

Infantry: 

 

Dawi Izor Warriors: 

The standard warrior for the dawi Izor. These warriors use large shields and were a linothroax fabric 

as armour. As they fight in dense formations they make use of spears for a phalanx and carry piercing 

swords for close combat. 
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Dawi Izor Skirmishers: By the standards of the Karaz Ankor these dwarfs are rangers. Lightly armoured 

and vast do they scout ahead of the main force, lay ambushes and attack the enemy with crossbow 

fire. Some regiments even coat their arrows with poison to further harass the enemy. 

 

Dawi Izor Longbeards: These old veterans like to grumble about the useless beardlings, and how great 

it was in older times. They mostly were heavier armour then the normal warriors and possess better 

equipment. As veterans of many years they have no problem with wearing heavy armour in the deserts 

heat. The longbeards like to use halberds which are two-handed axe and spear in one. With these 

weapons they will pierce any amour and take down any mount. 

Otherwise they use shields and one-handed weapons. 

 

Shamed Ones: The shamed ones are the equivalent of slayers or the infernal guard. These dwarfs have 

committed some wrong. But instead of suicidal challenging monsters, they are primarily indebted into 

their society and must serve them before personal acts. So they form special regiments of scouts and 

desert dwellers. In loose formation they carry axes, but they are also using fire pots and gas orbs, which 

they hurl at the enemy. This is of course a dangerous task, as the dwarfs themselves could easily be 

harmed by their own weaponry. But the shamed ones are willing to take this risk to redeem themselves 

in combat. 

 

Royal Guard: 

The royal guard are the elite warriors of the Dawi Izor. Handpicked for their service these warriors are 

outfitted with runic armour and weapons. They train extensively and are amongst the toughest 

warriors. Swinging a runecrafted halberd with one hand and holding a shield in the other is no problem 

for them. And they easily wreck enemy units, especially larger entities. 

 

Fire warriors: Special regiments of alchemist apprentices are sometimes formed. These dawi primarily 

use the fire lances of the alchemist, but in a fire rank formation. As such they can create a dense fall of 

fire in front of them for the enemy to pass. To protect themselves from the flames, they wear heavy 

armour. 

 

Manling Warriors: Vassals who inhabit the desert dwarfs territory and swore allegiance to them are 

willing to fight for the dwarfs as well. But they have to settle on the lower ranks of the army. Lucky 

individuals will be granted dwarfen forged armoury, but most have to use umgi arms. And they are 

also prone to flee, were a dwarf would still endure. As such they are not trusted with holding the front 

line, but instead with protecting the flanks and trying to encircle the enemy. 

 

Manling Skirmishers: Manlings can be used as skirmishers as well. It is astounding to a dwarf what a 

manling can do with a simple sling made of leather or fabric. They were little else, maybe a small shield 

and a dagger, to be especially maneuverable and quick. As such they harass the enemy if possible and 

retreat behind the dawi lines before the enemy can catch them. Some slinger regiments use small 

spheres containing desert fire, which ignites on contact with the enemy. 

 

Cavalry: 

 

Manling Riders: Manlings have better control over animals then most desert dwarfs do. As such they 

provide light cavalry to act as scouts and to harass enemy skirmishers. 
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Ducurno Chariot: The ducourno (two horns) are hairless variants of the rhynox (so basic rhinoceros). 

The desert dwarfs have found this animal to be as stubborn and strong as they are. Being able to relate 

to these animals the desert dwarfs put them in front of heavy bronze chariots with which they break 

through enemy lines. 

 

Artillery/War Machines: 

 

Ballista: A ballista as anti-large weapons similar to the ones by the karaz ankor. 

 

Grudge Thrower: A grudge thrower similar to the one of the karaz ankor. 

 

Scorpion weapons team: Based on the torsion weapons romans and greeks used. These are very small 

artillery pieces, which are also very portable. Two dwarfs are enough to dissemble the weapon and 

put it together elsewhere. Together with its relatively cheap production this small artillery piece is used 

by entire teams of artillery users. With minor modifications the small ballistae can fire a wide variety 

of projectiles. 

-Bolts for large foes and to pierce armour, -fire pots, -pots filled with scorpions or snakes, -orbs 

containing acidic gases, - lead projectiles with carved in insults and more. 

It lacks the punching power of larger artillery pieces, but its utility and easy maintenance make this 

weapon effective, especially against infantry or horse-sized targets. 

 

Fire Siphon: The fire siphon is the largest war machine in use by the desert dwarfs. This war machine 

has a huge chassis made out of bronze and other metals. Moved by a dwarfen artillery crew inside on 

this machine could remind people of a weaker armoured version of steam tanks. But instead of 

blackpowder this weapon uses petroleum-mixtures to spew large tongues of fire in the direction of 

the enemy. In close combat its crew will throw fire pots out of small openings. 

 

Burning Mirror: This machine is built out of a system of rune crafted bronze mirrors and crystals, which 

catch the sunlight and store the energy, ready to release an intense ray of heat which can boil unlucky 

enemy, making them pop like corn, or simply set them or their fabrics aflame. 

 

7.7. History 

We are the first ones. The heirs of Karak Zorn. We are, by right, the true dwarfs. What are our northern 

cousins but small hills, when we are the mountain? They should owe us the loyalty and respect we 

deserve. And I, as king of kings of the Dawi Izor, the first king, the king of Karak Zorn, am the rightful 

High King of all dwarfs. It is known. 

Marduk, King of King of the Dawi Izor, first King of the dwarfs, King of Karak Zorn and rightful High 

King of all dwarfs. As it is known. 

 

The desert dwarfs once lived in Karak Zorn, the birthplace of the entire dwarfen species. It was the 

birthplace of Grimnir, Valaya and Grungni. From there did the dwarfs migrated northwards and 

founded the Karaz Ankor. But even at the height of their empire, contact with their home of Karak Zorn 

was difficult, due to its remote position. And after the many catastrophes that shook the Karaz Ankor, 

the contact broke off entirely and the position of the birthplace was forgotten. But the dwarfs in Karak 

Zorn endured for a while. 

However, an unknown catastrophe forced the dwarfs out. The trauma of losing the birthplace of their 

species hit the refugees so deep, that many of them did not dare to speak about what happened. Today 
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only the royal house, members of the guild of runemasters and the priests of the ancestor gods know 

the details and they do not dare to speak with others about it. 

Their exodus led the dwarfs through many inhospitable landscapes of the southlands. They marched 

for decades through the hostile jungles, feral savannahs, and the now treacherous mountains. Always 

under attack by greenskins, feral lizardmen, beastmen and worse creatures. Finally, they entered the 

southern deserts to escape their attackers. There they found a deep chasm with an oasis at the bottom. 

A lake and a river leading to a huge system of underground, water filled caverns. This safe spot became 

the germ cell of their rebirth. Over centuries and millennia did the dwarfs carve out homes within the 

rock, burned bricks to erect walls and buildings on the surface, created wind-driven pumps and pipes 

to bring the water to the surface, where they would grow plenty of food, and recover their numbers. 

As their numbers grew, so did their realm. And they founded new cities elsewhere in the desert after 

the model of their new capital. The dwarfs erected a great infrastructure to keep their domain fertile 

and wet. And they erected huge monuments in memory of their lost home. And thick walls and Citadels 

too, as their new realm attracted enemies. Over time this new lifestyle changed the desert dwarfs, 

until their culture and language would be unrecognizable by other dawi. 

 

Around the same time did the nehekharans were at the height of their strength, but they did not seek 

to cross into the deep-south to harass the dawi. However, this changed with the arrival of Nagash. His 

great ritual affected the Dawi Izor as well, leading to undead incursions and the defilement of their 

ancestor’s tombs. Furthermore, in the anarchy that arose after his defeat and the rise of the Tomb 

Kings the entire desert was in turmoil. Mad, undead kings fought each other, and many tried to invade 

the desert dwarfs as well. 

What human tribes survived Nagash actions, and the Tomb Kings wars fled into all cardinal directions. 

Many arrived in the realm of the desert dwarfs and begged for entrance. The dwarfs, after much 

consideration, accepted. 

In the millennia past this the desert dwarfs had to engage into many wars for survival, as Greenskins, 

Undead, Skaven and else were a constant threat. But they were also able to connect themselves with 

Araby and other civilized realms in the Southlands. And it was even possible for them to reignite 

contact with their northern relatives via dwarfen ships from Barak Varr, who ventured into the gulf of 

medes. 

 

7.7.1 Relations: 

7.7.1.1 Dwarfs: 

The relationship of the Dawi Izor and the Karaz Ankor is difficult. On one side they have no active 

hostilities with each other. On the other side dwarfen pride and the huge distance between their 

realms makes relations difficult. From the perspective of the Karaz Ankor the desert dwarfs have lost 

their way. In the eyes of many northern longbeards the desert dwarfs are not as bad as the Dawi-Zharr, 

but they have lost too many traditions to be counted as a proper dawi. Caring more for plants then 

fore metals, having strange traditions and prefer to live in mudhuts on the surface then in proper holds 

under the earth, the desert dwarfs appear barbaric and feral for many inhabitants of the northern 

karaks. This is further reinforced by the sparse contact leading to exaggerations and misstellings. 

However, the desert dwarfs also hold some reservations for their northern relatives. Because from 

their perspective all the northern dwarf holds were just colonies of Karak Zorn. Colonies which should 

by honour and primogeniture be bound to the first king of the dwarfs, the king of Karak Zorn. And as 

the line of kings of Karak Zorn is unbroken to this day, the High King of the Dawi Izor should be the 

rightful High King of all dwarfs. Not that the High King of the Karak Izor would ever be able to pressure 

this claim or take any practical advantage of it. But still counts. 
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In the end both dwarfen people are fine with seeing the other as an estranged relative in the far 

north/south with funny ideas and care more for their immediate neighbours and problems. 

 

7.7.1.2 Chaos Dwarfs: 

The Chaos Dwarfs are little else but a mere myth to the desert dwarfs. The entirety of the worlds edge 

mountains and half of the southlands, the entire Badlands and half of the dark lands lies between their 

realms. Whereas contact with the Karaz Ankor is sparse, proper contact with the Dawi-Zharr is almost 

impossible. But there have been meetings. Once a diplomatic envoy tried to get to Karaz-a-karak. But 

on their way, they met a small army of chaos dwarfs. After some confusion, as no faction knew about 

the other, hostilities broke out. It ended with most of the desert dwarfs entourage dead or enslaved. 

The survivors managed to reach other dwarf holds and finally learned of their fallen brothers in the 

east. And they gave word back of what happened, leading to a grudge declared against the Dawi-Zharr. 

One that the Dawi Izor wish to see stroke out. 

 

7.7.1.3 Humans: 

The desert dwarfs have ambivalent relations with the humans of the southlands. The cities of Araby 

are an important trading partner and sometimes a valuable ally against Tomb Kings or other threats. 

But at the same time, they can be treacherous of their own. Grudges were written down against 

treacherous merchants and raiding nomad tribes. But overall, the desert dwarfs still see humans as 

worthwhile partners in commerce and war. Contact with the Old World is sparse, but through 

bretonnian crusaders, tilean merchants and the imperials at Sudenburg contact has been made. But 

they are just other humans. However, the humans who live as vassals within the desert dwarfs domain 

are seen fondly by the Dawi Izor, as they have taken over many aspect of the desert dwarfs culture 

and customs, and have proven loyal to them in many cases. These humans are seen as a higher class 

of umgi by the desert dwarfs, and their relationship, whilst not without hickups, bears fruits to this 

day. Indeed many dawi izor view them as an important part of their society. 

 

7.7.1.4 Undead: 

In the desert the undead are an eternal scourge. Since the resurrection of the Tomb Kings were they a 

thorn in the flesh of the Dawi Izor. Not only can they traverse the desert without problem, but their 

magic, constructs and monstrosities were able to inflict significant losses. Massive wars have been 

fought between the Dawi Izor and the undead. Settra may hold no interest in the desert dwarfs lands, 

but some of his unruly vassals or followers of Arkhan freely attack. 

Cities of the desert dwarfs were sacked and in return tomb complexes were eradicated. But no matter 

how many undead the desert dwarfs slay, another liche priest or tomb king will simply take its place 

and resurrect the fallen. But not only Tomb Kings but Vampires are a scorn. Some want to retake their 

ancient holds in Nehekhara and thus try include the desert dwarfs in their schemes and manipulations. 

Others wish to hide and feed among the desert dwarfs vassals. 

All in all no other dwarfen factions as to fight against the undead as much as the Dawi Izor. And many 

of their chemical weapons were created specifically to combat them. 

 

7.7.1.5 Skaven: 

Skaven are everywhere, in the southlands too. Clan Pestilens hold a strong foothold there, but so are 

other skaven. These pests are also furiously combated by the Dawi Izor. More than once did clan 
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pestilence poison the water reservoir of an entire city. Something that the Dawi Izor swore should no 

happen ever again. As such they enter the dark tunnels beneath their cities to constantly push back 

the hordes of ravaging ratmen. Outside of their water reservoirs they have no sensitive structures 

down there and thus little use for tunnels which they collapse frequently. But they also block the 

tunnels with lines of spears, set entire sections aflame, and in rare cases pump chloric gases into the 

tunnels. All to beat back the skaven menace. 

 

7.7.1.6 Greenskins: 

Greenskins rush from the southern jungles, the WEM or the Badlands into the desert dwarfs realm. 

Most of them never make it far, being beaten back by the deadly landscape. But many more are 

inspired by sagas of stunties in the desert who would give you a good crumpin’ and good loot. They 

are orcs after all. And few creatures do the desert dwarfs hate more. When Karak Zorn fell the savage 

orcs of the southlands attacked the survivors at every turn. Indeed they primarily choose the desert as 

their new home to get away from the greenskins. But the greenskins sooner or later followed them 

anyway. The dwarfs have grewn accustomed to these attacks. And often are the greenskins heavily 

weakened when they reach a Dawi Izor settlement. But every so often a charismatic and cunning 

warlord leads a massive WAAGH into the desert. Then the desert dwarfs do their best to try to send 

him into a dead end, so that his entire WAAGH is killed and the Dawi Izor just have to deal with the 

remaining strugglers. But this does not always work. 

 

7.7.1.7 Lizardmen: 

The Lizardmen of the Southlands are different from their lustrian cousins. Having less Slann remaining 

and Saurus’ being also rare huge hordes of skins roam the jungles. Some of communities of lizardmen 

are even feral and behave more like rabid animals. However few creatures are as dreaded by the desert 

dwarfs as the Lizardmen are. Why is unclear. But the Dawi Izor hold a massive grudge against these 

creatures, as they played some role in the doom of Karak Zorn. Adventurous dwarfs will freely march 

into the southern jungles, searching for riches and lizards to slay. This of course leads to retributions 

by the Lizardmen, especially if a dawi takes a sacred plate. Which again will lead to retributions from 

the dwarfens side. This cycle of grudges and revenge let the Desert Dwarfs to see the Lizardmen as 

one of their most important enemies. 

 

7.7.1.8 Elves: 

The dwarfs of Karaz Ankor and the elves have a complicated history. But the Dawi Izor were absent 

from the war of vengeance and hostilities past this point. From their point of view the elgi are just 

another faction of beings. Not traitors or distrustful beings. Sure, elven arrogance can be distasteful 

for the stubborn dwarfs, but elven merchants which sail to their colonies on the southern tip of the 

southlands, are still a welcomed trading partner, especially as they can provide goods from the farthest 

reaches of the world. Indeed, they are even valued, as elves are more predictable than humans, and 

live much longer. Thus, it is easier to form long lasting trade relations with them. However, this also 

invites Dark Elves raids, which the desert dwarfs’ distaste for obvious reasons. And they fight them if 

the opportunity arises. But a smart dark elf, who manages to hide his identity, can be expected to be 

welcome in the few ports of the Dawi Izor. 
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7.8. Characters: 

7.8.1 Marduk, King of Kings of the Dawi Izor: 

Marduk is the reigning king of kings of all desert dwarfs, holding a position alike Highking Thorgrim 

Grudgebearer in the north. However, his position is not electoral, as he can claim to be descendent in 

a direct line from the first king of Karak Zorn, thus holding the Title of King of Karak Zorn and First King 

of the dawi too. Despite being old even by dwarfen standards, he is still very active and as restless as 

a beardling. 

His reign began in a troublesome period, where his father died whilst touring the realm. Some claim 

he was surprised by a desert storm, others that the was assassinated and his entourage killed, others 

that he simply vanished. Marduk, ever restless, wanted to climb the throne immediately, to keep his 

realm together. But as no one was sure whether his father was truly dead, many elders did not want 

to crown the new king. As a result, the realm remained headless for decades and enemies used this 

opportunity. Vampire lords, who thought the dwarfs held one of the books of Nagash, invaded from 

the north. Skaven, smelling the weakness of the realm, burrowed new tunnels to invade from below. 

And opportunistic humans also tried to take their part. Finally, a savage orc WAAGH! Spewed forth 

from the southern jungles. 

Marduk gathered his people in this Time of Siege, defending his realm on multiple fronts and finally 

beating back the invaders after long and bloody wars. This period left the desert dwarfs weakened. 

But after it passed the elders were willing to let Marduk be crowned as heir of Karak Zorn and King of 

Kings of the desert dwarfs, not just for his claim, but also for his deeds during the Time of Siege. In the 

centuries since then Marduk kept his realm safe and let his people prosper again. 

For a humble monarch it would have been enough to see his people grow again, after having saved it 

from destruction. But Marduk as lost none of this energy, even in his advanced age. It was always a 

dream of his to take back Karak Zorn, a deed that many of his ancestors had failed in. But this is not all 

he wants. Marduk wishes to truly reunite his realm with the Karaz Ankor. He wants to see his forces 

march from Karak Zorn all the way north to Karaz-a-Karak, to reclaim what was once held by the 

dwarfen people. And he wants to enter Karaz-a-Karak and be recognized by whatever dawi ruling there 

as what is rightfully his. The title of true High King of all dwarfs. For he is the first king, heir of Karak 

Zorn and by right the true leader of the dwarfen people. Such far reaching is his ambition. And he will 

not suffer any resistance, be it greenskins, skaven or his own kin. 

 

Marduk is a great warrior and general, but also cunning statesman. He wields the rune hammer of 

Karak Zorn, one of the few remaining heirlooms of the royal line. Furthermore, he wears the Kings 

Stone, a radiant gem encrusted into his armour. Legends claim it is the first gemstone found and 

crafted by dwarfen hands. And its light shall harm all those who which the dwarf’s harm. Contrary to 

the High King of Karaz-a-Karak he has no throne to which he is bound. He can fight on his own two feet 

but is also carried by his shield bearers into battle. 

 

(One inspiration for him was Prester John, a fictious christian king south of Egypt who was used as 

propaganda, as his support would help the crusaders conquering the holy land. This however is a small 

subversion, as this dwarfen variant wants the Karaz Ankor for himself.) 
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7.8.2 Zama the kinslayer: 

Zama is the chieftain of the Farka people, one of the many human tribes that were accepted as servants 

by the desert dwarfs. For generations, his tribe lived in their realm, farming the land and living a simple 

life, as long as they followed the dwarfen rules. 

Over time the Farka tribe grew, much quicker than the dwarfen populations. And with their numbers 

grew their hybris. Zamars own father had enough of cowing in front of their dwarfen superiors and 

following their commands. He often spoke about how the dwarfs were misusing them, sending their 

warriors to die in droves, to cull their numbers. That the taxes and oaths of their dwarfen superiors 

were meant to keep them small. That the dwarfs grew fat and rich on the backs and labour of the Farka 

people. That it was time to act against them, to use their advantage in numbers. Many of his tribe 

listened with joy. And soon these words were followed by acts. Zamas Father declared his 

independence and in a swift strike killed and shaved many dwarfs, taking control of the region. The 

dwarfs did not suspect their fellow manlings, who were so loyal and indebted to them for generations, 

to rise up in such a massive revolt. Many dawi were butchered without any honour, in ambushes, in 

private meetings or stabbed in the backs by their loyal servants. Many, many grudges were written, 

and the dwarfs mustered to answer for this betrayal. 

Zama was torn apart, as he had always seen the dwarfs as their brothers in arms and life. He never 

whished them any harm, nor did he listen to his father’s speeches. What oath was more important? 

The loyalty one owed to his father, or the loyalty owed to his king? This conflict tore Zama apart from 

the inside. But finally, he made a choice. 

Zama renounced his father and fled with those part of this people who did not want to join the revolt. 

Thus did the fought against his own family in the coming battles. To honour his loyalty and actions the 

local dwarf king symbolically adopted Zama, giving them the privileges of a minor dwarfen noble. Thus 

is Zama no allowed to lead armies of the Dawi Izor into battle, together with his own human soldiers. 

But still his actions lead to many, both man and dwarf, seeing him as a kinslayer and have reserved 

opinions on him. 

 

Zama got a masterfully crafted Linothorax which offers a great deal of protection, whilst keeping him 

flexible. This light dwarfen armour is further improved with Runes to protect against the heat and the 

cold of the desert, giving Zama and advantage when he is scouting ahead of the main dwarfed army. 

Together with a spear, also rune-crafted, he leads the vanguard forces of the desert dwarfs into battle. 

 

7.8.3 Guttrik Firehelm: 

Guttrik Firehelm is a hothead in every sense of the dwarfs. And by the standards of many dwarfs he is 

one the brink to insanity. Whereas proper desert dwarfs tend their gardens, let water flow, he is 

obsessed with fire. As an apprentice he travelled with his master to the suflur springs and volcanic 

death lands of the southlands. He went to Araby to see real fire magic. And some sources even claim, 

that the ventured into the northeast, to far northeast into the darklands. But that’s all the desert 

dwarfs wills say about it. All these journeys did Guttrik undertake, just to understand fire. Because fire 

for Guttrik is as close as a dwarf can to wield magic. It is a force that transfigures any material. Nothing 

touched by fire stays the same afterwards. Even rocks will crumble and melt, as can be seen with 

volcanos. So if dwarfs properly want to smith and craft their goods, they need to understand fire, as it 

is involved in every task of their lifes. Even the farmers of the Dawi Izor need fire to bake their bread, 

brew their beer, and their crops need the sunlight, which comes from the fiery sun. For Guttrik Fire is 

the spark, the energy, that keeps the world in motion. As such he tries to understand and utilize it. 
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For this purpose did he create a wide variety of machines, chemicals and weapons. He crafted mixture 

desert fire so potent, that it burns even through stone. That it can even burn dragons and extinguish 

warpfire used by the skaven. Such a volatile substance is of course highly restricted, as Guttrik had 

some accidents in the past. 

Most of his body is covered by burns and scars. Even his beard went aflame ones. A shame for any 

dwarf, but Guttrik sees is as a sign of honour from his craft (hence why the dwarfs see him as insane). 

 

To protect his body from further damages he developed a special armour, which can be set on fire 

without harming the dwarf wearing it. Indeed with one movement he can even set his armour aflame 

through a set of small tubes and pistons ejecting burning substances. 

He also wears an axe, which has similar properties and thus can be set on fire with the press of a 

button. He can also use his self-constructed Fire Siphon. But despite his obvious madness, he is partially 

tolerated by the other desert dwarfs due to his effectiveness in combat. 

 

7.8.4 Fardin Mimson: 

Fardin Mimson is a runelord of the Dawi Izor. The loss of Karak Zorn and the disconnection from the 

Karaz Ankor has left to much loss in knowledge. This is something the runesmiths mourn to this day. 

And many try to recreate or rediscover them. Fardin Mimson is of the same stroke as the rest of his 

guild. But whereas the other runesmiths try in vein to find some old runes or sometimes even try to 

contact their northern relatives, Fardin looks not north or east. As a lord of his guild he knows why 

Karak Zorn fell, but does not speak about it. Though some of his actions appear to give some insight. 

Fardin hates Lizardmen with a passion after all. Whenever he can afford he will sent expeditions into 

the southern jungles to hunt them down and sack their cities. He has a special obsession with the 

sacred tablets themselves and the knowledge carved into them. Something which the Lizardmen will 

not tolerate. 

Fardin too wishes to reclaim Karak Zorn. But whereas his liege Marduk musters his forces to retake 

Karak Zorn in a convential way, Fardin is looking for something else. A key, a symbol or even a rune on 

one of the sacred plates? A prophecy maybe which speaks of the return of the Dawi into their ancestral 

home? Or maybe a description on how Grungni and his son first learned the rune craft? No one knows 

for sure, as this secretive dwarf keeps his intentions well hidden. Indeed some may question why he 

searches for runes in lizardmen temples, and why he is obsessed with the relics of the Old Ones. As if 

they were the ones who taught Grungni and his kin runesmithing? This thought is laughed at even by 

many of his colleges. But there is no shortage of voluntaries to join his expedition. Fardin is a powerful 

runelord after all. And even if he does not find what he is looking for, gold and gems are still to be 

gained in abundance. 

 

Instruments like the Anvil of Doom are unknown to the runelords of the south, as they have forgotten 

and lost so much. But Fardin is still talented runelord who can use many runes in battle. Furthermore 

he crafted much of his equipment himself, such as his rune-armour which makes him impervious to 

even a carnosaurs bite. But he is also able to use some of the Old One artefacts he has collected and 

studied over the centuries. Among these things is a spear with a miniature solar engine encased in. 

This sunlance can fire a short beam of heat and light if necessary, burning through even the thickest 

lizardhide. 


